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OVERVIEW 

On July 1 , ,1991, more than 90,000 ,offenders were under some form of 
supervisiC?n'in' Washington's criminal justice system. A significant number 'of"these 
gffenders have been recommended, for substance abuse treatment by criminal justice 
"'p~ofessi6nals. An 'even larger proportion are in need, of treatment. " Criminal justice 
'professiona,ls, generally concur that many' rriore offenders require substance abuse 
, treatment than the treatment system can presently handle. 'Because of this, and 
'because of significant interest in some quarters to use substance abuse, treatment as 
a: substitute for or supplemenftothenormal complement of criminal sanctions ,for some 
offenders, the Advisory Committee to the 1991 ,Capacity Study: Offender' Placements 
in Washington State successfully argued for an ~ssessmerit of the substance abuse 

'treatment system. This, report presents toe findin,gsof that assessment. Funding for,·~ 
this study was provided by the Washington State Department of Corrections Partnersh!p"7 
,P'roaram' " , ',' ' , ' ~" ;C"o}:' 

...... I ~ • , . 7·' -- ' 

PUBLICLY FUNDED TREATMENT IN WASHINGTON STATE 

• Public funds for substance, abuse treatment in the community come, directly or 
indirectly from the Pivisionof Alcohol and Substance Abuse of the Department 
of Social and Health Services (DASA). 

, , 

• Community-based treatment includes several types ,of "residential treatment, 
lasting from 30 to 180 days, and outpatient treatment, lasting 90 days. Alcoholism 
and Drug Abuse Treatment and Support Act (ADATSA) -funded treatment cannot 

"exceed 180 days in any two-year period. ' 
, " 

• Prison treatment is a 91-hbur intensive outpatient program. Treatment in state 
partial confinement is somewhat less intensive. Prison and state partial 
confinement treatment programs are funded by the Department of Corrections. 

, • ' There is no 'comparable treatment for local jailS. Some jails permit self-help 
gro~ps.King County has a treatment program for lesser' offenders. 

TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

• There is considerable evidence that drug treatments, particularly methadone 
maintenance and therapeutic comm9nities, are effective. Other forms of drug 
tre:atment appear to have positiveeff"'cts,; but that impact is less supported by 
current studies. ' ' 

1 -' 
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• ' 'The work ,on effectiveness of alcohol treatment is less definitive. There have been 
;' few,er.' studies for each specific modality. What has been done suggests that 

some, but not all, forms of treatment, are effective. ' 

• Treatment of offenders while, in prison' has been ~hown to work if treatment 
",follows the, therapeutic' community approach. ' 

. ';' An assessment of prison treatment in Washington sho'Wed high completion rates 
and positive, impact on subsequent behavior; .. 

• Assessments of completion rates for both ADATSAandaJl publiCly funded clients' 
show varying rates of completion depending upon the modality. Clients are. more 

'"" . likely to finish an inpatient treatment than an ,outpatient treatment. 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE",DEMAND FOR TREATMENT 

'. ',' An estimated 465,062 ,Washi'ngton residents are potential clients 6f sub~ance 
abuse treatmentagencies~, They are dependent on and/or, abuse aicohol or illicit 
drugs; or both. This number includes both offenders and all ,others in need of 
treatment. ' 

• Two methods were used to estimate criminal justice demand for substance abuse 
treatment. 

, 1. Using an approximation of the number of treatment orders to estimate ' 
substance abuse treatment needs resulted in an estimate of approximately 
50,000 offenders needing treatment each year. ' 

2. Using prevalence rates for substance abuse in the confined population 
compared, to the general population resulted in an estimate 'of' 
approximately 25;000 'off~nders as"potential clients 'of substance abuse' 
treatment agencies. . 

• , About half of all people assessed as needing treatment actually enter treatment. 
Consequently, the demandfor.treatment·services attributabl,e to offenders is likely ~ 
to be somewhere between 12,500 and 25,000 clients per year. 

CURRENT CAPACITY ·OF PUBLICLY FUNDED TREATMENT' 

• ' The' publicly funded substance abuse trE)atment system includes 781 beds for 
,'re,sidential treatment, 2,366' slots 'for outpatient'treatment,. and prison-based 

chemical dependency treatment with a capacity for 1,593 inmates per year. The 
residential and outpatient treatment is distributed across the state. 
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41 '. ',. These programs serve at minimum 16,648 clients p~r year. Since some clients 
are served .byrnore than one program, this is riot an undupIicated count. 
Outpatient services especially serve many clients whose· treatment is partially 
provided by public, funds; so the total number served is probably considerably 
larger. .,:) , . . 

• DASA data indicate 31,069 clients were served in both types of programs. 

BARRIERS TO SUFFICIENT TREATMENT 

• 

• 

• 

The mostsignificant barriers to treatment are to,o few.resources andthus too few 
treatrnent slots.' 

Additional important barriers are: doubts about. treatment viability; . difficulties in 
designing and running programs for offenders; and 'the .lack of linkages between 
the treatment and criminal justice systems and between the inpatient cmd the 
outpatient portions' of the two systems. . 

80th treatment professionals. and criminal justice professionals have reservations 
about substance abuse treatment for offenders. These reservations are important 
barriers to effective treatment for offenders. 

• Delays. for individuals in being ass~ssed fortreatment or entering treatrnent may 
negatively affect program' participation. As many as half of the Alcoholism and 
Drug Abuse Treatment and Support Act (ADATSA) funded clients in Washington 
drop out befor:e~ntering treatment.. , 

• . . Offenders face perhaps the most difficult barriers. Often an offender who' has a 
court order for treatment finds s/he c~not pay for that treatment, or is not 
eligible for public funding, or cannot find an' appropriate treatment to enter. Such 
an offender will often find him- or herself serving a sent~nce in confinement even 
if,~/he wanted. to get into treatment. . . . 
.:~. ," . 

COST OF PROVIDING TREATMENT SERVICES, 

• . 'Given the· c:urrent mix of offender' clients' in cornr:nunity treatment rnodalities,not 
counting methadone maintenance, the publicly fUr:1ded treatment cost averaged 
$25i, a: day. 'With an average stay in all treatments of 145 days, the average' cost 
for a full course of was $3,625 . 

. • The averag~ cost for each offender entering treatment in prison or state partial 
. confinement in FY 1991 was $660. 
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The average reimbursement, r~te is $52.94 a day for intensive inpatient treatment. 

The ,average reimbursement 'rate for recovery house beds is $30.25 a day . 
. '". '1 . , ' 

'Reimbursement rates for extended care recovery hOUse 'beds average $24.97 per 
day. 

Long' term' resid~ntial treatment beds are available for drug addicts and. for 
mentally ill ,chemical abuser (MICA). Th,e average, daily reirnpursement rate is, 
$42.96 for drug treatment $75.07 for MICA treatmeht. 

Intensive outpatient treatment reimbursements, average $426 a month, 
" " . ~ ~ 

'.' 'Adl,dt andADATSA outpatient treatment slots, are estimated to have an average 
reimbursement rate of $250 a month. 

'IMPUCATIONS FOR THE FUTURE, 

• ,If the present level of treatment services is provided to the projected increase' in 
the number of offenders in Washington state, in 1,996 itwill cost about $20 million 
per year more than is currently being spent.. ' 

• '.\ Using the current mix of treatment modalities plus 'increased community 
'.' supervision as a substitute for qonfinement in jailor prison would cost nearly the 
same as, confinement alone during the six months of treatment and would cost 
leSS than, incarceration shortly, thereafter. Thus, if treatment plus supervision is, 

, sObstitutedfor 'confinement terms longer than six months, siavings would 

• 

.' . 

accumulate rapidly. ' 

, TrElatrrient failure rates have little impact on the cost effectiveness of treatment 
, versus ,confinement. ' 

, If greater . reliance is placed on residential programs for offenders, the savings 
from diversion from jail to high or moderate cost non-incarcerative control plus 
treatment is not as, great as the cost of treatment. Diversion from, state work 
,release or minimum security prison is financially attractive if confinement time is 
reduced by seven to eiQhtmonths, or, more.' , 

TherE) are al~o non-quantifiable cost benefits to providing treatment services to 
offenders. Long term savings can resultfromJhe reduction in repeat offense due 
to' successful treatment. Because of the high ,.costof incarceration, even a small 
amount of success in treatment can result in significant savings from avoided' 

, future incarcerations. ,,' 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Criminal Justlca professionals, particularly those involved in sentence 
'recommendati,ons and decisions, have long said that many more offenders require 
substancea.biJ3e treatment than the treatment system can handle. Because of this, and 

· because there is ongoing interest ih some quarters to expand the use of substance . 
abuse treatment forsome offenders as an alternate Qr supplement to criminal sanctions, 
members of the Advisory Committee for the 1991 Capacitv'Study: Offender .Placements 
inWashingtbn ' State' .. successfully· argued for an assessment of substance abuse 

· treatment' capacity' and demand in Washington' State. This report presents the findings 
01 that' assessment.. Funding for this study was provided by the Washington State 

· Department of Corrections partnership Program. 

· PUBLICLY FUNDED TREATMENT IN 'WASHINGTON STATE 

. Public funds,. of any kind, pay for slightly less than half the treatment services 
available' in Washington. . 

The services outlined from the Washington Administrative Code cover the range 
Of treatment services available through public funds in Washington.' The.se include 
assessment (DWI and alcohol/drug), alcohol/drug information school, outpatient 
(intensive, regular and ADATSA) , methadone treatment, intensive inpatient, recovery 
hOQse, extended care recovery house, . and long term treatment services . 

.After clients are screened, they may, be evaluated through one of two 
· assessments: DWI assessment or alcohol/drug assessment. Other publiclyfUrided 
. clients may be screened and .assessed by the agency that. will provide outpatient or 
· inpatient services. 

Following assessment, a qualified counselor, will recommend . one or a 
combination of the~ following treatment paths for the client. 

1. ' Alcohol/drug schoo~ for 8 to 15. hours of instruction . 
. 2.' Regular outpatient service for .90 days. 
3. Intensive outpatient services for. 90 days. 
4. .Intensive inpatient service for 30 days. 

c 5. 'Intensive inpatient service' for 30 days, then outpatient 
\' service for 90 days. . 

6. Intensive inpatient service, then recovery house for 60 days, 
. then outpatient service for90days. 

7. Extended care residential services for 90 days, then 
. outpatient service for 90 days. 

8... Drug residential service for 180 days. 

5 
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9. Mentally III Chemi'calAbusero (MICA) residential treatment for 
, 30 days, then, dual diagnosis, residential treatment for 90 

days. ' (,,' ' 

, Publicly funded treatm~nt is limited to 180 days within a 24 month period. Aciient 
may move in and 'out of various treatment modaiities, but can receive treatment for only 
a'Jsi~month period. ,Because most programs are part time, except for'180-day inpatient 

" J programs, the maximum 'amount of treatment received is' substantially less than six 
, months. " ' " , ' 

The Department ofCorr~ctions contracts for substance abuse treatment services 
in 15 of its institutions and four, work release centers. They give priority to inmates with 
court orders for treatment. ' , " 

TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

, , There, is' considerable evidence that drug' treatments, particularly methadone ' 
maintenance and therapeutic communi~ies, are effective. other forms of drug treatment 
appeal' to have'positive effects but that impact is less supported by current studies. The 

,work on effectiveness' of alcohol treatment. ,is less definitive. There have' been fewer' 
studies for each specific modality. What hasbeeh done su'ggests that some, but not all, 
forms oHreatment are effective. Treatment of offenders while in prison has 'been' shown 
to work if trea,tment follows the therapeutic community approach. - . " 

An assessment of p'rison treatment in Washington showed high completion rates 
arid positive impact o.nsubsequent behavior. Assessments of completion rates'for both 
ADATSAand all publicly funded clients show varying rates of completion depending, 
uPQn the modality. Clients' are more likely to finish an inpatient treatment than an 
outpatient treatment. ' 

• Alcohol treatment outcomes' are less definitive than those for drug treat~ent. 
Many treatment variations have developed, complicating the assessment of their effects, 
and controlled studies have produced mixed results. ' ,For example, some national 

, , r:;, studies show that 40 to 50 percent of persorisrlependent on alcohol will alter their 

, 9-

(C, ' 

'drinking behavior with little or no treatment. On the other hand, there is some evidence 
,to'suggest that there may' be a rela,tionship between' type' of alcoholic and sllcc,essful 
intervention bya specific type of treatment Perhaps the primary conclusion of studies 
concerning alcohol treatment is that matching ,clients with treatment shows promise of 

"improving outcomes. 
, , ' 

For any treatment program' to be, minimally effective it must be of sufficient 
duration. Some say that for any drug treatment program to have a positive impact it 
must last longer than 90 days. " .' ' 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE .DEMAND FOR TREATMENT SERVICES 
,;) 

What'ever the actual demand for treatmehtservices may. be, it is very . large. First 
. of 'ail, .. the number of ~ offenders under some form of criminal justice control in 
Washington. is sUbstanti.a1.' A recent survey of 9ffender placements concluded that more 
than 90,000 offenders were under some form of state or local control on July 1, 1991. 

An estimate of treatment demand attributable to offenders has never been 
~- attempted in. Washington State. In this report two methods are usec:'~o develop an 

approximation. that can be used as a starting point for further analysis and' policy 
development. ' 

'I" 

StatUtorily' Generated Demand" 

In Washington, an offender may be, required to have treatment as a condition of 
a misdemeanor or felony sentence or as a condition of deferred prosecution of a ' 

, criminal .charge;. 

.,; , Under the statutory provisions for misdemeanor sentencing there are two routes 
into treatment: either through a deferral of prosecution on the. condition that the offender 
participate in atreatmentprogram; or a deferred or suspended jail sentence (probation) 
which includes an order that the offender take part in a treatment program. 

,; .' . 

For, felons, imposition 'of conditions is more restricted. The Sentencing Reform 
Act (SRA) . limits the use of treatment orders. Only the First" Time Non-Violent Offender 
Waiver or .the Special Sex' Offender Sentencing Alternative (SSOSA) permit treatment 
conditions. Under the First':Time Offender Waiver, the court can., require up to two years 
of community supervision which may include lIoutpatienttreatmet1t for up to two years 
or inpatient treatment not to exceed the standard range of confinement for that offense.,j 
Special Sex Offender Sentencing A1tern~tive conditions are directed toward sex offender 
treatment. ' 

Sentences to total confinement may be served in a IIfacility or institution operated 
or utilized under contract by the state or any other unit. of government for twenty-four 
hours a' day ... II This provision permits inpatient treatment under. the proper conditions. 

Finally, certain·felons released from prison to pommunity'<plac~ll1ent may have. 
treatment requirements while on community supervision. . 

" 

Computing' Demand by Use of Estimated Treatment Orders 

Many offenders have substance abuse treatment needs. The Department of 
CQrrections estimates·that 82 percent of imprisoned felons have been or are chemically 
dependent. Data from the 1991 Capacity Study survey indicate that 1 a percent of the 
misdeme.anor deferred prosecution cases; 85' percent of the misdemeanor probation 
cases and 17 percent of the felons on community supervision have been ordered to 

7 
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treatment by the court of jurisc:tiction., ,A significant portion of ,these orders are for 
substanc~ ab~setreatmenL" ' , l) 

, ',", Based upon these, rates, 'as many as 50,000 offenders m~y, need substance 
,abuse treatment. "'Thisincludes~bout 38,800 ,offenders uncJer local criminal justice 
• control and about 11,700 under state control. ' 

Computing Demand ,by Use of Prevalence Rates 
, ,..... .... '. , 

, ,Ainajor National Institute'of Mental Health study of prevalence 'of mental 
disorders reported lifetime prevalence rates for sub$1:ance,alcohol, and drug at)Use 
disorders in' the, community, and for the detained, offf;lnder.population. This ,study 
suggests that ,the substance'· abuse rates' for offenders can be 'derived if 'we, ,know 
something about those rates for the general ,population. " ' 

- • - .' • I 

" . ", Substance abuse rates for ,offender'S are much higher than for the general 
· popUlation. According to the NIMH study, ,the lifetime rates are nine times higher for 
offender drug disordersaridfourtimes higher for alcoholdiserders than for the general" 
population.The c()mbined rates for offen~er substance abuse are 4.3 times that of the 

, ge~eral population. '", , , ' 

, . (, ' The' Department' of Social and HealthServices Divisi~n of Alcohol and Drug , 
Abuse (DASA) Needs Assessmenf Report for 1990 determined that there were 465',062 ' 

, ,possible adult clients in Washington. This is equivalent to an overall substance abuse 
, prevalerice :rate in' WaShington' State of 9.6 percent.' , 

" .'. 

, Using the Washington prevalence .rate for the total'populationandinultiplying by 
4.3 to adjust for the higher prevalence ofinstitutionaJized populations, the rate for. 
'confined offenders should be 'about 41 percent. In larger prevalence studies, persons 
under community' supervision have, beeh treated as though they were just ,Iikeariy other 

, cornmunity resident' 'In Washington thatwould mean a prevalence 'rate of 9.6 percent 
for offenders on community supervision; Using these two .rates for the differant. kindS 
of offenders in Washington, an estimated 25,006 offenders are in need of treatment. 

, . " ~ . '" . . 

, , " Demand versus Treatment CapacitY, ' 

, , Need is not equivalent to receipt of. treatment. Some people are not amenable 
'to being treated0:-~7h'e DASA data suggest ,that half of the "people who are referred for 
treatment and determined eligible starttre~tment. If half of the offenders needing 

'. treatment were to enter treatment; then (based on our two m~thodsof. estimating 
- 'demand) between 12,500' and 25,000 'would enter treatment.. 

CURRENT CAPACITY OF ,PUBLICLY, FUNDED TREATMENT PROGRAMS 
" . . ' 

· " The,', publicly fund~d' substance' abuse' treatment system includes resiqential 
~reatment (781 beds)!., outpatient treatment (2,'366 slots) and prison-based chemical 

'. ' 
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dependenCy treatment (1,593 inmates per year). The residential and outpatient 
'treatmentisdistributedacross the state. ' Together these programs serve at minimum 
, 16,648 clients per year. Since some clients ate served by more than one program, this 
'is not an unduplicated count. Outpatient services espeCially serve many clients whose 

treatment is paniallyprovided bypubJic funds, so thetotai number served is probably 
, considerably larger. ' DASA data indicate 31,069 served in both types of programs. 
These findings are summarized in the',rollowingtable. ' 

ESTIMATED MINIMUM CAPACITY OF PUBUCLYFWNDEDTREATMENT PROGRAMS 
" ',' 

; 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 
SERVICE " MINIMUM, DURATION ANNUAL FTE 

CAPACITY (DAYS)" , ADMISSIONS, 

RESIDENTIAL ,SERVICES " 

~:" ",/ 

Intensive Inpatient 283 30 3,~~8 

Recovery, House 199 60 1,164 

Extended Care 
'. 

" 196 90 784 

Long Term Residenf - Drug 83 180 166 

, Long Term ResidEmt - MICA , 20 90 ' 78 

OUTPATIENT SERVICES " 
, .. ' ,. " ' 

Intensive Outpatient 1,84 90. 731' 

,.,' Regular & ADATSA Outpatient 2,t81 .. 90 8,725 

DOC PROGRAMS 

Prisons 1,197 1,197 

Pre-release 396 396 
. 

TOTAL , 4,739 . 16,645 
" 

BARRIERS TO SUFFICIENT TREATMENT FOR OFFENDERS 
, '", 

The national perspective on the barriers' to subStance abuse treatment suggests 
,that the most significant barriers are too few resources and thus, too few treatment slots. 
Those are factors in ,Washington as well. 

, Additional, important barriers 'are: doubts 'about ,treatment viability; difficulties in' 
designing prograrhsthat identify appropriate offender clients, and which establish clear 
rules for b~haviQr and have methods for enforcing rules quickly; and,the lack of linkages 
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. betWeen the treatmenfand criminal justice systems, and between the inpatient and the 
, " outpatient portions :ofthe, two, systems. .'. 

" .' , 

. Concerns about 'treatment· programs for offenders by both. the treatment 
community and the criminal justice ·community also constitute barriers. . 

, '. ' ". The treatment community asserts that criminal justice agencies refer clients who' 
. are notgoQdcar'ldidates for treatment and expectthe treatment agency to provide 
quasi~$upervision. For this serVice, treatment agencies generally receive less .than the 
actuai cost of treatment. '. . 

. , 

. .. .' ., Treatment providers further contend that the criminal justice system places clients ' 
. who ·are too difficult to handle. Court ordered clients are seen as unwilling clients who 

'. ,have accepted treatment as a way to avoid jail. 

These clients are seen .as. inappropriate in another way. Persons can be placed 
on deferred prosecution for two years. Yet ADATSA'funded treatment ccannotlast longer 
than six months. Orders for treatment on deferred. prosecution should take into account' 
these limits on the duration of ADATSA funded treatment.. 

'Fundingisanother contentious issue. The actual cost of treatment is often more 
than most offender clients can ,pay and' thereirnbursement rates ,from the, public sector' 

, . are ,also less than the 'actual cost. When available funding and true. unit costs set the 
, amount of treatment to be provided, then the level of treatment will be low - perhaps 
too low to expect positive benefits except with the most motivated client. Most offenders 
do not fall into that group. 

. . 

On'the other side of' the. coin,the professionals in the criminal justice " system 
, 'often lack confidence in treatment alternatives or they'seethoseal.ternatives as failing 

to meet other goals of the 'criminal justice· .sy~em; e.g. to punish the offender for the 
. offense or to 'deter future offenses committ~d"by the offender or others. '. More 
. specifically, they often donol recommendQL1:prder treatment because of delays in 

assessing the need for·treatment and delays in 'admission to treatment. .. 
, , , 

. The criminal justice professionals also note the abSence of appropriate treatment, . 
particularly for some, tYpes of offenders. Just as tHe treatment professionals are reluctant 
to take some offenders . because they. are too difficult to manage, the criminal. justice 
. profeSSionals are reluctant to refer becaus;ethe ,treatment does not seem sufficiently 
'structured for some offender clients. ,.. . . . 

. , . . ,'. 

, . Finally,no barrier is as great as the'one facing the offender who has a court order 
for, treatment but who, cannot pay" for that treatment, or become eligible for, public 
funding, or find an ,appropriate treatment to enter. Such an offender will often find him 

" or herself serving a sentence in confinement even if s/he wanted to get into treatment. 
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COST OF PROVIDING TREATMENT SERVICES ' 

, , ' ,Useful cost infonnation about treatment services is only ,available for publicly 
, funded sarvices.' This data actuallY,reports reimbursement rates rather than costs,_ ,/J.s, 

, 'such the data under-estimate the actual cost of treatment. " 
, I' • . . ." 

Based on available 'information, reimbursement rates by modality are as follows: 
, . . . , 

~ .' . , . 

REIMBURSEMENT RATES BY TREATMENT MODALITY 

I ENT 
. REGULAR OUTPATIENT 
, INPATIENT 

RECOVERY HOUSE, ' 
EXTENDED CARE DRUG RESIDENTIAL " " 
EXl'ENDEDCARE RECOVERY HOUSE (ALCOHOL) 
MICA TREATMENT &DIAGNOSIS (, ' 
MICA TREATMENT 

14.17 
8.33 

52.94 
30.2~ 
42.96 
24.97 
75.07 
75;07 

90 
.' 90' 

30 
eo 

180 
90 
30' 
90 

1,275 
750 

1,588 
1,815 
7,733 
2,247 
2,252 ' 
6,756 

Bssed upon what is knownSiloUt offender utilization 01 treatment services, the 
average daily reimbursement rate for offenders (for all 'kir"dsof treatment) is just over 
$25 per day. On any given day about 47 percent of offenders in treatment are in some 
residential program. The remainder are in outpatient 'programs. (This does not mean ' 

, that only 47 percent of offenders are everirl residential programs -infact, over SO 
,percent spend at least partoftheir treatment in a residential setting.) 

, " USing these' reimbursement rates, it is estimated ' that' if:" half of the offenders 
needing treatment in 1991 actually entered treatment then the total annual cost of 
treatment for offenders would have been about $35.6 million. (As' noted above, it is 
estimated, that only half of all persons assessed, as needing tr'eatmentactuaily enter 
treatment.) 

IMPUCATIONS FOR THE FUTURE', . , 

These ,same reimbursement rates can be used to estimate the cost of providing 
treatment~o the additional offenders who are exp'eCted taenter the criminal justice 
syste~ between 'now and 1996. Based on the, projected number of offenders in 1996, 

, , ,it is estimated,that the dostof treatment would exceed $55 ,million per year On current 
dollars)., The net increase due to projected, growth in the offender population is about 
$20, milliOn per year. 
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.,. .... ,', Since there is.intere$t in some quarters to use substance abuse treatment as an 
. ". '. a1temative or supplement to traditional criminal sanctions for some offenders, the study 

'. also examined' ,the cost impiications of diverting offenders from, confinement to 
treatment. Three scenarios were examined. ". (Note that these scenari9s are not 
advanced'Ci$ nacommendations, .rather as illustrations.)., . 

. The threEt scenarios invQlve diversion of. offenders. frOm jail,state work release, 
'01' minimum security priSQntotreatment plus various forms of non-incarcerativta criminal 
. justicecontrQI. Three .. ·forms· Of non-incarcerative control were examined:.· regular 

',community ~upervision, intensive supervision;. and Eitlectronic monitoring; Each scenario 
",:assumes that a full (180 day) course of treatment occursahd. that 'current 

reimbursement rates continue. ",' 

, .•. Each of th,ese a1tematives has different 'costs.' By comparing average daily' costs 
for the, thr~e types. of confinement to the cost of treatment plus the three tyPes. of non,; 

.' incarce,rative control; we can compare one to the 'other. What was' found was·that the 
cost oHreatment plus regular .supervision will always be less than the cost of even the 
least expensive form ·of confinement. Even the most expensive treatment alternative 

. (treatment plus.: electronic . monitOring) .is less expensive than the least· eXpensive' 
'. confin.ement altemative'(jail). if the diversion is for eight'months or longer. Th.e following 
graph illustrates comparative costs. '. . 

.' 

BREAKEVEN ANAL VSIS 
Cost & Savings' Per Person 

Assuming continued .use of current treatment mix 

~,~~----~----------~----------------------~~ 
18,000 I------------------___ -----.......-------.......-~__t 

SAVINGS: MINIMUMSECUAlTY PRISON 

'14,000 ...... ----------------------....,..:;~_7'~?""'------1 
SAVINGS: .COUNTY JAIL 

.... ·12,000 ...... --------·"~----~~-r~,..;.....~-__:_-------'-1 

"ll~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~1 
8,000 I--------------.....-..........,..~.:...-~~~-=---..,.-t-_=:;:;;_--I 

~~~~~:::x=_ho=..:. 

~ 4 5 • 7 • I 10 ' 11 12 13 1.4 
CONFINEMENTllMEsuspeaD (MONTHS) 
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The,cost analysis also looked at the cost impact of treatment failures. The 
primary finding of this' analysis' was that the fiscal consequences of treatment failure. are 
il1significant. For exampl~, when the projected failure rate was changed from 30 percent 
to~()percent,thelargest change, in the breakeven analysis was only 15 days. 

'. , . Finally; we looked at the cost implications of increasing the number of offenders 
in residential programs. Currently about 80 percent of all offenders in treatment spend 
atleast part oftheirtreatmentina residentialpfogram. However,at anyone time about 
53 percent are in an outpatient program. . 

If we assume that all ,offenders spend at ,least some time inresidenti~1 programs' 
and that the timespentin residential programs is generally longer, we arrive at another 
set ofcircumstances~ The assumptions used inJhis part of the analysis were: 1) all 
offenders start treatment ina residential program, and 2) atany given time, about 70. 

"percent of aU offEm'der patients would be in a residential program.' Again, these 
assumptions are not advanced as recommendations, but, rather used for illustration. 

" . "Using these assumptions, 'the, average daily reimbursement rate would incr.ease, 
from $25 to just over $33. 

. . , 

The bre~keven analysis was repeated for this alternative set of· assumptions. 
Using these assumptions, diversiqn of offenders from jail to higher cost treatment, and 
high or moderate cost non-incarcera~ive control no longer makes financial sense., On 
the other hand, diversion of offenders from state work release or minimum security' 
prison is financially attractive for even the most, expensive treatment scenario for 
offenders who have their confinement sentences reduced by seven to eight months or 
m~a' . -

, . , D-
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WASHINGTON'S PUBLICLY FUNDED TREATMENT SYSTEM 

, INTRODUCTION 

" In Washington, publicly and privately funded substance abuse treatment' has 
several ,basic modalities. This section describes these modalities arid the process by 

,which clients enter them. . . 

Ideally, clients pass from qne treatm~nf,component tp another in'sequence.The 
usual, first step is an aSsessment of treatmenf needs. Then there may be an inpatient 

. , ' treatment phase followed by"an outpatient treatmant period. Treatment may be very 
intensive at the beginning, and become less' intensive~ There is often some type of long 
term follow:-up or after-care. . . 

Providers of substance abuse treatment services are certified by the Department 
of Sociai and Health Services Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse .. Sorne are for
profit, some are non-profit, others are run by local ·governments. Some providers are 
single individuals,' others are businesses with multiple sites. The Department of 
Corrections contracts fr substance abuse treatment in 15 of its facilities. 

Funds to run treatment agencies come from several sources. Across the country, 
the majority of clients are served by private, nonprofit agencies.1ln 1987,the public 

· sebtor in the United States treated 650,000 clients receiving revenues ,of $800 million, 
80' percent of whichwere:':rrom public sources. Three-fourths' of public sector programs 

· were operated by not-for-profitproviders of outpatient treatment In the same year the 
private sector treated 200,000 clients from revenues of $500 million, 75 percent of which 
were from p.rivate sources.2 Two .. thirds of the 'private providers were hospitals. 

" " , 

In Washington, publibfundingof all kinds pays for just under half the treatment 
services available. Private .. third parties, i.e. insurance companies, and the clients 
themselves .pay for the rest. 

This report assumes that many Washington' offender clients require publicly 
· funded treatment, or they would be unable to comply with treatment orders. Thus, the 
focl,ls oithe material which follows is on the publicly funded segment of the treatment 
system in Washington state. 

National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS): 1989.M1:!ii1 Findings Report, U.S. 
· Department of Health and Human Services, Public Health Service, Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health 
Administration, 1990. The reporting rate for all states was .78 percent. 

2 DeanR. G~rstein and Lawrence S. Lewin, ;'Treating Drug Problem~" New England Journal of Medicine, 
. 9/20/90, pp., B4+B48 .. 
, '.....J 
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ACCESS TO PUBLICl. Y FUNDED TREATMENT 

.. The Department of CommunitY Development's grant application (FY1991) to the 
Drug 'ContrOl and System ImproVement, Bureau of JusticeAssi~tahce acknowledged 

· that Washington's. publicly funded treatment facilities cannot care for those people who 
.' need randre.qoestdrug treatment.3Although privately funded facilities in Washington 
may have.suffjpient capacity, many people cannot afford this care. DSHS' ~efforts to 

, contract with these private providers is inhibited by the state's inability to pay for the full 
c6~tof private care. ., ," .,' , '" 

'Intt"le.community, ability t~ pay can restrict access, to treatment. If the client is 
· unable to. pay intuit by himself or through his insurance, he may ask if the agency has 
a sliding scale. One providerexplairted its scale as follows: $0 to $60 a month for low 
income clients, $120 a month. for medium income clients/and $180 a mo'nth, top of 

· scale.4Sliding scales a.re subsidized by full fees or by donations, such as. from United 
'. Way. If reduced rates are still toqhigh, the client can apply for public funds to pay for 

.' treatrnent. ' . 

The primary type of public fundingfQr substance abuse treatment isADATSA. In ' 
addition, there are several public third party fur1ds, such asSSI and Title 19 (Medicaid)5 
Block grant funding to counties also pays for some treatment.. . , 

. ADATSAis designed to provide "state financed treatment land support to indigent 
alcoholics anddrugaddicts.1I8Eligibility for ADATSA is defined by WAC and interpreted 
bYstaff.of·the Community S~rvice Offic.es of DSHS.·· .. 

. "Persons claiming incapacity· based primarily' on alcoholism or drug 

. dependency shaUbe referred for evaluation under the alcoholism and drug 
addiction trea.tment and support program .... Any '. general assistance 
recipient Qr applicant snail be required to undergo .an alcohol/drug 
assessment if: .. the person clairnsan alcohol or drug problem or the 
department obtains medical or clinical evidence which indicates thatwithin 
the last ei'ghteen months such a. problem . appears to eXist; or the ' 
department receives:information that the person has been arrested for an 
a/cohol/drugrelated offense within the 'last ninety days .... "7 . . 

,', ' 

,,:( Washington State's 1991 Drug Control Strategy and Formula Grant Application, Fiscal Year 1991, 
Department of Community Development, 1991.· . . . 

· . ,4 Medjo, Jacqueline, The Use' of Treatment Resources for' Criminal' Offenders in Selected· Washington 
Counties, Washington .Association of Prosecuting Attorneys, August '1991, p. 12 . 

. II Medicaid, or Title 19, is the medical. portion of the financial aid provided to persons on public assistance 
(SSI).- The.federal and state governments share the cost of Title 19. 

II WAC 3e8-40-020 

7 WAC 388-37-135; . . \i 
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'." ADATSA applicants must mee~thesame financial eligibility requirements as GA-U 
applicants. Th~y m~y have up to several hundred dollars in the bank, . They may even 

.' ,have a monthly income .. Howf3ver, some of that income is, "disregarded" or excluded 
"", . from the eligibility calculation. For example,the first$2Q of, a monthly social security 

check is disregarded. Once all "disregards" are set aside, then the department can 
, tequirethelemaining income in excess of the clothing and personal incidental standard 
be contributed "toward the cost of their care in . a recovery house, eXtended care recov
e'ryhouse, orlong:-term Care of drug residential, treatment facility beginning the, month 
'foUowingthe month of admission ... .'i8ln practice tt'lis means that the, low to ,no income 
individual (less than $33S a month with "disregards" subtracted) may have a few dollars 

, each'month for incidentals, and they will have all o.f their treatment covered. The modest 
income person (one who receives more than $339 after "disregards" are set aside, but 
whose income is less than the cost of inpatient treatment) may have a portion of his/her 
treatment paid. The higher income person will have no portion of his/her treatment paid. 

GA-UorGeneralAssistance Unemployable .is a state program which provides 
" a$sistanceto persons who are incapable of maintaining employment. "Persons who are 
unemployable due to alcohol or drug addiction are generally not, eligible for general 
assistance, "~There are persons who are eligible for, both GA-U and ADATSA. They must 

, ,participate in ADATSA treatmEmt "when it can be reasonably expected to enable'the 
person to work or to reduce the need for assistance ... .'dO " " 

" . . , ' 

Some persons addicted to alcohol or drugs are sufficiently impaired by that 
addiction or another condition thattheyare eligibrefor Supplemental Securitylnaome 

,(SSI). SSI eligibility is determined by staffof the Disabilities Determination Unit, Social 
,Security ,Administration: ' ' 

The standards 'for SSt eligibility' are ,specific and difficult ~o meet. Only the most 
disabled with the longest (unable to work for 12 months 01' more), most chronic histori'es ' 
of disability obtain that support. ,Social Security staff take up to three months to process 
the requests for assistan'ce and require careful documentation., ADATSA regul9-tions 
require, those potentially able to qualify to apply for SS/. Many disabled persons wait out 
their SSI processing while on GA-U.' . 

if" 
For those' who are not eligible for assistance from any of these funds, b,ut who 

, have insufficient funds: to pay for their treatment, the publicly funded options are limited 
, to those that are available through the block grants made to counties. 810c~ grants are 

designed to, provide basic services to the ''working paor", and are not tied to narrow 
, eligibility' requirements for disability, such as those found with ADATSA or public third 

party funds. Thes,~ funds (which. flow from the state to the county to the provider) are 
used to buy whatever the state and then the county planning bodie~, deem necessa!)' 

II WAC 388-40-040 (3). 

II WAC 388-37-010 sp~ifies the termination of General Assistance (GA-U). 

10 WAC 338-37-135. 
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to meet the needs of client groups who 'are unable to. qualify for other public paid 
, 'programs~ A typiPEli decision is to purchase treatment services from. the county's 
, providers for spedal emphasis populatic;msalthough this is not always the situation. In. 

King Cou.nty, jar example, the block grant funds have gone primarily to pay the costs 
•. of running thedetox center. . ' . 

The state has identified the following populationsforspecial emphasis: "pregnant 
women and new mothers, families with dependent children, "recipients of child welfare 
and child protective services; adolescents, ethnic minorities, criminal justice .system 

'refei.,a/s, IV drug users, people with. AIDS; people with traumatic brain injury, people 
with cognitive disorders, and handicapped people.,,11 Planning bodies in individual' 
counties 'may: further specify populations to be served. . " 

,', " - c • 

, . Offenders sentenced to prison, are assessed for substance abuse .while in 
reception. Th.ose with identified substance abuse treatment needs and those who have 

. a court order for substance abuse treatment are scheduled for substance abuse 
treatment during their imprisonment. DOC' staff indica.te that inmates with court ordered 
treatment are given priority in their programs. Few jails offer substance abuse treatment 
other than access to self-help groups, such as AA and NA. '. . 

, I) 
/ " 

PUBUCLYFUNDED TREATMENT MODAUTIESIN THEeOMMUNITY 
'.' , .. -,,' , 

, I,l,~ /;:,'" 
. .:.. .. ' I,", " 

, . The DSHS Community Service Offica ,is ·the entry P9int for publicly funded, 
. community based substance abuse treatment under . AOATSA. If a person's eligibility is 
verified, slhe is referred to·a chemical dependency, assessment center, where slhe'is 
interViewed by a trained counselor who determines to what degree, the person is 
addicted and what treatment modality is appropriate.'lf the persqn is. an offender, the ' 
. counselor will . make recommendation to the judge who issued the, original sentence. 
The judge may. then order treatment. , " , 

" The majori~ ofc[ients noteligi,ble for ADATSAfundedservices 'are assessed by 
the agency that provides. the treatmentsarvices; whether outpatient or inpatient. This 
practice variesfromcQunty to 'county as .theremay be a specific agency that only 

: provides assessments in some places. One county coordinator told us that he estimated 
70 percent ,of his non-ADATSA, qlients were court referred by ·diversion from a OWl, 
citation. ' ' . 

,', There' are two types of assessments: OWl assessment and the fuli drug and 
alcohol assessment. These mayor may not be performed by the same counselor, but 
they are' performed in the same setting. A DWI assessment 'followed by alcohol 
information: school' is the, le~ restrictive treatment path. A druglalcohol assessment 

.... "followed by' intensive inpatient treatment, recovery house, and outpatient treatment is 
the most restrictive path. Regardless of the treatment (s), needed,a person may receive 

11 Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse, Program Description, 1990. ' . 
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, no more than 180 days ,,1.' serviceS (including detoxification) within a 24 month period 
under DASA. 

, , The,' chart on the following page shows various combinations of treatment ' 
'modalities, or 'paths for ADATSA treatm~nt. We are indebted to Dario Longhi of DSH8

j 

Office of Research and Data Analysis for its use.12 

, :-. 

, ' 

12, Longhi, D. et a/~, The ADATSA Program: Clients, Services and Treatment Outcomes, Office of 
Research cmd Data Analysis, Department of Social and ,Health Services, Olympia,Washington, December 
,1991, Report 4-17, ,Page, 6. ' 
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TABLE l' 

EUgibility, Acceptance, and TreatmentPhas~ fol" ADATSA Clients, 
and Treatment Paths Funded 

~ '. 

Pre-Treatment 
ServiceS 

[lJADATSA 

O Noa. ' 
,ADATSA 

".Referred I 
~lijgl,. "bility Stage 

, ' , 

Eligible ',' .. -I 
, "Acceptance Stage 

Maximwn 6 
treatment 

Longhi, D. ct aI., The ADATSA progrNJ)iCUents. Services ajld Treatment Outcomes. Office of Research and Data 
AnaiysiJ, Department of Social and Health Services, Olympia.: Washington. ~ber 1991, Report 4-17, Page 6. 
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The Washington Administrative Code is quite specific about the publicly funded 
services that are available to substance abusers. Chapter 275-19 (Alcohol and Drug 
Treatment Facilitias) and Chapter 388-40 (Alcohol/Drug Programs) detail the services, 

. These services inc!uqe assessment, detoxification, inpatient (of varying intensities) and 
,'oUtpatient (regular and intensive) services,' The material which follows is taken directly 

. ',from those WAC chapters. 

,ASSESSMENT SERVICES 
, 1 

DWI Client Assessment Services 
, . 

OWl. client assessments may be performed by a certified counselor working within 
,a chemical dependency ass~ssment center, or by a certified counselor working fora 
district court· probation agency. Five probation agencies (King County, Bellevue 
Municipal, Seattie Municipal,' Kitsap County and Pierce County) were identified through 
the 1991· Capacity Study as having people' trained to perform assessments (certified 

. drug/alcohol' counselors). . 

. OWl assessments include, the following services: adminiStration of a written' 
scre.ening instrument using,asaminimum, the Washihgton alcohol screening inventory; 
an evaluation of client's blood alcohol and/or drug level when arrested for alcohol/drug' 
related offense; an evaluation of client's report of his/her driving, record; treatment 
recommendations if the person has an alcohol or drug problem which requires 
treatment, or referral of the client to information school if the person requires only 
alcohol and dr~g educatior'l.13 

l· ' Chemical Dep€)ndency Assessment. Services 
i 

i: " Chemical dependency assessment' centers' are contract agencies of the 
~ Department of SoCial and Health Services, Division of Alcohol' and Substance Abuse, 

, ,. 

, Who provide the following services: 

(1 ) An alcohol and drug assessment' of all clients providing, at a minimum, the 
following: , 
(a) A diagnostic interview with a qualified counselor, as defined in WAC 275-

19-145, gathering at a minimum, the information required on an ADATSA . 
aSsessment forril approved by DASA; " _ 

(b) The counselor's written,assessment concerning the client's diagnOSis of 
,alcoholism or drug addiction and whether or not the client is, incapacitated 
as a result;, , 

(c) A record of the' outcome. of the assessment .interview with the client, 
indicating the decisions reached by the counselor as to the treatment and 

, shelter plan· the client is to follow; 

,13 WAC 275-19-nO, 
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· .(2) 

(3) 

A preliminary screening of clients and referral of those clients qualifying for social' 
. security supplemental income or general assistance-unemployable benefits based 
on' mental' illness or physical dis·ability to ,the depattment's local community 
services office. . 
Case supervision of treatment and/or shelter services for clients admitted to the 
ADATSA program~ 1~ .. . 

FACILlTY:BASED (RESIDENTIAL) SERVICES 

.... F611owinganalcohol ,and drug assessment a patient may move to inpatient 
services or to outpatient services, In all cases the maximum time underADATSA during 

'which treatment cali occur is·180·days. 

'If the person ru:!eds inpatient services, s/he generally will receive either intensive 
· ,inpatient treatment services or 10l1g term residential services or, if mentally ill, ~ervices 

specific to mentally ill chemical.abusers (MICA). 

, . There are several options that may follow a 30 day qourse of intensive inpatient 
services: the' person may be discharged with, recommendations for after-care, such as 

· AA or NA or CA; the person iTlay.be referred to outpatient treatment fOr 90 days; or the 
. person may be referred to a recovery house for 60 days, then to outpatient treatment 
for 90.days. 

Intensive Inpatient 'Treatment Services 

. .' .. ThesEit .. services provide a concentrated residential program consisting of a 

. " combinatiorLdf educationjindividual therapy, group therapy, and related activities. to 
detoxified alcoholics and detoxified addicts. These programs are required to have an 

, organized' program and staff sufficient.to educate clients regarding alcohol and drug 
· .' addiction, provide intensive individual and group counseling at least 20 hours per week 

per client, provide social .arid recreation activities, provide after-care planning, provide 
. discharge and referral to necessary supportive organizations and agencies, invite and' 
' .. encourage farTlily member$ to participate in their own treatment program (such as family. 
;;,counseling; AJanon,Naranon, AJateen) and to partiCipate in the client'streatment.15 

Recovery House· Services . 

The~e services provide care and treatment in a residential setting with social and 
,'recreational activities for detoxified alcoholics and detoxified addicts to aid their 
adjustment to. abstinence and aid their engagement. in occupational training, gainful, 
employment, or other types Of community activities.. There shall be an organized 

" program and staff sufficient to provide four and one-half hours of counseling service per '. , , . 

14 . WAC 275-19-590 

15 WAC 275-19-320 
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.', week,perclierit; vocE,ttionsli services to assist clients in finding employment; and referral 
to necessary supportive organizations and agencies.18Although not specified in WAC, 
recovery house, serVices are. generally for SO ,days. 

Another treatment path is available for more seriously. disabled substance 
'···abusers: long term residential tre~tment. This program has two modalities: extended 

" care (for both alcohol and drug abusers) and drug residential (for drug· abusers). 
· Extended care is a 90 day inpatient program, which may be followed by 90. days of 
· outpatient services, 'or another· 90 days of inpatient treatment. Drug residential care is 
ca1SO'day program, which includes the publicly, funded outpatient services. These 

· programs are, the only traditional: therapeutic commiJnity programs available· to public 
pay. clients in Washington. . " ' 

These services provide care and treatmentfor detoxified alcoholics and detoxified 
, ~ addicts needing· prOlonged treatment services in a residential setting in excess of sixty 

days. These programs are required to have an organized program and staff sufficient 
to provide client care and treatment for more than 60 days; to provide four and onE;3-half 
hours of treatment services per week" including education regarding living sober and 
drug;.free' and individual and/or group' counseling; to provide vocational services to 
assist· client in finding employment; and to provide referral to necessary supportive 
organizations and agencies.17 ' ' 

Long-Term Treatment Services 
, , ' , . 

, These services provide care and treatment on a long-term basis, 90. days or 
.' , more, in a. residential setting with personal care services. for chronic alcoholics and drug 

addicts' with impaired self-maintenance capabilities needing personal guidance and 
assistance to maintain abstinence and good healthunder,or in lieu of, the involuntary 
commitment law.18Such programs are required to provide an organized program and 
staff sufficient to provide education of clients regarding alcohol and drug addiction; 

' .. individual and group counseling; education concerningsocial.and life-coping skills; 
social and recreational activities; aSSistance in finding employment when appropriate; 

. after-care planning; discharge referral to necessary supportive organizations and 
agencies.19

. 

111 WAC 275-19-530 

,17 WAC 275-19-570 

111 Chapter 7O.96A RCW' 

,111 WAC 275-19-430 
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COMMUNITY. BASED SERVICES 

. For OWl o.r-alcohol and drug patients, the other'route from assessment is to 
outpatient servides~ There are several options here: alcohol/drug information school, 

.. intensive outpatient, regulc:u' outpatient and ADATSAoutpatientservices, and/or 
methadone treatrnentservices. But'the maximum length during which·treatment may 

, occur i$the same: 180' days. 
. " .": . '. 

. . . . . People referred to outpatient '$ervices are' generally those with stable livil1g 
. situations, . Whose dependency on drugs or alcohol is less severe than those referred .' 
. directly toa facifity based service. We were told that some agencies may "hold" .clients. . 
in outpatient treatment waiting for ,a inpatient bed to become, available. . 

Information School 

'information' school is an eight .t01S' hour educationaiprogram that instructs 
students about the use and abuse of ,alcohol and other drugs. Its goal is to help 
persons not currently presenting a significant chemical dependency problem·make in-

. formed decisions' about the use of' alcohol and other drugs.· J 
• 

. '. 

, Information school topics include the content and objectives contained in "An . 
Instructor'.s Guide to Alcohol and Other Drugs Information School II, published in 1986, 
as' amended and atast from the same manual administered _ to each enrolled student· 
at the course. completion. 

Outpatient Treatment' Services' 
, . . , . 

. Outpatient treatment services ·provide alcoholism, drug' addiction,' alcohol'and 
drug abuse treatment services .according.toa prescribed plan ina nonresidential 
setting. Outpatient treatement services provide an organized program and staff sufficient 

'. to provide assessment of the client's needs regarding specific alcohol or drug related 
problems;· referral to treatment and ancillary facilities for services consistent with 

' ... assessment; individual andgroup·.cQunseling; .education on- alcohol and drugs; and 
. discharge and referral to necessary supportive organizations and agencies.20 

. One provider described its treatment schedule as :t.5 hours of group counseling 
per week, and 15 minutes of face to face (individual) counseling per month. This would 
tota,1 18.75 hours over 90 days. . 

.• ADA tSA· Outpatient Treatment Services' 

. ADATSA outpatient treatment service is defined as an organized program and 
staff suffiCient to provide counseling services focused on assisting clients' to avoid 
refapse;counseling services assisting clients. in preparation for and obtaining 
employment; assistance to clients in developing . living . skills necessary for independent 

20 WAC 27s,,19-61 0 
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, 'living; assistance to ,clients in obtaining housing and basic provision conducive to 
, ongoing recove,y.21 

The ADATSA "outpatient services go beyond the outpatient services previously 
described to include, a specific mandate to.help clients prepare for employment, develop 
'independent living skills anc;i obtain housing. ..' , , 

'nten~iveOutpatient· Services 

,Intensive outpatient serVices provide a concentrated,< nonresidentiai, program 
consisting pf a combination of educational.sessions, individual·therapy, group therapy, 

" ,and related activities to detoxified alcoholics and detoxified addicts and their families. 
Intensive outpatient services provide an organized. program and staff sufficient to ' 

. provide assessment of the ,client's needs regarding specific' alcohol and drUg related 
problems;, 72 hours of treatment services within 12 weeks (including group and 
individual counseling sessiOns); education regarding alcohol and drug addiction; group 
therapy sessions; and referral to structured after-care program after completion of treat-
ment. ~ " 

. One provider outlined its treatment schedule for client~on misdemeanQr deferred 
prosecution as follows. During the first 90 days, six. hours of group counseling are 
required each week and 'one face-to-face (individual) session, for each 20 hours of 
group. During the next 26 weeks, 1.5 hours, of group counseling per week are required 

.' and face-to-face sessions are atthe request of the counselor or client. During the neXt 
15 months" 1.5 hours of group counseling are required" and face to face ,(individual) 
sessi'ons are at the counselor's or client's request. Note: this is ,24 months altogether, 
(as required for deferred prosecution) and exceeds the period that ADATSA funds by 
18 months. < . 

, Methadone Treatment Services 

. Methadone treatment services consist of a series of treatment requirements in the 
following areas: intake, urinalysis, detoxification, dispensary; counseling, and take~home 
medication. . , 

. Intake treatment requirel11ents include a physical by a program physician 01" other 
appropriately licensed health professional, a diagnosis' of current physiological 
dependence on an. opiate drug, and an overall healthevaluation.23 . ' 

. .' 

Urinalysis treatment requirements include a monthly urine sample (if a person has . 
had positive urine a twice monthly urine'"'sample isrequired); random samplklg;' required 

21:' WAC. 275-19-680 

.22 WAC 275-19-660 

23 WAC 275-19-940 
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. screens; . 'mandatory discharge. for three consecutive positive urine~;and mandatory 
-. '. discharge for absence of methadone.24 . . . 

,<: ',' .',' .. , . 

- ·· .. Detoxiflcation treatme~trequirements include planned detoxification dates with 
-written 'criteria for. each client.25 Dates are to be _set within 90. days of admission. 
Dispensary operational- requirements . include dispensary staffing, methadone handling 
procedures, methadone. stock inventory, and quantitative' analysis.26 

. -. 
" . ., , 

. . .' Counseling treatment requirer.nentsinclude individual (thirty minutes' per week for 
the first ninety days) and group (forty-five minutes per week for the first ninety days) 
counseling for each client to accomplish treatment plan goals, and objectives. 
Counseling may be reduced to two sessions per .month in the next six months, and one 
per month thereafter. A counselor/patient ratio .010ne qualified counselor (FTE) to fifty 
patients is required.27 , - . ' 

, , 

. . '. . . 
. '. .. 

Take-home 'medication requirements include provisions for all patients to take 
horne, a one-day dosage and for stabilized patients' (who have been regeiving 
methadone for at least. ninety days and Who 'have had negative urines for the past-sixty 
days) to take horne a two-day dosage.' Patients Who have two positive urines in the last ' 

' .. ninety days lose take-home privileges.28 

TREATMENT FUNDED BY DOC' -WITHIN INSTITUTIONS 

_, The Department of' Corrections- provides substance abuse tn~atment . through 
designated contractors in fifteen of its, facilities. The contractors provide each participant 
~1 hours .of intensive outpatient treatment programs; Spanish speakingireatment 
couhselorsar~ available in sele,ctedsites.' '. ., " . 

Included are training and educattpn in stress management; anger management; 
, problem'solving; goal settirig;assert)¥eness; communications; Adult Children Of 
,AJcoholicsissues; family dynamics; drug/alcohol information; progression of addiction; 

, recovery; sexuality; AIDS education; grief, and loss; nutrition; relapse prevention and 
spiritualitY. Also included within this time frame are 21 hours .of group counseling on 
after~care life skill issues, four hours individual counseling, and' five AA, NA, or CA , 
meetings .. 

, 24 WAC 275-19-950 

2S WAC 27~19-960 

2e WAC 275-19-970 

,27 WAC, 275-19-9aO 

28 WAO 275-19-985 
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. . Two ,contractors provide all services. One contractor provides services to the 
· Washington StateReformatory,WSR Farm,lndian Ridge Corrections. Center, Olympic 
· CorrectionsCen~er, Clallam Bay Corrections Center, Twin Rivers Corrections Center, 
East.ernWashington Pre:..Release, Pine Lodge Corrections Center, and the Washington 
State Penitentiary. Another.contractor serves the remaining facilities: Larch Corrections 
CenterjCedar Creek Corrections Center, McNeil Island Corrections C,?nter, .Washington 
Corrections Center" Washington Corrections Center for Women, and Tacoma Pre
ReleaSe.' 

TREATMENT FUNDED BY DOC - IN COMMUNITY eASED PROGRAMS 

In community-based' programs the Department' of Corrections provides a 
combination of chemical dependency programs for offenders in partial confinement at . 

. four facilities. These offenders are work releasees resident in DOC or contract facilities; " 
· Who have a history of chemical dependency, who are not in relapse,' but who may 
benefit from weekly workshops designed to reinforce relapse prevention and provide 
referral to community resources. The program serves as an after-care component for 
those inmates who h~ve completed a DOC institution-based program and/or those who 
need counseling to help avoid failing in work release as a result of chemical 
dependency. 

Contractors provide residents who have a history of chemical dependency with 
a 45 day open-entry/exit program~ Each resident receives two sessions. of individual 
counseling at least one hour long, and. 1.5 hours of group process or education per 
week. Reading and writing assignments are mandatory, as well as participation in AA 
or NA on an individually determined basis. , . . 

, . 
',- . ' 

. Community based programs are offered at Ratcliff (Seattle)" Reynolds (Seattle), 
, '. Yakima, and Cornelius (Spokane) Work Release Centers. 

Sl:JMMARY 
. , 

PLiblic funds, of any kind, pay for slightly less than half the treatment services 
available in Washington. ADATSAfunds provide" slightly mOre than 15 percent of publicly 

. funded services. .' 
'. ,', . : '. , . . . 

The services outlinedfrorn the Washiogton Administrative Code cover the range 
of treatment services that is available through public funds in Washington. These include 
assessment (OWl and alcohol/drug), alcohol/drug· information school, outpatient 
.(intensive, regular and ADATSA), methadone treatment, intensive inpatient, recovery 

.' . house,extended care recovery house, and long term treatment services. 

. After clients are. screened,.they may be evaluated through .one, of two 
assessments: OW! assessment or alcohol/drug. assessment. Other publicly funded 

27 
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, cJientsmay bescree~ed and, assessed by the agency' that will provide outpatient or 
inpatient services." , . .' . 

Following 'assessment,' a ,qualified cqunselor will recommend one or a 
combination of the following treatment paths for the client. 

1. 
, 2. 

3; 
4. 
5. 

6 .• 

7. 

',8. ' 
9. 

Alcohol/drug school for 8 to '15 hours of instruction. 
, , Regular outpatient service for 90 days. , 

Intensive' o4tpatienfservices for 90 days. 
,Intensive inpatient service for"30 days. 
Intensiye inpatient service for 30 days, then to outpatient service for 90 
days.:. ' 
Intensive ' inp~tient service, then to a recovery house for 60 days, then to 
outpatient service for 90 days. . . . " 
Extended care residential, services for 90 days, then to outpatient service 
for 90 days. 
Drug re~idential service for 180 days. 
For MICA: to MICA residential treatment for 30 days, then,' to dual 
diagnosisresidentiaVtreatmentfor 90 days .. 

. . Publicly funded treatment is' limited to 180 days withina 24 month period: A client 
may move' in and out of various' treatment modalities, but can only receive treatment'" 
during a six month period., Except for 180-day.inpatient programs, the maximum amount 
of treatment received is substantially less than six ,months. " 

The Department of Corrections contracts for substance, abuse treatment services 
. in 15. of its insti,tutions and four work releas~ centers. They give priority to inmates with 

court orders for treatment. " 
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TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS 

'INTRODUCTION 

This section of the, report provides an overview of the literature concerning 
substance abuse treatment and outcomes. There is extensive literature on substance 
abuse treatment for offenders, its effectiveness, and the program attributes that 
distinguish effE!ctive treatment. Several longitudinal studies have followed large numbers 
. of clients through treatment. Others have' assessed specific treatment programs, 
including several. in Washington. . " ' , 

Most work in this field distinguishes between treatment for drugs (opiate, non
opiate)' and treatment for alcohol. abusers (OWl and' other offenders). The drug . 
assessment literature is largely focused on the treatment of heroin and cocaine abusers, 

• including the polydrug. abusers who also abuse alcohol. . , 

There is a sizeable literature concerning treatment for opiate (heroin) addiction, 
. There has been much less emphasis on. treatment for cocaine addicti.on, including, 

.; crack,because cocaine addiction has only recently been recognized as. a significant 
social problem. Other' specific addictions, such" as those for methamphetaminesor 
inhalants, have rec;:eived less attention except in large scale surveys of treatment 
outcomes.' ' ' 

. OVERVIEW OF STUDIES 

The substance. abuse, treatment field has' been the subject of several· major efforts 
,to assess the effectiveness of their activities. These studies include several major 
surveys of client outcomes byrnodality, sophisticated re-analysis of smaller program 
evaluations,andcontinuing evaluations of specific programs. 'In Washington there have 
been several studies of outcomes for clients' of publicly funded' treatment. ' . 

National Surveys of Client Outcomes 

Twomajorsui'veysofdrugtreatment programs and client outcomes have 
published results. The' first 'survey results were from Drug Abuse Reporting Programs 
(DARP) .conducted from 1969 to 1974.2Q The second results wer.e from Treatment· 

211 S.B. Sells and D. D. Simpson, ~s., "The Effectiveness of Drug Abuse Treatment", Further Studies of 
Drug Users, Treatment Typologies. and Assessment of Outcomes' During Treatment in the DARP, 1976, 
'Additional material was released in 19n and 1979. . 

'.1 ' , 
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Outcome Prospective Study (TOPS) 'conducted from 1978. to 1981.30 Another survey 
... ·caUed DATOS or Drug Abuse Treatment Outcome Study is scheduled for this decade. 

, . TOPS followed over 1 0,000, drug users. While nearly half used alcohol regularly . 
(weekly or daily) in they~ar before admission .to treatment, . they were primarily 
dependent on an iIIicitdrug,andtheir treatment foc:used on the latter drug use. Seventy· 

, ·percent or more, used two or more drugs. TOPS assessed treatment 'received in 37 
. programs ac;ross the country., One cohort wa:$in methadone maintehance, another in 

. ,intensive residential programs (mostly in therapeutic communities), and a third in drug-
freeol,Jtpatienttreatlllent. A sample from each cohort was interviewed more than once 
following . tre~~ment. Treatment outcome data were collected on re-admissioh, 
comm,i,ssion of predatory crimes, employment,depressioh, drug use,and alcohol use. 

'. The TOPS' research team concluded that treatment for substance ~buse was effective. 

Re-analysis of Previous Evaluations 

.' "The best known re-assessment of previous evaluations of correctional treatment' 

. is that done by Robert Martinson. and colleagues.31 They reviewed ,evaluations which 
met' basic scientific principles for testing hypotheses and found that rehabilitation 

, programs'had no significant effect on recidivism. In·a later revi'ew, the National Academy 
of Science, also concluded that correctional treatment does not work.32 Other scholars 
have challenged those findings.33 

A recent re-~nalysis foc.used on specific types of treatment and their effect on 
recidivism.~ .' Andrews and colleagues reviewed 45 studies of juvenile and 35 studies 
of adult correcti,onal treatment programs. They found that "appropriatell correctional 
.treatment did have.a positive effect'on recidivism. Appropriate, tre,atment was defined 
as a 'firm but fair" approach, modeling and reinforcement of noncriminal behavior, and 
problem solving and skill training. 

, ", "" ' , '. . 

Re-analysis, of substance abuse treatment evaluations has been more, 'positive. 
, M. O. Anglin of the Drug Abuse 'Research Group atthe University of Southern California 
at Los Angeles. is perhaps the most consistent reviewer of this literatu.re. 

30 R., L Hubbard. M; E. Marsden, J., V. Rachal, H. J. Harwood, E. R. Cavanaugh, and H. M. Ginzburg, Drug . 
. Abuse Treatment: A National Study of Effectiveness, UniversitY of North Carolina Press, 1989. 

31 Il Martinson, "What works? Questions and answers about prison reformH; The Public Interest 35:22~ 
54, 1974. . . . . 

, '" > '. 

. 32. L' Sechrest, S.O. White and E. D .. Brown, ·The· Rehabilitation of Criminal Offenders: Problem and 
Prospects, National' Academy Press, Washington, DC, 1979. . 

33 T. Palmer, "Martinson revisited",Journal of·Research in Crime and Delinquency 12: 133-152, 1975. 

34 D.A Andrews, I. Zinger, R.D. Hoge,J. Bonta, P.Gendreau, and F;T. 'Cullen, "Does correctional treatment. 
work? . A clinically relevant and Psychologically informed meta-analysis", Criminologv" 1990. . 
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Anglin and Hser pubHshed a review of program assessments in Tonry and 
, Wilson's Drugs, and Crime.35 They focused on drug abuse rather than alcohol abuse; 
on methadone maintenance, residential treatment (as in therapeutic communities), and 
drug freeoutpatienl tr$atment. They also I,ookedat civil commitment programs for drug 

, addicts. 'In this piece Jfmglin and Hser WS(9 particul?rly concerned with the offender in 
,drug treatment. They conchJded that' methadone, maintenance and therapeutic 
community programs were effective with offenders. 

Chaiken review~d four model prison-based programs' for felony offendefs:36 

Cornerstone Program operated by th.e Oregon Department of Human Resources, 
, Corrections, and, Mental Health Divisions at the Oregon Mental Hospital; .Lantana 

Program in Florida,operated by the Lantana Hospital ata medium security institution; 
Simon Fraser University Prison Education Program operated by the Prison Education 
Program in the Department of Continuing Education and housed in several institutions; 
and Stay'N Out Program operated by the New York Therapeutic Communities at a 
medium'security institution. 

, -
, Outcomes varied from program to program., The Simon Fraser Program reported 
half of its control group returned to prison within three years, but only 16 percentof its 
treatment group' went back. Twenty-nine percent of the Cornerstone participants 
'returned to prison within three years. ,This compared favorably with Cornerstone' 
dropouts who had a recidivism rate, of 74 percent and with Oregon parolees who had 

, a rateof.31 percent. ,Lantana did 'not have a cqmparison group. In 1983, the recidivism 
rate for participants paroled after 1977 was' 18 percent. ' 

Stay'N Out compared those selected to participate with those who h'ad been 
selected, but for administrative reasons did not participate. ,The participants again did 
better than the non-participants, 27 percent of the program's participants were re
arrested as opposed to 41 percent of the nonparticipants. A more recent follow-up study , 
shoWs Stay'N Out participants who'stayed nine months to a' year did better than those 
'who left sooner. 

The National Academy of Science Institute of Medicine compiled findings from 
a series of studies on the effectiveness of drug treatment.37 They concluded that 
methadone maintenance programs have a positive effect on ,the behav.ior of persons 
dependent' on opiates,that therapeutic communities have a positive effect on the' 
behavior of drug dependent persons (those primarily' dependent on heroin and 
. cocaine),: and that otltcomes for outpatient treatment are positively related to the length 
of treatment. Positive outcomes include reductions in criminal behavior. 

~ M. Douglas Anglin and Yih-Ing Hser, "Treatment of Drug Abuse", ,Drugs and Crime, Volume 13, 
University' of Chicago Press" 1990. ' , , 

,~ Marcia R. Chaiken, In-Prison Programs for Drug-Involved Offenders. National In~titute of Justice,' UW 
Department of Justice; July 1989. 

37 Gerstein . and Lewin, Op.cit. 
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" The National Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism did a similar review of 
alcoholism treatment studies.38 A peer review panel selected work done between 1976 
and .. mid-t984 which met accepted· scientific requirements for testing hypotheses,such 

'as random assignments and controls. TheyconCiuded that clients were improved and 
thatthose who received sufficient treatment did better than those who received minimal' 
,treatment. ' " ' 

This is: despite evidence, also citedinthe NIAAAassessi'Tlent research, that alco
holics can 'altertheir drinking habits with little ornotreatment; perhaps 40 or 50 percent 
do. Although they have more chance of ceasing to drink ·or of controlling their drinking 
with· treatment, both Emric~g arid Arm 0 r40 found that treatment may only add another 
20 percent tosucc::~ss rates. " 

LQngerfdllow-up studies show that significant numbers return to their former 
drinking behavior;' perhaps 26 percent of the, treated group and 19 percent 'of ·the . 
untreated group remain, improved after, one year.41 ' 

,.' ". 

Washington. State Surveys of Client Outcomes' 

, . There are three recent' assessments of outcomes for substance abuse treatment 
programs in Washington. The Department of Corrections evaluated its in-prison program 

,in the middle eighties and is redoing that evaluation now. The,DSHS Office of Research 
"', and Data Analysis, in"cooperation with DASA; completed an assessment of ADATSA 
, services lCl$tfail. A University of Wash,ngton faculty member, acting at the behest of 
, DASA, just completed an analysis of ,all persons discharged from publicly funded 
·treatrrient during the, last quarter of 1990. ' . , 

DOC Substanc~ Abuse Treatm~nt in Prison 
, , 

, In 1984, DOC initiated substance abuse treatment 'within prisons.; Treatment 
, agencies, certified by DASA, were retained on contract to provide outpatient services. 

38 ' Dan J. Lettieri, Mollie A Sayers and Jack E: Nelson, eels;, Summaries ofAlcoholi~m Treatment 
Assessment Research; National, Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism, Rockville, MD, 1985. 

;s C; D;Emrick, -The relative effectiveness of different treatment approaches and the effectivene~s' of 
treatment versus no treatmenr, Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 36-1:68-108,'975. 

40 D.J: ArmOr,J. M. Polich, and H. B~ Stambul,' Alcoholism and Treatment, RAND, Santa Monica, CA, 1976. 

41 W. R. Miller and R.K Hester, IiTreating the problem drinker: Modern approaches", The Addictive 
Behavio~sl: Treatment of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse, Smoking and Obesity; Pergamon, Oxford, .1980, pp ,11-141. 
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Dde assessedthe treatment in two parts. The first, in 1986, looked at the 
treatment itself and the completion rate,42 which ranged from 64 to 84 percent. This 
wa$much'higherthan the initial expectation of 20 percent completion. Completion rates 
have remained high through 1991. In 1988, the second phase of the assessment 
considered the effectofsubstance abuse treatment on infractions while within the insti-

. tutional system and the effect on return to prison,43 The assessment wasta include the 
effect on substance' abuse infractions, but that effect was confounded by the 

· introduction. of· drug testing after the treatment program began. Program participants 
· had a significant decrease· in non-suQstance abuse infractions. They were' significantly 
tess likely to return to prison within the two years that they were followed. The study 

.,. found that they were as likely. to recidivate in the first year, but less likely to do so after 
the first year. 

· Outcome for ADATSA Treatment 

· A' 1989 stUdy44 of ADATSA-funded Washington. clients found that 'Iong waits ·for . 
assessment (21 days' 6n average) and for treatment (20 days on average) had a 
significant negative effect on treatment participation. Thirty percentdropped out between 
referral. and assessment. Of those assessed as accepted for treatment, 23 percent 
dropped out before entering treatment. The longer the delClYs the more potential clients 
droPPE;ldout of the process. A week's wait to enter treatment' resulted in about 13" 
percent of. the clients not appearing, while a wait of three months resulted in as many 
as 70 percent of the clients not appearing. . 

Different modalities had Significantly different delays. Outpatient treatment was 
the easiest toenterj the average (median) wait was nine days. Extended care (90 day 
treatment) had the longest delays, averaging 45 days. . 
'. . 

With the exception of residential drug treatment, almost half of the ADATSA 
clients finished the treatment regime prescribed for them. Older clients, those with some 
prior treatment and those who were dependent on alcohol only, were more likely to 
complete treatment. Persons who had been charged, at some time, for driving under 
the influence, were also more likely-to complete treatment. . 

42 J. Hall-Milligan, R.P. Sm~h, W. Wh~e, L Howell, C. Dizon, and T. Guerin, Substance Abuse Treatment: 
Program Evaluation Office 6f Program Development, Department of Corrections, Olympia WA, 1986. 

43 J. Hall-Milligan, .R.P. Sm~h,W. White, L Howell, C. Dizon, and T. Guerin, Substance Abuse Treatment 
Program: . Evaluation of Outcomes and Management Report, Division of Management and Budget, Planning 
and Research Section, Department of Corrections, Olympia WA,1988. 

44. Longhi, Op.cit. 
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',Outcomes for All OASA Funded, Treatment 

"Arecently completed study Jeviewed treatment and treatment outcomes for ali 
DASAclients.!15 This assessrnent of tr~atment' outcomes considered all persons 

. discharged by publicly funded' treatment during the last qu?rter of 1990. The cohort . 
"included persons Whose treatment· was, fully funded by DASA, such as the ADATSA 

population described above,and those whose treatment was only partly funded by· 
DASA DASA f':lnding included that Which was admini,stered through the, counties. 

, , 

. The authors asSessed outcomes for all modalities, including types of residential 
treatment The data were drawn from client reports submitted to DASA by providers of 

, treatment. CUent characteristiCs, referral sources, ,primary drug use,. modality, and 
cO!TIpletion rate were aU included. Data w,as not collected on outcomes oth.erthan 

'completion of treatment,ahd were not included in this assessment. The results of this 
studY,including information on cornpletion rates, are reported in conjunction with 
modality information in the later chapters. ' 

GENERIC o.UTCOMES 

Some outcomes reviewed below are for alcohol treatment or for drug treatment, 
and some are for offenders in treatment." Other findings refer to specific treatment 
modalities.' .' , 

Outcomes for Alcohol Treatment 

Alcohol treatment' outcomes are less definitive than those for drug treatment. 
Many treatment variations have developed,cornplicating the assessment of their effects, 

. • and controlled studies have produc~d mixed res,ults.4e 
' . 

. Several of the studies reviewed by the NIAAA assessed. modalities and their 
effectiVeness' in treating the 'alcoholic. Medicat~on was found to have no . effect ,on 
drinking behavior. Miller and HeSter found only some a\'~rsion therapies, specifically 
nausea-inducing and verbal aversion, that appear to haven;~ore positive outcomes than 

, no treatmeht. They also report that these therapies may have other negative, effects." 

45 Thomas Wickizer and Charles Maynard, Analysis of Completion Rates of Clients Discharged from Drug 
and Alcohol Treatment Programs in Washington State, Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse, Department 

, of Social and Health Services, OIYI11PiS WA, 1992. ' 

, 45 L. Saxe, D; Dougherty, K Esty, and M. Fine, Health Technology Case Study 22: The Effectiveness and 
Costs of Alcoholism Treatment; Congress of the United States, Office of Technology Assessment, Washington, 
D.C., 1983; and A. T. McLellan, L Lubarsky, G. E. Woody, C.P. O'Brien, and KA Druley; "Predicting response 
to alcohol .and drug abuse treatments", Archives of General Psychiatry, 40:620-625, 1983. 
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Other 'forms of therapy have shown mixed results. To some it appears that any 
" forrn oftherapy, any form of treatment, ma.yhave positive effects. However, most agree 

that the number of controlled tests are too limited to reach definitive conclusions.47 

There is Some evidence to suggest that there may be a relationship between type, 
of a1cohoUcand succesSful intervention by a specific type of treatment. For example, the 
few ,controlJ.ed' studies. of Alcoholics Anonymous suggest, that it' beriefitssome alcoholics 
more than others. One study found education as a standalone program is not effective 

. with chronic alcoholics.48 Others have found that extensive, long~term programs are 
no more effective than less expensive, shorter approaches, except perhaps for a select 
and, small group ofalcoholics.4q Sannibale found there is some, evidence that persons 
with lesser alcohol problems improve in any program, those with moderc;lte problems 
do, better in some programs, 'arid those with severe problems require intensive 
residential,treatment.50 All appear to benefit from after-care: .Emrick found that 
compulsory, outpatient treatment for chronic municipal court offenders has no greater 
impact than no or voluntary treatment. The impact is greater if it is combined with 
increased penalties for failure to partiCipate.51 

Perhaps" the primary' conclusion of these studies is that matching clients with 
.treatment shows promise of improvement in outcomes. 52 

Outcomes for Drug Treatment 

The TOPS, survey (1978-1981) of client outcomes of 37' programs found that 
treatment was followed, by a reduction in substance use (other than marijuana and 
alcohol), a reduction in predatory crimes to 33 to 50 percent of pretreatment levels, and 

47 C.D.Emrick, "Evaluation ofalc:oholism psychotherapy methodS', Encyclopedic Handbook of Alcoholism, 
. E. M. Pattison and E. Kaufman, eds., Gardner Press, New York, 1982, pp. 1152-1169. 

Armor, Polich and Stambul, Op.cit 

, 48 ,A Alterman, J. M~ Holaha, T. G. Baughman, and S. Michels, ·Predictors of Alcoholics' Acquisition of 
Treatment-Related Knowledge", Journal of Substance Abuse Treatment, 6:1989, pp: 49-53. 

4Q' Miller and Hester, Op.cit . 

. 150 Claudia Sannibale, ~A prospective study of treatment outcomes with a group of male problem drinkers", , 
Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 50(3} , 1989. 

51 ,EmriCK, Op.cit; 

. 152 A. McLellan, G.E. Woody, L Luborsky, C.P. O"Brien, "and KA Druley,"lncrE3ased effectiveness of 
substance abuse treatment: A prospective study of patient-treatment ~matching\ Journal of Nervous and 
Mental Disease,171 (10):597-605, 1983. 
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.~,nirTlproV~ment 'in rates of e~ployment.53The earlier DARP survey found arrest rates 
· decreased by 74 percent follOWing treatment. 54 .. 

.. ,' Daily heroin use. among a group of clients who entered treatment In the seventies 
was down 74 pe.rcent12 .years after they entered treatment.55Treatment of IV drug 

, use',"sreduced the 'rate of positive HIV serology. 

, . Chaikenis study found th~t therapeutic communities in prison are effective. 
"',\ . , 

, Petersiliaand Turner found that. intensive probation does. not add to' the 
effectiveness ofsubstanee abuse treatment5eFinallyj Wheelerand RUdolph found that 
drug testing and treatment is not necessary for success on probation if the'· probationer 
has' other positive attributes, such as age, risk, and few prior arrests. 57 

.outcomes for Offenders 

Previous· behavior, . including criminal, involvement before treatment, may have 
'predictive value. Criminal history may be negatively related to treatment success, 
. according to Anglin and Hser. Anhe same time other studies have found that offenders 
tend to remain in treatment longer,c;lndlonger periods oftreatment are associated with 
positive outcomes. .' 

The effect of referral to and monitoring of treatment activities by TASC(Treatment ... 
Alternatives to. Street Crime Projects) has been of particular interest to manyevaluatc;;rs 

. of offender response to treatment.58Studies·often divide criminal justice. clients into 
those referred through TASC and those not referred through TASC. 

The TOPS (1978-1981) su~ey found that criminal justice clients were 'more likely' 
to. be male, young;' have no prior drug abuse treatment episodes; less serious drug 
,abuse patterns (no heroih) , arid more criminal activity.5'Within the group from the 

, . 
M' .• ' .... , " ... 

" Hubbard, E!t.al., .Op.cit., 

54 Sells and SimpsOn, Cp.cit. .'.' 
, , . . 

· 5/5' JimRl.I8j . Treatment Works:' The Tragic Cost of Undervaluing Treatment. in the "Drug Wari, National 
· AssOciation of State 'Alcohol' and Orug Abuse Directors; •. March 1990~ 

,5/5 Joan Petersilia and Susa~ Tumer, Intensive SuperViSion for High~Risk Probationers: Firidirigsfrom Three 
CalifomiaExperiment§, National Institute of Justice and the Bureau of Justice Assistance,1990.'R-3936-
NIJ/BJA . .', . , 

S7G~ld R. Wheeler and Amy S. Rudolph, "Drug Testing and Recidivism 'of Houston Felony Probationers'i, 'r. 

APPA Perspectives, 14(4), 1990. . 

. s:s James Alncia~di and Du~ne C. McBride, Treatment Altern~tive to Street Crime crASC): History, 
Experiences' and Issues, National Institute of Drug Abuse,1991. . 

~ .',. 

Hubbard, et.al., Op.cit. 
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criminal justice system, TASC cJr~nts were more likely to have a high school, education, 
, to have fewer arrests,and to have been referred while in pretrial status. ' 

"The criminal justice client; particularly the TASe client, stayed in both inpatient 
and outpatient, treatment longer: 45 dayslonger forTASC clients and,17 for non-TASe 
criminal justice clients. ' 

Predatory crimes (non-drug related crimes) were down by roughly one-half for 
participants in all treatment modalities. Criminal justice Clients, both TASC and non

,TASe clients, were Significantly less likely to have a posttreatment arrest if they had 
been an outpatient client. ' ' 

Data collected under other auspices suggest that TASC clients. remain in 
treatment longer. As a result; they have better post-treatment success.5O 

Referral,through the criminal justice system appears to increase the likelihood of 
staying in therapeutic community treatment during the first month. It also increases the 

,likelihood of 'Staying in other inpatient treatment programs. 

Anglin found that legal coercion probably does not adversely affect the outcomes 
, for treatment. However, it may not' Significantly improve those outcomes except as it 
increases the duration of treatment.' ' 

Outcomes for Civil Commitment 

'Civil commitment programs have been used most often to treat the narcotics user 
who has been arrested: The common practice is to include a period of incarceration at 
a rehabilitation facility followed, by after-care on intensive parole supervision, including 
frequent urinalysis. Both the federal system and the State of California have assessed 

'the effect of using civil commitm~nt procedures to coerce addicts into treatment.51 
, ' , 

According to these studies, the programs have produced significant decreases in drug , ' 
'use in aU groups except chronic addicts. Both studies'found the addition of methadone 
maintenance further ,reduced drug use.e2 ' 

60 Carl G. Leukefeld, ·Opportunities for Strengthening' Community Corrections with Coerced Drug Abuse 
Tr~tment", APPAPerspe6tives, 14(4), 1990. 

'81 See Anglin, Op.cit; fora 9~ription oflhe California civil commitment practice, and H.L.Kitchener and 
HE, H McGlothlin and M.D. A:1~lin, eds. Haworth, New York, 1990 for Kitchener, and Teitelbaum, 1990 for 
a de.scription of the federal program.Teitelbaum, "A review of research on implementation of NARA Title II in 
the Federal Bureau of Prisons", The Compulsory Treatment of Opiat~ Dependence, W.H McGlothlin and M.D. 
Anglin;eds. Ha~orth, New York, 1.990 for Kltchener and Teitelbaum, 1990 for a description of the federal 
program. 
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. .... . Qualjty of care is positively related to outcpmes. This includes more consistent 
services (Hubbard), flexibility (Anglin),' and minirnal staff turnover (Gerstein and Lewin): 

. . . 

. . .. 11 There is h~' compl~te agreement about the importance of frequent urine t~sting. ' 
S,ome studies. suggest that urinalysis has no impaceS'7Others suggest that testing 

· irnproves-,treatmentoutcomesif dirty urines' result. in sanctions.68lf a methadone 
maintenance client is. arrested, s/he should be kept an methad~ne during detention.69 

: .' 

, Lon'g Term Residential Drug Treatment 

~ Treatment in 'a therapeutic community, .often called aTe,. is what is generally. 
meant by residential drug treatment. The residents of traditional therapeutic communities 

.' ,were largely heroin users, but now. cocaine users predominate in many TCs.7°These 
programs . are intens~, of long duration, with phased retur,n' to independent living. 
Traditional therapeutic communities operate with strict prohibitions. 

. . The traditional programs are expected to change values and life style. The' 
optimal stay in a traditional program is at least.15 months, according to Anglin. Gerstein 
and Lewin}ound the minimum stay necessary to achieve positive outcomes is 90 days. 

~!Jccessful programs provide close supervision· of residents; There is drug testing 
and .expulsion for rfon~compliance .with prohibitions. These programs have high rates 
ofattritiorl,only 15 to 25 percent finish, butthose who do finish are much less likely to 
use drugs or commit crimes than they were previously. They are also less likely than 
similar persons who did n,ot receive treatment in atherapeutic community. Variations' 
have evolved" The modified therapeutic community programs have more limited goals, 

· including that clients remain drug free, and gain practical aids to; functioning in society; 

· Short . Term Residential DrIJ9/Alcohoi Treatment {Non-Therapeutic Community) 
. '" . 

, Another variation on the therapeutic community isa much shorter residential 
prbgramwith little intent to do more than assist the resident in breaking away from drug 
use and to connect him or her to other assistance in the larger community. This type' 
ofprograrn should not be considered a therapeutic community program. Instead,it may 
be called a residential chemical dependency program, or a 1128 day program". 
" ". ~ " , . 

. " These 28 day programs were designed for people with alcohol problems and 
, have been extended to drug abusers. The short term programs are often in a hospital 

57 Hubbard, et.al. Op.Cit. 

. ea Anglin, Op; cit . 

. eD-Ibid. 

7°G~rstein and Lewin, Op.cit. , 
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setting although that levelof"care is not necessary for their operation. They generally 
, run three to five weeks. ' , 

,. . "-,) -
" . ",. . , 

," This treatment may be followed by as much~s two years of self-help or weekly, 
therapy groups, often,based on 12 steps of A1coholi.cs Anbnymous. Unlike therapeutic 
communities, Short-term, residential programs· do not emphasize resocialization.71 

, '" Gerstein and Lewin contend that these programs are not effective with people 
, whose primary problem is with drugs. However; cocaine abusers report, decreased use, ' 
down 45 percent after one year. , Alcohol abusers' use is reported to' decrease 75 

, percent after one year.72 ",/), -

Treatment in Prisons 

,Estimates of, need for prison-based treatment vary. The National Academy of 
. , SCience suggests that about 30 percent need treatment and 15 percent receive it. 

" ' 

• Perhaps two-thirds otall prison treatment 'programs are equivalent to outpatfent.· 
nonmethadone programs, self-help groups or Classroom drug educatio.n,This is the 
case with ,Washington prison-based treatment. The' other third; ',' including those 
described. by Chaiken, are therapeutic community programs in which ciier;1ts are 
separated from the general population; , 

The 'report from the National Academy of 'Sciencesingled' out the success of· 
. prison.;basedtherapeutic communities with strong links to the community?3Their report 
notes the failure of other correctional treatments to reduce reCidivism, and the success 
of these programs in reducing rearrest by 10 to 20 percent. Chaiken found that prison 
based' programs reduced' recidivism signifJcantlyif they were modeled ~fter the 

, therapeutic community's residential treatment. ' 

;, Kitchener and Teitelbaum's evaluation ofthe NARA program within the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons showed that prison programs could be effective if they used initial 
s9reening, mandatory participation in prison programs; supervised after-care, intensive 
parole surveillance' and assistance in obtaining, employment, 'and If cI.ients could be 
motivated to succeed either through sentencing sanctions or therapy.74,· ' . . , , 

,Outpatient Treatment. 

. ' , Drug-free care 'means that no drugs are part of the treatment (as in methadone) 
,or that a client goes off all medications, including psychotropics, during treatment. 

71' . 
. Hubbard, et.al., Op.cit. 

72 Anglin., .op~cit. 

73 Gerstein and Lewin, Op:cit. 

7~ Kitchener and Teitelbaum, Op.cit. 
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,Some outpatient clients may, have ,just completed a course of residential 
treatment, but the majority enter outpatient treatment directly. Thus, the outpatient client , 
is usually less impaired and has a less serious criminal history. 

" The first outpatient programs were designed' to serve non-o'pi'ate users. They were 
extensions of the crisis clini,cs and intended to provide short term interventions. As short 

, term interventions were found to ,be insufficient, programs developed more extensive 
outpatient setvices?5, 

The result is, at minimum, two, types of outpatient treatment. One is a clinical 
'service, staffed by professionals who mayor may not have a history of chemical, 
dependency.Th~se programs can be quite intensive, incl~ding structured, day 
treatment, or.lessintru$ive, offering a few hours of group therapy per week. The second 
type of outpatient treatment' is typically provided by ex-addict staff and based on the '12 
step program of .M. It is important to distinguish between the two, but ",not all 

, assessments specify treatmentir; SUfficient detail. ' 

, ,tpe TQPS survey included outcome data for the more clinical outpatient 
treatment and not for' the less structured programs. Regardless of their design, , 
outpatient drug programs have higher drop out rates than either residential or 
methadone. maintenance programs, and they are ,less successful in reducing drug use 
or criminal behavior.7"Theseresults might well be modified if the,~effects of specific 
outpatient, treatments were assessed. ' ' 

, . 
The studies assessed by the National Academy of,Science were for drug abusers. 

These programs Were drug-free except for prescribed psychoactive medications. Rapid 
attrition was common to these programs. Gerstein and Lewin concluded that, despite' 
heterogeneity in ,treatment process, philosophy and staffing, outcomes were better for 
the partiCipants than for non-participants. They noted that participants in outpati~nt 
treatment did ,better than those who had, detoxification serVices only. 

--", , .'," 
, , 

"" Attrition is also afacto(when the client is an alcoholic. Fifty to 75 percent of the 
, outpatients in alcoholism treatment drop out, within four sessions. Five to ten sessions 
are required for effectiveness with alcoholics. Longer treatment periods increase 
positive' results ,for alcQholics.77Again, duration of treatment is an important attribute of 

, I "78, ' " , ' 
, a successful program.,,' ", " . 

7!5 Hubbard, eta!., bp~cit. ' 

7G Anglin, Op.cit .. 
, . - . . 

, n Francis S. Gilbert, -The Effect. of Type of Mer~reFollow-Upon Treatment Outcome among Alcoholics", 
" Journal of Studies on Alcohol, 49:2,1988. 

,7,sGerstein and Lewin, Op.cit. 
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SUMMARy.· ... 

There is considerable evidence that drug ,treatments, particularly methadone 
maintenancea'1dtherapeutic communities, are effective~ The other forms of drug 
treatmenl appear to have positive effects .but that impact is less supported by current 
studies~. The wO.rkon effectiveness of alcohol treatment is less definitive. There have 
been fewer studies for each specific mopality. What has been done suggests that some 
but not all forms of treatment are effective. Treatment Qfoffenders while in prison does 
work, ·if that· treatment· follows the therapeutic community approach. . 

An assessment of prison treatment in W~shington show~d high completion rates 
anq positive impact on subsequent behavior. Assessments of completion rates for both 
ADATSAand all publicly funded clients show . varying rates .of completion depending 

. upon the 'modality. Clients' are more likely to finish an inpatient· treatment than an 
,outpatient treatment '" 
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE DEMAND FOR TREATMENT SERVICES 

INTRODUCTION' 

Criminal: justice professionalS, particularly those involved in sentence 
recommendations and decisions, have long said that many more offenders require, 

"substance abuse treatment than the treatment system can handle. Because there is 
ongoing interestiri some quarters to expand the use of substance abuse treatment 
for some offenders· as an alternate or supplement to criminal sanctions, members of' 
the Advisory Boardfortfle 1991· Capacity Study:· Offender Placements in 
Washington.'State .successfully argued for an assessment of·substanc,e abuse 
treatment capacity and demand in Washington State. . , 

'This section of the report deals withi:Jemand for substance abuse treatment 
that is attributable to offe'nders .. . , ' 

" An estimate of treatment' demand attributable. to offenders has never been 
attempted in Washington State. Developing a definitive estimate of this demand .is 

'c; beyond the scope of this study and would require considerably more time and 
. resources than were available.' Consequently, a variety of methods have be.en used 
to develop an approximation that can be used as a startiragpoint for further analysis 

II . and policy' development. . 
,t 

Whatever the actual demand may be, it is very large. First of all, the number 
of offenders under some form of criminal justice control in Washington State is 
Substantial. The . recently completed 1991 Capacity Study reports the results of a 
survey of local county and city jails; lower court probation services; state operated 
prisons, pre-release and work release centers; state community supervision 
programs; electronic home detention programs; and out-of-custody work crews.79

' 

That survey concluded that more than 90,000 offenders were under some form of 
"supervision in the criminal justice system on July 1, 1991. Of these, more than 80 
percent had been convicted of a misdemeanor or felony. The remainder were 
persons charged with crimes (mostly felonies), but not yefadjudicated. 

Many of these offenders have treatment orders (not all of which are substance 
abu$e treatment orders) asa condition of their sentence. For example; 10 percent of 
the misdemeanor deferred prosecution cases, 85 percent of the misdemeanor ' 
probation cases and 17 percent of the felons on community supervision had been 
ordered to. treatment by the court of jurisdiction. A significant portion of these orders 
were for substance abuse treatment. ' . 

79 Christopher Murray and Merlyn '8ell,1991 Capacity Study: Offender Placements in Washington State, 
Washington Department of Corrections,February 1992. 
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In this section we first examine the incidence of substance abuse in the 
general population and the offender population. We then describe the laws and . 
·.practic$s: that cause offenders to be referred for treatment. .Finally, we explore two 
methods of .estimating the demand for substance abuse treatment services 
attributable to. offenders. 

INCIDENCE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
,'·t' " . 

:. Whilethe use of alcohol is pervasiv~ in our society, illicit drugs are used 
regularly by a very small perc~ntagEi of the population; Many of those using illicit. 
drugsh~ve. criminal histories. For example, a significantnurnber of people arrested 
are atrested for drug or alcohol related offenses. Other offenders either admit being 

· under the' influence' of drugs while committing an offense, or test positive for drugs 
when first detained. The prevalence of drug and alcohol abuse among. offender 
populations is known to be significantly higher than among the non-offender 

· population. .. 

In~st.imating the demand for substance abuse treatment attributable to . 
offenders, our first step is to examine the prevalence of alcohol .and drug use and 
abuse; Because there is little specific data pertaining to Washington State,national 

, studies' provide, most of the data. . . 
, , ' 

, UseversusAb~se 

. While related, the need for substance abuse treatment should not b.e, confused 
with the prevalence of drug use; Far more people use. drugs than abuse drugs. 

'. Nationally, it is estimated that the number of people using illicit drugs is 4.5 times 
higher than the number abusing or dependent an illicit drugs. 

. .' According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse 1988 Household .survey, 11 
,percent of persons 12 years and older have triedcqcaine; 1.5 percent have used it" 
within the last 30 days~eo Thirty-three percent of persons 12 years and older have 

'used marijuana; 6 percent have used it within the last 30 days. Eighty-five percent 
have used alcohol, 53.4 percent within. the last 30 days. Nearly two~thirds of the 
younger adult population {18 to 34 years old) and half of the older adult population 

· .(over 34 years old) have .used alcohol within the last 3():days,81 
,'"' <' • 

'From a self-reported survey of households,the homeless and those in the 
. criminal justice system, 5.5 million people in the U.S;, were identified as dependeht 

. '. . . . 

eo Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1990, U.S. Department of Justice, Table 3.86: 1ge~ survey 
'~~ . . . 

81 Ibid., Table 3.86. 
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, -,: on or abusing drugs.82 

. Of this' group more than 1 million in the criminal justice 
.system were described ~s clearly in need of ' treatment for drug dependencies. 

Gerstein and Harwood, writing for the National Academy of Science Institute of 
Medicine, estimate that 1.5 million in the household population clearly need ' 
treatment for drug dependencies. In the same study, they estimate that one-third of 
all prison and jail inmates and one~fourth of all parolees arid probation~rs need 
treatment. 83 .' , 

Substance' Abuse in the Offender Population ' 

, In lithe, United State there were more than 9.5 million arrests of adults for non
traffic offenses in 1989. JLJst.over a fourth of these arrests, .or nearly 3 million, were 
for alcohol-related offenses.. Of the alcohol-related arrests, 45 percent were for 
driving ·under the influence. The others were for ,liquor law violations, drunkenness, 
disorderi"y conduct, and vagrancy. Almost a million more arrests (10 percent) were 
for drug' abuse violations.84 The number of Offenders who Ilare' arrested for drug or 
alcohol offenses is just one part of the substance abuse problem. MC\oy offenders 
with substance abu~e problems are not arrested for a drug or alcohol offense. 

A number of national studies illustrate this point. 
, ' 

As part of a national study in 1983 and 1989, jail inmates were asked to report 
illicit drug use. Three-fourths of all jail inmates said that they had used drugs at least' 

, , once., TwentY.,nine percent admitteq to being under the influence of alcohol at the 
time of the offense .. Nearly half of the convicted inmates admitted drug use within 
the month prior to the offense .. Alcohol involvement was more often present in 
violent crimes and public-order offenses. Drug, involvement was more common, 
when the offense was drug related. When jail inmates were asked if they had 
committ~d their offense to obtain money for drugs, thirteen percent said yes.85 

e2 Gerstein and Lewin, Op.cit. ' 

, 83 Dean.R. Gerstein and Henrick J. Harwood, eels. Treating Drug Problems, National Academy p'ress,' 
Washington, DC 1990 .. 

84 Ibid, Table 4.6~ 
, , 

1!5 Caroline Wolf I,-farlow, Drugs and Jaillnrnates, 1989, BureaU of Justice Statistics, US Department of 
Justice, August 1991. ' 
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, The D~guse Forecasting Project' (DUF)~ ,is another study 'that helps 
,illustrate the problem. Since 1987, jails in 24 cities have periodically tested a sample 
of arrestees for drug use. (No Washington cities participate in th'9 Drug Use 
Forecasting project.) A representative group of new detainees were asked to submit 
to the test, the results, of which remain anonymous. About 80 pe'rcent of those ' 
approaChed agreed to the test; and'two-thirds tested positive for some drug. The 

, most common drug used was cocaine. Marijuana use had ,been high, but has 
declined since testing 'began." ' 

'In the same study, jail inmates were asked about participation in substance 
abu!)e treatment. A third of those who had ever used drugs said they had been in 
treatment; 39 percent ofthose who had ever used C/., major drug said they had' been 

,in treatment. Slightly more than 5 percent were intreatment when arrested.87 

Other studies'report similar findings. The US Accol,lnting Office reported in a 
, September 1991 'report that ,as much as 75 percent of all prison inmates have 
,s~Jbstance abuse problems.A Marcia Chaiken states that,' in 1979, the number of 
inmates nationally who had used heroin, illicit methadone, cocaine, LSD or PCP 
once a week or more for at least a'month totaled about 100,000.89 By 1986, that 
number had grown to 140,000. In the same report another 250,000 inmates said 
they had regularly used these drugs. 

Prevalence Rates for Substance, Abuse' 

A major, National 'Institute of Mental Health study of prevalence of rnental 
disorders, including alcohol and drug abuse, reported 'lifetime prevalence rates for 

"substance, ,alcohol and drug abuse disorders in the community and for the detained' 
,offender population. Ufetime prevalence rates count individuals who, at some time 
during'their lives, meet the DSM ,III ,diagnostic criteria for substance abuse. The 
detained offender population includes persons in jail, in prison, and in residential' 

. , alcohol/drug treatme'nt facilities. ' The treatment facilities are categorized with jails 

--~'--------~'-, --~,--,- , ' ' 

ee , DUF. Drug U~ Forecasting., National Inst.ituteof Justice, US Department of, Justice, June 1991. Drug 
u~e'by 'offense data have been compiled from these data. More' of the persons arrested for drug 
sales/possession, burglary, larceny, robbery, prostitutionj and probation violations test positive upon arrest 
for drug: use; Seere-analysis reported in Sourcebook '1990,Op.cit., Table 4;36. ' 

,&7 Sourcebook 1990, Table 6,45. 

,118 United States Accounting Office, Drug Treatment State Prisons Face Challenges in Providing 'Services; 
September 1 ~1. 

811 Marcia R: Chaiken, In-Prison' Programs for Drug-Involved Offenders, National Institute of Justice, US 
Department of J~stice, 'July 1989. 
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TABLE 2 
UFETIME PREVALENCE OFALCOHOL OR DRUG DISORDERS91 

.' 

PRISON/JAIL/RESIDENTIAL 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TOTAL 

DISORDER TREATMENT POPULATION POPULATION 

Substance abuse (any) 72.00k 16.7% 

Alcohol 56.2% 13.5% 

Drug· ·53.7% 6;1% 

. . 

Ufetime. prevalence rates cannot be used to forecast current treatment need. 
The same study also discusses active (one year) rates for drug abuse/dependence 
and alcohol, abuse/dependence. This is a better indicator of treatment need. 

TABLE 3 
ACTIVE (ONE YEAR) PREVALENCE OFALCOHOL OR DRUG DISORDERS92 

PRISON POPULATION TOTAL POPULATION 

DISORDER MEN WOMEN TOTAL MEN WOMEN TOTAL' 

Drug Abuse 19.45 44.94 7.58 4.79 

Alcohol Abuse 26.4 5.9 

Based.upon these rates, it can be concluded that the active prevalence rate for 
alcohol abuSe in prison populations is about 4.5 times that of the general population. 
Assuming that the offender population is about 90 percent male, the active prevalence 
rate for drug abuse in the prison population is about 3.6 times that of the general 
population. .~. 

91 Darrel A.. Regier; Mary E. Farmer, Donald S. Rae, Ben Z. Locke, Samuel J.. Keith, Lewis L. Judd, 
Frederick K Goodwin Comorbidlty of mental disorders with alcohol and other drug' abuse: results from the 
epidemiologic catchment area (ECA) study Journal of the American Medical Association November 21, 19§30, 
vol 264, no. 19,2511-251.8. . 

1;12' 
Reiger, Farmer, Rae, et al 
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The national numbers .clearly show that offender populations generate a 
. , significant demand. for substance abuse treatment services. 
'. '.. . . 

· Substance Abuse_ by Offenders in Washington·State . 

_ In '. Washington, .. 177,735 adults' were arrested in 1989. Just over a fourth were 
. arrested for-alcohol-related offenses,68 percent of those for' driving while intoxicated. 
· Five.percent werearresfed for drug abuse violations.93 

; 

In 198~ therewere'anastimated 41,743 filings and 16,577 convictions for drinking 
· while. intoxicated. An estimated 6,966 of the. arrests and 3,172 .of the convictions were 
. for repeat DWloffenses.G4 In FY 1991 there were 5,159 sentences for Violation' of the. 
· Uniform Controlled SubStances Act.ws 

The Washington State Department~f Corrections records show that 82 percent 
of the offenders sentenced to their institutions are or have been chemically (either" 

. alcohol or drug) dependent. gs . 

TREATMENT CONDITIONS FOR SENTENCED OFFENDERS' 
" ..' .,' 

. In Washington, an offender may be. required to have treatment as a condition of 
a. misdemeanor or felony sentence or of a -deferred prosecution of a misdemeanor or 
felony offense. '. 

- ",' ',' " 

-', .' : 

Misdemeanor Sentences: Imposition of Conditions 

-Under the statutory. proviSions ·for misdemeanor .sent~ncing there are two routes' 
into treatment: either th'rough -a deferr~1 of prosecution on the condition that the offender 
participate ina treatment program; or a deferred or sl.Ispendedjaiisentence (probation) 
which includes an order that the offender take part in a treatment program. 

.. Washington statutes specify the generai proviSions of misdemeanor deferred 
prosecUtions or sentences; they cannot· exceed one year in jail or two years of. 
probation.' 

.• 11(5 Crime in Washington. State, Washington Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs,. 1990. 
, . . . 

Q4 Brent Baxte~ and Jeanne K1eyn,. Washington State's Second Offender· Laws for' Driving While 
Intoxicated: Results of Five Years of Evaluation, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Institute, University of Washington. 
Seattle,' May 1991. , . . 

WS Sentencing Guidelines Commi~ion, A Decade of Sentencing Reform: Washington and 'Its Guidelines, 
January 1 ~2. - . . 

lIS Department of Corrections, Substance Abuse Treatment Program Evaluation. November 1986. 
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. Statutory requirements for treatment are quite explicit for driving while intoxicated. 
The first . offense carries a penalty of one day in jail, the second offense a penalty of 
seven days. These sentences may also be suspended or .deferred if imposition of the . 
sentence would pose a lirisk to the defendant's physical or mental well-being". Judges 
rnust put these reasons .in writing. Alcohol information school is required, as is 
evaluation and,when deemed appropriate, treatment. 

. . Every person convicted of a violation of RCW 46.61.502 or 46.61.504, driving 
. under the influence: 

• ... shall, in' addition, . be required ·to complete a course in an alcohol information school 
. approved b"Y.thedepartment.of social and health seiVices or mor~ intensive treatment in 
a program approved by the deparfment of social and health services, as determined by 
the court. A diagnostic evaluation and treatment recommendation shall be prepared under 
the direction of the court by an .alcoholism···agency approved by the department of social 
and health services or a qualified probation department approved by the department of 

. social an,d healthservices.... Based on the diagnostic evaluation, the court sf1a/l determine 
whether the cOnvicted person ·shall be required to complete a course in an alcohol 
information school approved by the department of social and health' services or more 
intensive treatment in a. program approved by the department of social and health 
s~rvices.... The courts· shall periodically review the costs of alcohol Information schools 
and treatment programs within their jurisdictions.· (RCW 46.61.5.15) . 

On a second pr subseq~ent conviction,the person shall: 

• ... be required to complete a diagnostic evaluation by an alcoholism agency approved. by 
the department of social and health services or a qualified probation department appiOved 
by the department of social and health services.... If the person is found ·to have an 
alcohol' or drug' problem requiring treatment, ,the persQn shall complete treatment at an 

. approved alcoholism treatment facility or approved drug treatment center." (RCW 
46.61.515) 

, Some individual courts have adopted guidelines for misdemeanor· deferred 
prosecution and sentencing. Seattle Municipal Court and Thur~on COl,lnty District Court 
are ~o examples. Their guidelines suggest what may be commonly accepted practices 
for ordering treatment. In Seattle Municipal Court, pretrial diversion is available for 
persons with no criminal'record, other than criminal traffiC, who are charged with a. 
series of specific offenses, not including domestic violence. A diversion case in Seattle 
is for 90 days and may include alcohol information school. In Thurston County District 
Court, the guidelines specify an alcohol referral for all OWl offenses or for driving while 
one's license is suspended or revoked (if the suspension was the result of a failure to 
comply with 'alcohol treatment or was accompanied by a OWl or major traffic offense.) 
Possession of marijuana has drug referral as a condition independent of other factors. 
When alcohol or drug related activity is present withany'other offense, initiation of the 
alcohol or drug treatment process is recommended underth-eThurston County 
'guidelines. 
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'. 'F~lony Sentences: Imposition, of conditions 
, , 

,Under the terms of the 'Sentencing Reform Act (SRA), sentencing' occurs within 
, guidelines designed to ,ensur~: that~fferiders : with similar crimeS andsimilar criminal 
, histories receive equivalent serltences. All felonies committed on or after July ,1 , ' 1984 
. fall unde~ the SRA. Those felc:ns sentenced prior t6th~t time remain under the prior 
system. \ ' 

" The'SRA limits theuse,:of tr~'atmentorders. Only the First~Time 'Non-Violent 
Offender Waiver or the Speciall Sex Offender Sentencing Alternative (SSOSA) permit 
treatment conditions. However, community plCicementof persons releaseQ from prison 
may include treatment requirements. ", ' 

> ~ , !i ' .' ': . " '. . , :', . " . ' ."' 

" Under the First-Time Offender ,Waiver, the court ,can require up to two ,years of 
community supervision whi,chmay include IIQutpatienttreatment for up to two years or 
inpatient treatment not to exceed the standard range of confinement for that offens8."97 

Eligibility for First-Time Offend~ar Waiv$rs is restricted to persons who have not been 
convicted of a violent offen'se; ()fmanufacture, delivery, or possession with the il1tent to 
manufacture or deliver a Schedule I or II drug;, of selling, for profit any' controlled 
substance or counterfeit substance;ofa ", sex offense; of a previous felony; have, 
participated in a deferred. prosecution for a felony; have a juvenile adjudication for a 
felony~ffense after age 15 or' have any adjudication for a sex offense as a juvenile; . 

"There were 2,472 First~;TimeOffender Wajversexercised in 1990.98 Less than 
50 percent had treatment orelers of any"kind;even fewer had orders for alcohol or 
substance, ,abuse treatment ,Under the SPecial Sex Offender Sentencing Alternative, 
the' court' can require outpatient or inpatient treatment'as part ofasuspended 
sentence.

ge 
Although alcohol or drug treatment may 'be a part of a,treatment program, 

they are secondary to the sex offender behavior, and prob~blydo not: generate any 
significant demand for substance abuse treatment services; In 1990; 402 persons were 

, sentenced under this provision. ' 

All sentences of one year or less may include up to one year of community 
,supervision. Community supervision,' other than that for First-titneOffehder ,Waivers or 
Special Sex Offender Sentencing Alternatives,' can include crime-related prohibitions b,ut , 
not rehab,ilitative conditions .• ,'Thusanoffender, sentenced 'to one year of community 
supervision lTlay be prohibited the use of alcohol or drugs, if the court decides their use 
was a factor in the crime. That prohibition may inClude regular urinalysis or ~reathalyzer 

''J7 Sentenqing Guidelines Commission,' Implementation Manual 1991, p~I~20. 

gs David Fallen, A Statisti~1 Summary of Adult Felonv Sentencing: Fiscal Year 1990, Sentencing' 
'. Guidelin~. Commission, ~~ate of Washirlgton, Fe,br~ry 1991. 

lie Ibid., pp. 1-21 ~ 1-24; 
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. testing, but' the court may . not .ordertreatment except as \ part otan exceptional 
sentence.1OO 

Community placement (post-prison' supervision) is limited to certain offender 
... groups:s~x offenders,drugoffenders, certain non-property offenders. Community' 

placeme,nt offenders maybe court. ordered to participate in IIcrime-related treatment or 
counseling services.1I101 

. Some· portion' of this, population would represent demand 
for substance abuse treatment services . 

.. ' Sentences to. total confinement may.be served in a ''facility or institution operated 
or utllizedurider contract by the state or any other unit of government for twenty-four 
hours a day, or pursuant to RCW 72.64.050·· and 72\64.060.11102 This provision permits 
in-patient treatment under the proper conditions .. Some offenders could serve. time in 
an alCOhol or drug in;.patient facility. as a day for day substitute'for jail time. There are 
infrequent orders for 'residential treatment . accompanying. a jail sentellc(3; 

During the 1991 LegislativeSession,the Sentencing Guidelines. Commission 
proposed anew .treatment option for drug offenders which would have required 

.. treatment, beginning. in prison and continuing in the community, for some offenders. 
The expectation was that just over 1,000 cases would have been eligible. But the 

. legislation· did· not pasS. . . 

During the 1992 Legislative, Session, the Commission proposed' two additional 
bills, both with treatment options. The . first bill was for nonviolent offenders with 
presumptive jail sentences; it would make possible sentencing offenders with substance 
abuse problems to out-patient, inpatient or residential treatment. The second bill was 
for drug offenders with presumptive prison sentences of one to five years, and would 
integrate their prison and community treatment. About .. 1 JOOO offenders WOUld. require 
community substance abuse treatment under the second bill. Neither bill passed. 

CALCULATION OF DEMAND 

Offenders Under Local Criminal Justice Control 

. Nearly 63,000 misdemeanor arrests for drug or alcohol offenses were reported 
.in Washington in 1989. Very few defendants are found not guilty when charges are. 
filed; less than one percent of the OWl charges filed in 1989 resulted in a disposition of 
not gUilty. The misdemeanor sentencing laws permit the attachment of treatment 
conditi~ns to any sentence. . 

100 Ibid., pp. 1~27 and 11-27. 

101 I·b'o· I' _. _, ~,p. -27, 

102 Ibid" p,II-10. 
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·Data.·from. 1991 'Capacity Study id~ntifieq . the .number of misdemeanants .in 
'. various . offender placements through means of a survey. .Of 28 jurisdictions with 

proba.tionagenbies in July, 1991 103
, 19 participated in the survey .. Correcting for' 

• under reporting, the July 1, 1991;'caseloadsfor all 28 agencies were estilllated at 7,300 . 
on ,deferreq pros~clJtion .and 32,422 on probation. 

. If all or.~ost of. these 'offenders were' required to have alcohol or '. drug abuse 
treatment, itwould have a considerable impact on the treatmentsystem. Not all do, but 
the total number is still large. According to the 1991 Capacity Study, about 10 percent 
of the deferred· prqsecuti6ncases reported by. agencies 'had treatment conditions and 
nearly 85 percent of the probation cases had treatment orders.. . , 

... ··lf1Q percent of the estimated 7,300 deferred prosecution cases have treatment' 
orders, that represents 730 cases. If 85 percent of the estimated32,422proba.tioncases 
have treatment orders, that a.dds another 27,559 Gases with orders .. Together the two . 

, groups could have as many as 28,289 treatment orders. . 

The nLimberof misdemeanants on community supervision and the estimated 
number. with treatment orders are shown in the following table. 

" 

TABLE 4 
ESTIMATED MISDEMEANANTSWITH TREATMENT ORDERS104 

. AS OFJUL Y 1, 1991 

,. DEFERRED TOTAL 
OFFENSE PROSECUTION .'. PROBATION CASELOAD 

. , 
Felony 595 0 595 

Misdemeanor .' 2,911 20,018 22,929 

OWl 2,968 8,561 t1,5~ 

Traffic 514 3,709 4,223 

Other' 312 . 134 446 

Total .. ' 7,300 32,422 39,722 

Estimated % with·' 
Treatment Orders 10% 85% 71% . 

" 

Estimated Number with, 
Treatment Orders 730 27,559 28,289 

'103' Pacific and Klickitat prObati~ri agencies were closed; a~d Kittitas opened during the period of the study. 

.,104 The probation' agencies in-Benton, . Clallam, Jefferson,Klttitas (n~IY open~), Snohomish: Cascade 
and South District, Olympia, Walla Walla,. and Yakima Counties did not respond to the Offender Placement 
Survey. '. 
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In addition'to pSrSonssupervisedby lower court probation agencies, others fall 
.' .' 'uhdetthe jurisdiction of 'a lower court not affiliated with a probation agency. These 

G9uJtssupervise some deferred prosecution' cases and some suspended. sentence 
" cases using court Staff. In a survey of,the latter agencies, nine out of ten reported 

, deferred prosecution fora total of more them 2,000 misdemeanor and traffic offenders; 
many of these were probably DWI bffenders. Two out of three agencies reported 
supervision of another 3,500 sentenced misdemeanor and traffic offenders.105 These 
5,500 cases would enlarge the' pool of lesser offenders, with treatment conditions. 

' ... ' However, many of this group do. not have treatment orders. ,For one thing,there is no ' 
staff whose sole job it is to supervise offenders. If they had the same percentage of 
treatment orders :as in the othercaseloads of the probation agencies, the demand for 
treatment frol11senteoced misdemeanants would be 4,675 .cases: .' . 

, In addition to' those sentenced misderneanants .on local supervision, another 
6,511. person.swere in jail or special deterJtion .on July 1,1991, and 563 were in partial 
lo'cal confinement" There is no sp.eclfic information regarding the percentage of these 
offenders who'require .substance. abuse 'treatment or··have orders,for treatment If.they 
had the Same rate of chemical dependency as the prison population (820/0), then 5,801 
would need treatment. " . 

TABLE 5 
. ESTIMATED NUMBER OF TREATMENTORDERS:for 

. OFFENDERS UNDER LOCAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE CONTROL 

. 

'. ESTIMATED NUMBER 
OFFENDER PLACEMENT WITH TREATMENT ORDERS 

Local Probation Agency· .28,289 .. .0 ., 

Ii 
Cqurt Supervised Probation 4,675 

Local Confinement· 5,801 

Total . 38,765 
. 

. It' is important to emphasize that not all of these treatment . orders are for 
subStance abuse treatment.· However, given the prevalence of alcohol and drug 
problems in this population and the association between those problems and treatment 
orders in both statute and sentencing guidelines, one' could assume that a sizeable, 
albeit unknown, percentage of those orders are for alcohol or drug treatment of some 
form; 

. , '10!5: Murray and Bell, Op.cit. 
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. Offenders under 'State Criminal JuStice Control 

. The Washington State Departlllent of Corrections (DOC) is responsible for. 
offenderssentence<;ito confinement'terms exceeding one year and for supervision of 
a Variety of offenders who spend some or .all· of their time in the community. 

. " ' . "'. 

. DOC data indicatelhat as many as 82 percent of the imprisoned population has 
a chemical dependency problem .. HerOin and cocaine are the drugs most pommonly 
used by . the ' setiou$ ,offender population.1oe Data conected by the Washington 
Department of .Corrections does not iriclude .. primary drug, by, rate'of use .. However, 
Oregon meW be an appropriate surrogate. 'About half of the per~onsheld by the 

" . Oregon Department of Corrections reported ,sonie use of cocaine; nearly half of those, 
. " reporting used regularly. Fewer (24 percent) had used heroin and fewer had .used 

recently, but a larger percentage used heaVily. Twenty percent of .the population said 
',it was considerabIY·.,or .extremely important to them' to· get treatment .for drug 
d~pendency;, 20 percent said thesarne about alcohol dependency;107 

, ' 

. On July 1, 1991, 8,439 offenders were in prison and 436 were under partial 
confinement instate work release., facilities .. ·If 82 percent of these inmates have a 
significant chemtcal dependency problem, then 7,278 state. incarcerated offenders' could 
, require treatment. ' ' 

In addition to the imprisoned population, the Department of Corrections is·' 
responsible for all sentenced felons with treatment orders or recommendations for 

, treatment. 

. The need for treatment may be identified from the Judgment and' Sentence. Form 
in several ways. The judge may recomm\;ind that an offender be evaluatedto.see if a' 
:need for treatment exists; . or the judge may order that an offender be sent to treatment, 
when and if apface is available. The language"used varies from judge to judge, leaving 
the community. corrections officer to implement the judge'srecornmendation or order. 

. , " - ' 

Th~se recommendations are for al.1 'kinds of t~eatment, some of which ar~ 
unrelated to substance abuse. For example, anger' managemei'ltis a common 
treatment requirement. Oataare not available to distinguish substance abuse treatment 
. requirements .from other. forms of treatment. However, if the percentage of offenders in 
the community who needed substance abuse treatment is the same as the percentage 
'institutionalized with a history of substance" abuse 'problems. (82 percent), then. an 
estimated .,' 11,959 . persons on community supervision have, a. chemical dependency 
problem .. Of that group, perhaps 4,435 offenders have a recommendation or an order 
fe>r s\Jbstance abuse treatment in their judgment and sentence. , See Table 6. 

1015 M. Douglas Anglin. "Ensuring Success in Interventions w~h Drug-Abusing Offende'rs". RANO 
conference, $anta: Monica,~' CA, April 1991. 

. 107 
Dr. Ron Jemelka, Unpublished data. 1992. 
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'TABLE6, 
STATE COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CASELOAD 
WITH 'ESTIMATE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE NEEDS 

ON'JULY1, 1991 108 

, " 

EST NUMBER 
WITH CHEMICAL 

TOTAL DEPENDENCY 
SUPERVISION,' LEVELl <XI CASELOAD PROBLEM11O 

Level 1: : \ 490 402 
Community Custody" 

Level,2: 580 476 
Post~R~lease Supervision , 

, 

LevelS: Q,150 6,683 
SRA Offenders with Crime-Related 
Prohibitions 

Level 4: ' , 
, . 2,577 2,113 

SRA Offenders without Crime-Related 
, Prohibitions 

Level 0: 
: 

2,775 2,276 
, Indeterminate Sentence Offenders 

, TOTAL 14,572 
" 

11,950 

EST NUMBER 
RECOMMENDED ' 

FOR SUBSTANCE 
ABUSE rx111 

161 

114 

3;609 

528 

23112 

4,435 

Together, there maybe as many asl1, 713 offenders confined instate facilities, 
or under state supervision who may require substance abuse treatment. (7,278 in 
'confinement + 4435 under state supervision, = 11,713) 

'1011 This table does not include those persons who are still being monitor~, primarily to determine if they 
are meeting their financial obligations, and who are inactive. Neither group can be brought into treatment as 

" ',part of their current supervision. 

, 1<X1 This leVel system was in place when the census data for 1991 Capacity Study was collected, Since 
then, the Department of Corrections Division of Community Corrections has changed ,their supervision revel,. 
system. 

110 EStimate based on an 82 percent rate for chemical dependency: 

111 Estimate ~sed on numbers with treatment recommendations ElS reported in the 1991 Capacity Study, 

.112 The offender based tracking system is not programmed to track the number of pre-SRAcases with 
treatment requirements. This reflects only those with an underlying SRA requirement for treatment. Thus, it 
is an underestimate ofthe percentage of cases in this category. ' 
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" : Summary of all Offenders under Criminal Justice Control 
, , 

., . , - . 

'Table 7 summarizes this fi~ calculation of dema~d, showing the estimated 
, nl,lmber6f offenders who' may have. need of substance abuse treatment. By this 

rnethoQofestimation over 50,000 offfanders may require treatment.' ' ' 

'. ", ,TABLE. 7 " , 
,ESTIMATED, NUMBER OF QFFENDERSWITH TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

" 

'ESTIMATED NUMBER WHO ARE 
,CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT AND HAVE 

TYPE OF PLACEMENT TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Local Confinement 5,801 

Local Supervision ' 32,964 

, 'State Confinement 7,278 

StC1t~ Supervision 4,435 

',TOTAL ' 50,478 
, 

(I, , ':', , ",: , ' " 

" ,ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATE OF DEMAND FOR TREATMENT 

, The NIMH prevalence study cited earlier suggests that the substance abuse rates 
" for offenders can be derived if we know something about thos,e rates for the general 
population~ Substance abuse rates for offend~rs are much higher than for the general 
population. The lifetime rates are nirietimes higher for offender drug disorders than for 
the general population and four times higher for alcohol.disorders. The combined rates, 

", for offender subStance ·abuse .are 4.3 times that, of the, general population. . 

,In the next few paragraphs we look first at total demand for treatment and then 
use the relationship betweenoffel1der prevalence rates anQ general prevalence rates to , . 
derive an alternate estimate of demand for treatment.' ' 

Total Demand for Treatment 

Offenders who are court ordered or recommended to receive substance abuse' 
" . treatment' represent only one stream of demand for those services. Others enter, 

. treatment not because of an arrest, but for other equally compelling reasons: they have. 
lost a job; their family demands it; their health is failing. ' 

,DASA's:Needs Assessment Report for 1990 indicates 466,062 possible adult 
,clientsinWashingtqn}13 See Table 6. Note that detoxification and outpatient services 

.' • 113 Elizabeth Kohlenberg,Rebecca Yette, and Curtis E. Mack, Needs Assessment Data Project Report, 
. Office' of Research and Data Analysis, 'DSHS, 1992, #11 ~5e. 
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• are estimated at the' same level as total services,since the assumption is that these 
.services are needed by all. ' 

TABLE 8 
ESTIMATED TOTAL DEMAND (OFFENDERS + GENERALPOPULATiON) 

. FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 

, 

, .. ,ESTIMATED RATE per 
'SERVICE' , DEMAf:'JD CAPITA114 

Detoxification .. 465,062 9.6% 

ADATSA Assessment . 176,362 3.6% 

Residential 176,362' 3.6% 

Outpatient . 465,062 '9.6% 

. Methadone 32252115 , 0.7% 

Total 465,062 9.6% 

t,· 

From the DASA Needs Assessment Report it is not possible to divide the offender 
, client from the non;.offender client. However, . a sizeable portion of this need is . 
generated by offender clients. 

','\ 
1,\ 

, What is known about the proportion of Washington substance abuse clients who 
are offenders comes from two recently completed studies: one of Alcohol and Drug 
Addiction Treatment and Support' Act (ADATSA) clients116 and the other of all DASA,' 
cJients.tt7 

From these soutces it is known that nearly three-fourths of the ADATSA clients 
were involved with the criminal justice system at some pOint in their lives. (Seventy-two 
,percent of those:,:assess'ed for ADATSA treatment have been arrested or charged with 

114, The prevalence rates are derived by dividing the total possible cliE1nts in each treatment service bY'the 
total, Washington po~plation. ' 

~, ' 

115 This number is,an estimate of all persons who have ever been opiate dependent, including many for 
whom methadone would not. be an appropriate treatment ,duringFY 1990. " 

1111, baria Longhi, The ADATSA Program: Clients. Services and Treatment Outcomes, Washington 
Department of Social' and Health' Services, Office of Research and Data Analysis, October 1991 .. 

'117 " , : ' , 

Kohlenberg, Yette and Mack,Op.cit. 
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. ; acrime.118
) Almost half had been charged with driving while intoxicated at ieast once. 

. Twenty-five' \percent were on probation or parole when most recently assessed br.'· 
treated~ Twenty· percent were assessed as the re.sult of a cdurt order. 

"Persons 'recei~ing residential treatment that was funded (either partially or fully) 
by DASA were rarely referred by the courts; less than two percent entered residential 
treatment as the result ota court referral. Somewhat more of the long term drug clients 

,came through the'cou,rts, but Still only nine percent entered by that . route. Most 
. resiqentlal services clients carne from assessment· centers., ' 

. ' , 

A larger proportiQnof demand for outpatient services can be traced to court 
referrals.' One· third of the outpatient treatment clients· were referred, by the courts, .. and 
half of the intensive outpatient clients came from the courts. . 

Estimated .OffenderDemand fOr Treatment Based on Prevalence Rates 

, The lifetime prevalence rates for substance abuse from the NIMH study (see 
Table 1 a above} suggest that imprisoned populations are 4.3 times as likely to have a 
substance abuse disorder. Using, the Washington prevalence rate for all substance 
abuse services (9.6 percent} and . multiplying that rate by 4.3 to adjust for the higher 
prevalence of institutionalized populations, then the rate for confined offenders should 

, be 41 percent 
." . , 

A prevalence rate of 41 percent for confined populations (16,181 on 7/1/91) 
, would mean a demand for treatrnentfor 6,634 prisoners. (See Table 9) 

The prevalence rate for the confined population is not appropriate for all persons 
under community supervision. In the larger prevalence studies such persons have been 
treatedas·though they were any other community resident In Washington'that would 
mean a prevalence rate 019.6 percent. ' 

However, persons under state community ~up~rvision are the same as persons 
in jail and probably have the sarne rate of substarceabuse. If 41 percent of the 36J343 
persons on state community supervision and 9.6 percent of the 36,674 on local 
supervision have a ,current substance abuse problem, then 18,422 offenders in the 
community would .. reqUire treatment. . 

'These groups would total 25,056 offenders needing treatmentin anyone year. 
T~ble 9 summarizes this alternative method of estimating demand. 

, . 1111 L h' o· it . ongl,~ 
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o 0' "TABLE9 , 
ALTERNATIVE ESTIMATED DEMAND FORSUBSfANCE ABUSE TREATMENT 

1991 

, NUMBER OF EST NUMBER. OF 
TYPE OF. ' OFFENQERS BY TYPE OFFENDERS WITH PREVALENCE, 

• PLACEMENT OF PLACEMENt"!! SUB ABUSE TX NEEDS RATE 
" 

Local Confinement 7,074 2,900 41.0% 

LOcal Supervision 36,674 3,521 9;6% 

State Confinement 9,107 " 3,734 ' 41.0% 

State Supervision 36,343 ,14,901 41.0% 

All Placements 89,198 25,056 28.1% 

NEED versu~TREATMENT 

,Need is not equivalent to receipt of treatment Some people are not amenable 
to being tr~ated. The DASA data suggest that half of the people referred for treatment 
and determined eligible, start treatment. If half of the offenders needing treatment were 
to enter treatment, then (based on our two methods of estimating 'demand) between, 
12,500 and 25,000 wOLIId enter treatment. In other parts of this report, the lower figure 
is, used. 

SUMMARY 

Persons using' illicit drugs are a relatively small percentage of the general 
population and a .relatively large percentage of the offender population.120 One can 
also conclude thj~t much of the qemand for treatment for illicit drug abuse comes, from' 
offenders or ex-offenders. ,.. 0 

It is more difficult to reach the same conclusions regarding the population using 
alcohol with some regularity. The 3,000,000 arrests nationally for alcohol related 
offenses, combined with other offenses committed while under the influence of alcohol, 
account for a relatively small percentage of the total adult population making monthly 
or more frequent use' of alcohol. However, persons with ~ history of alcohol abuse 
combined with related offenses may be a large percentage of the clients receiving 

1111 See 1991 Capacity Study, Section 4, page 5. 

0120 A reView of prevalence data and its relationship to drug policies will be available: Eric Wish, "U.S. Drug 
Policyinthe 1990's: Insights: from New Data fromArrestees",a unpublished manuscript dated February 22, 

'1990. to be published jn. TheJnternational Journal of the Addictions. 
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alcohol treatment, particularly when that ~reatment. is publicly funded, such as with 
ADATSA. '. .' .. . 

. The 89,198 offenders under correctional control on July 1,1991 were 1.8 percent 
of thE! Washington population"Just under 10 'percent of state's population is estimated 

. to need substance' abuse treatment;. that is 465,062 people who need substance abuse 
treatment· in anyone year; The del1landfor treatment by' offenders is somewhere, 
between 50,478 (or 1 0.9 percent)· and 25,056 (or5.4.perceflt of the total'demand) .. Only 
half of the offenders .who need it may enter treatment Thus,. the real dertland for 
substance treatment generated by those offenders under correctional control on July 
1,1991 is likely between 12,500 and 25,000." .. 

,~ : 
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'.. CURRENT CAPACITY 
OF PUBLICLY FUNDED (STATE) TREATMENT PROGRAMS 

'INTRODUCTION 

.In the' community there are 'eight types of publicly funded substance abuse 
treatment services that provide services to offenders: alcohol/drug assessments, 

, intensive inpatient, repoveryhouse, extended recovery house, long term reSidential, 
inten$ive outpatient, regular outpatient services, and methadone. maintenance .. The 
Department of Corrections provides substancE) abuse treatment programs for offenders 
in its institutions and in its community residential facilities. In this seotion of the report 
We examine the capacity of these programs. 

-DASA and DOC provided the information cited below. The DASA informatjon is 
compiled from contracts between DASA and counties, from reports submitted by local 
providers of treatment services, and from three recent studies on DASA services. The 
DOC information was compiled from contract documents with treatment providers and 
from· information provided by he,adquarters staff. . 

STATE FUNDED TREATMENT MODALITIES 

Dl,Jring the 1991-1993 biennium, the Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse 
contracted with counties to provide $51,936,289' in community based services. These 
dollars are exclusive of the monies set aside for county administration and planning for 
alcohol- and substance abuse services. In addition; they include dollars for services 
beyond the scope of interest of- this report, Contract sums relevant to this, rep~rt 
included' $4,542,080 for a$sessments (OWl, alcohol/drug and ADATSA); $22,399 for 
alcohol/drug information school; $1,884,517 for intensive outpatient treatment services; 
$7',664,492 for outpatient services; $5,432,612 for ADATSA outpatient service; and 
$1 ;899,195 for methadone treatment services. 

, ". , 

DASAfurther contracted with residential services providers for $23,017,641 during 
the biennium. The total is nearly $75 million. 

Chemical· Dependency Assessment Servi'ces 

Chemical dependency.assessment determines whether or not the client is alcohol 
or drug addicted and whether or not the client is incapacitated as a result .of that 
addiction; If· indicated, a treatment plan is prepared in consultation with the client. 

Less than 1 percent of the state's budget (0.5) for substance abuse services is 
identified for OWl assessment; 6.7 percent is devoted to ADATSA assessments. Less 
than 2 percent (1.6) is set aside for general 'assessment and referral; that is, for those 
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cases not covered ~nder the more' restricted categories. The three. assessmeDt 
cateQories together account for almost 9 percent ofthe funding available from the state. 

. InFY 1S90, DASAfunds purchased 7;752 assessments .in whole o(in partin 
1987, DASA estimated that it took two hours. at $50 per hour for a typical assessment. 
and $50 for case management forato~al of $150 :for an ADATSA assessmerit.121 

. 

The-costs of aSsesSments are highly variable, depending upon the·nature oftl1at 
· aSsessment and service costs in a particular county .. For example, in the northeastern 

region of the state a general' ~sessment and.referral averages $29 an hour; but. the 
range· .. in that. region is from $22 t6 $60., ' . 

Not all co~ntiesreceive funding specifically for assessments. For example, 24' 
counties do not receive state funding specifically forDWI assessments: Adams, Grant, 

". Spokane, Stevens,Asotin, Kittitas, Klickitat, Walla Walla, Yakima,lsland, San Juan, 
'Skagit,~noh6mish,King, Kitsap, Pierce, Clallam, Clark,Cowiitz) Grays Harbor, 
Jefferson, Lewis, and Thurston/Mason Counties. However, there are '. certified DWI 
assessment services available in alfcounties except Douglas County (which receives .' 

· those services through Chelan County), Pacific County and Wahkiakum County (which 
,receives services through Cowlitz). . 

Certified ADATSA. assessment' services are found in 33 counties. Benton' County 
ADATSAassessmentsare done by Benton-Franklin Alcohol and Drug Services. Mason 

· County receives services from Thurston County. ADATSA services in Pierce County are 
provided by the Pierce County Alliance through a direct contract with DASA. . 

Having an ADATSA assessment service in a county does not.guarantee quic~ 
,access to assessment services. In general;' there are waits for both assessment and for 

treatlT1ent. The average wait between referral and assessment is ~1 days; the wait 
betWeen a determination of eligibility and treatment is 20 days.122 In JanLlary1992, we 
were told that the wait in' King County for eligil;>ility was seven to '14 days, for 
assessment was four to eight weeks, and for treatment three to six weeks. Others 

, described waits ranging from 14 to 30 days. A few counties said they had no waiting 
. perioCtsfor assessm'ents.123 

. . 

In order to insure timely assessment of their criminal justice clients, several lower 
court probation agencies have certified alcohol/drug counselors on staff. In July 1991, 
King County had two counselors; Bellevue Municipal had six, Seattle Municipal had 15, 
Kitsap had 3.75, and Pierce had seven.124 

. 

121 Kohlenberg, et:al; Op. cit. 

122 Longhi, Op.cit. 

123, Medjo, Op.cit. 

124 Murray and Bell, Op.cit. 
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Insummary,assessmentservices (generic, DWI and ADATSA) are available .in· 
most counties across the state. DASA's Needs Assessment showed 7,752 clients served 
in FY19.90. Although the assessment process is relatively brief (about one and one-half 
hours), the wait maybe three weeks or more from referral. The wait between assess
mentand treatment may be another three Vleeks. Many assess,ment services keep in . 
touch with clients who are waiting for treatment, Some. provide limited outpatient 
treatment during the period. 

Alcohol· and Drug . Information Sbhool (ADIS) 

ADIS isa frequent referral for persons who are convicted of cmalcohol related 
traffic offense and are not assessed as having a significant . chemical dependency 

" problem.Uttle of DASA's funds are expended for this purpose. When those funds are 
used, the cost of alcohol and drug information school ranges from $80 to $120. Many 
counties (28) do .not use public funds for inform'atien school; they require that the 
person pay for his/her own participation. ' 

Across the state there are 184 schools. Every county has at least one school and 
, manyc6untieshavemultiple locations (noted in parentheses): Adams, Asotin, Benton 

(2), Chelan (3), Clallam (4), Clark (3), Columbia" Cowlitz (3), Ferry, Franklin (2), Garfield, 
Grant .(2), Grays Harbor (3), . Island (3), Jefferson (2), King (46), Kitsap (11), Kittitas, 
Klickitat (2), Lewis (3), Uncoln, Mason (3), Okano.gan (2), Pend Oreille, Pierce (24), San 
Juan, Skagit (3), Skamania, Snohomish (13), 'Spokane (14), Stevens (2), Thurston (7), 
Walla Walla,Whatcom (5), Whitman (2), and Yakima (9) Counties. 

The number of, program ·slots and the number of persons served during a,year 
are not known. The duration of program is eight to .15 hours. 

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 

Detoxification services are one form of residential services; There are perhaps 930· 
beds currently available in VJashington. These'serveapproximately14,OOO people per 
year. Detoxification services are essentially local services. More information on detox ' 
services and the problems associated with those services are in Section 6: Barriers. 

All residential services are provided· by direct contracts between" the service 
. provider and DASA. These 'services are designed to serve clients throughout the state, 
but people in a,community where. these services are located perceive these services to 
be local. In FY 1990, 6,258 out of a possible' 176,362 clients (3.6%) were served in 
residential 'services (other than detox) for an average cost of $1,493.12

:5 .., 

1~ Kohlenberg et ai, Cp.bit. 
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" "Intensive Inpatient Treatment Services ' 

Intensive inpatient ,treatl11e~t, i'provides a concentrated residential program 
consisting 'of-a combination of education, individual, therapy:,group ,therapy and related 

, activities to detmdfiegalcotlolicsandaddicts. 11128 These services can only ,Ia~t 30 days 
per person, 

", : DASA contracts for intensive inpatient treatment in 10 counties: Clark, Cowlitz, ,'" 
, KingjKitsap; Pierce"Skagit,Spokane, Walla Walla, Whatcom, and Yakima Counties. 
Another six counties, Chelan, Clallam, Franklin" Kittitas, Snohomish" and Thurston have ' 

,certified providers of this service. Grays Harbor ,County has tl1i,s service for alcohol 
, abusers, but nqt for drug abusers. ' 

, " IntheADATSAstudy, Longhi reports' 263 intensive inpatient beds for 1989; 
Almost 4,oooADATSA clients entered intensive inpatient treatment during 1989; On, 
November 14t110f that year, 92 percent of those' beds were in use. The average stay for 
all referrals was 17· days. The average length of stay for those who entered treatment 

, ,was 24 days. The difference between, these is attributable to the fact that a large 
pe(centageofclients do ncit show. , 

Intensive outpcl'i:ient dients are usually unemployed white male alcoholics (68%) 
,or coca.ine addicts (16%), "receivingADATSA funded treatment (86%) for a long standing 
dependency. Se,e Table 12 for the breakout of primary dependency by tr~atment 
modality. ' ' , 

, SeventY-four percent of, FY1990 intensive inpatient clients completed their 
treatment. 'The tyPiCal successful client spent three to four weeks in treatment; 

, ,ynsuccessful clients spent less than two weeks.127 
:' 

DASA information on bed usage for the 1992-93 biermil.imindicate that, in the first 
, half ofFY 1992, 19 agencies provided 283.2 'beds at a.n average reimbursement rate of , 
$52~94per bed day (See Table 1 0),. Given this number of beds, if all intensive inpatient 
clients stayed the maximum pelriod (30 days), about 3,398 clients could be sarved in FY 
199~. ' 

Recovery House Service's 

, Recovery houses offer' treatment in a residential setting which, aid, in the 
~adJustment to abstinence and ... to engagement in occupational training, gainful 
'employment,or ,other community .,activities.u128 Recovery house services, are 
designed to follow, intensive inpa.tient treatment. However, a noticeable number of 

120 WAC 27~19-020. 

, 127 W!ckize,r and Maynard,Op.cit. 

128 'Ibid. 
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ADATSA clients enter recovery house programsdi'rectly. In 1989, just over: 25 percent 
of the ADATSA clients entered a recpvery .house directly. These services are expected 
to last 6Qdays, qrlessi . , . 

, ~DASA funded recovery house services for alcohol and drug abusers are located 
in nine counties (Clark, King, Pierce, Skagit, Snohomish, Spokane, Thurston, Whatcom, 

" and,: Yakima Counties). There' are three recovery house programs solely for alcohol 
abusers inKing, Snohomish and Yakima Counties. There are recovery beds in 
approximately one-third of all cc;lunti,es. ' 

, . TheADATSA report shows 197 recovery beds,operated by 15 agencies in 1989. 
On. November 14, 1989, 93 percent ,of these beds were in use. If treatment lasted the 
maximum period of 60 days, then. 1,182 persons, participated in recovery treatment 
during 1989. 

Recovery house alcohol client~ tend to be unemp!oyecl, somewhat older men, 
with long~r histories of dependency. Recovery house drug clients were usually 
unemployed, receivingADATSA funded treatment for a more recent addiction to cocaine 
(52%},heroin (17%), or marij~ana(1.6%). . 

, ' , 

'. Recovery house clients whose, primary dependency was on' alcohol had high 
rates of completion; '64 percent finished treatment. Clients spent an average of three 
monttis 'in treatment. On average, those discharged without completing treatment left 

. within a, month. . 

Clients whose primary dependency wason drugs did more poorly. Only half of 
the drug dependent clients successfully completed treatment. Their average lengths of 
stay were comparable· to those for alcoholic recovery house clients.129 

DASAinformationon recovery house bed usage for' the 1992-93 biennium 
indicate that 15 agencies provide·, 199.3 beds at an average reimbursement rate of 
$30.25 per bed day., (See TablefO) Three-fourths of these beds will' probably be ,used 

. by persons coming from intensive inpatient treatment and one-fourth .by people entering' 
directly. If all Clients stay the maximum time (60 days), then about 1;164 persons will be 
serVed during the year. 

'Extended Care Recovery House Services 

• Extended care recovery house' services are facility based services, similar to those 
described above, except they, are designed. to last 90 days. They may be extended 
another,90 days: ' 

, The ADATSA study reports there were 191 extended care beds in 1989. On 
November 14, 1989, .the extended care programs .wereat 96 ,percent of capacity. 

129 Wickizer and Maynard, Op.cit .. 
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,Thisbiennium there are 196 beds intwo extended care facilities: Cedar Hills in 
'King' County with 136 beds and' Booth House in Spokane County with 60 beds; (See " 
Table, 10.) The reimbursement rate perd~y is $24.97. If the duration, of the program is 

. 90 days, 784 persons may be se~ed during the, year. 

, Long-Term' Residential Treatment Services 
, ' , 

Long~term residential care and treatment is' designed for chronic alcoholics and 
drug addicts with lIimpaired self-maintenance capabilities,: needing personnel guidance 
and assistance .. ;11 the alcoholics can be placed there lIunder orin lieuofthe involuntary 
commitment law." 130 ' ' , 

'These programs are different from recovery house services described above. ' 
Long~term care can be divided into the drug residential program Which runs a maximum 
of 180 days; and a progrC¥Tl for· Mentally III Chemical Abusers (MIOA) which runs eo 
days.,' -, . " 

Long term residenti,al care for drug abusers is availab!e in Cowlitz County and in 
King County at four facilities operating on the therapeutic community model: Genesis 

,House, and Seadrunar, Phase I in Georgetown, Phase II on Capitol Hill, and Phase III 
on' Queen Anne. There are also two facmtie:~ in Spokane, one forw.omen. 

The long term MICA program has 19.6 beds, ail in King County. The maximum 
stay for Axis I patients is 90 days fOr'.treatment.There is aliother option for Clients who 
are suspected of both mental illness and, chemical dependency. They'may be ,admitted 
to a maximum of 30 days of differential diagnosis. If they are found to have both, 
diagnpses,they are admitted to the MICA program for ,90 days. 'It is possible to spend 
,120 days at this facility, but one woLild.have been in both programs. 

. " 

, ,ADATSA study data on long term res'identialservicesirtdicate that .in1e.8e the~e 
we~e 95 drug residential beds of'180 days duration, operated by six agencies and one 
MICA program. On November 14, 1989, the drug residential programs were at1 06 
percent 6fcapacity and the MICA program was at 100 percent of capacity. ' 

" 
.",' ':'" - .", ,-

Long term drug clients include a higher proportion of younger African Americans., . 
More have become addicted'during the.last decade. Their primary drug dependency ... 

. is cocaine (52%), heroin (24%), and· amphetamines (13%). They' have -low rates of 
completion (36%) with the majority dropping. out by the second month.131 

This biennium there are a total of 1 02 long term _ residential beds. (See Table 10.) 

. , " 

130 Ibid. 

, , 131 Ibid. 
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, " If every clientstayedfdr the full period, the 'drug residential programs could take 
1~6'clients ayear and the MICA program cOl,lldtake 78 clients a year. So the annual., 
total ofc:lient~ treated in long term residential, programs could be. 244. The average 
reimbursement rate for drug residential treatment is $42.96 per day, and for MICA is 
~~~~ , ' " . 

. .. . 

There is one 16ng term residential ,(extended care}facility' for alcoholics to which 
one may be involuntarily committed. This facility,'located, in Skagit I County, has a' 
maximum stay of 60 days, with 90 days of continuing care for a total treatment period 
ofJ 50 days. This facility has a ca.pacityof 45 beds, and is. almost alwC3.Ys full. These 

'beds are notincluded in this assessment. The type of client 'accepted at this facility has 
',a Ipnghistory of alcohol abu;;e,is severely incapacitated, and has been involuntarily 

committed. 'A1though they may have an offense history, they are not part of the demand 
. described earlier; 

,Summary of'Residential Services 
. . -. 

There is limited availability for publiCly' funded alcohol or drug residential beds. 
It is estimated that there is, a total of 781 beds which will accornmodate about 5,590 
clients per year. Actual FY 1990 admissions to residential treatment' totaled 6,258. This 

. is larger than capacity since lTiany persons admitted did not stay for the full treatment 
,~~ . '. 

'Totalcapacity of residential services is shown by county in the following table .. 
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JABLE10 
, -

RESIDENTIAL BEDS 'BY TREATMENT ;BY COUNTY 

COUNlY !NTENSIVE RECOVERY:' EXTENDED LONG TERM TOTAL BY 
INPATIENT HOUSE CARE RESIDENTIAL COUNlY 

CI~rk 8;3 1S.0 I " " 23.3 
,'. 

Cowlitz 4.0 12.0 16.0 
' , 

King 60.8 66;4 136.0 68.7 , ,33.1.9 

Kitsap 66.3. 66.3 

Pierce, ' ,61.4 8.8 70.2 

Skagit 2.0 15 .. 3 17.3 
~', ~ 

Snohomish . '32.0 " 32.0 

Spokane ,"17.0 14.8 60.0 , ,21.8 113.6 

Thurston . , 16 - ,16.0 

'Walla Walla 1.6 9.0 10;6 
' '. 

Whatcom, 3.4 13.0 16.4 

Yakima 58.4 9.0 67.4 

TOTAL S'V 2~.2 199.3 196.0 102;5 ,781.0' 
,.' TREATMENT 

, 

, -

' .. Table, 11" below, summarizes knowrl information about capacity, admissions, 
,- completion rates,.,and reimburs,ernent rates'for publicly funded residential services; . 
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TABLE 11' 
- -

P\jBUCLY FUNDED RESIDENTIAL SERVICES: FY 1992 

ESTIMATED ACTUAL COMPLETION REIMBURSEMENT 
SERVICES ANNUAL FTE CAPACITY DURATION RATES RATE 

ADMISSIONS (BEDS) 

--Intensive -"3;398 283.2 30 days 74% $52.94 
, inpatient 

Recovery 1,164 199.3 60days . (11% $30.25 
house 

,EXtended '784 196 90 days 5?Ok $24.97 
care 

'. 
, 

, Long term 166 82.9 180 days 36% .. $42.96 
residential 
(drug) 

I."ong .term 78 19 .. 6 90 days N/A $75.07 
residential 
(MICA) 

COMMUNITY-BASED SERVICES 

Outpatient services are generally funded through contracts between the counties 
, '. andDASA. I'n FY 1990; 24,811 out of 465,062 peoplE3 estimated to. need treatment . 

(5;3%) were served in outpatient services funded by DASA.132 Itis likely that this report 
considerc:ibly underestimates. the outpatient services actually provided because local 
agencie's augmentDASA funds with monies from other sources, such as United Way, 
insurance payments and client f~hds.· ' 

, Intensive Outpatient Services 

Intensive outpatient services, . Whether for the . alcohol or drug abuser;. are a 
concentrated prog'ram of education, Individual and group therapy and other activities, 

, involving both the abuser and his/her famil~. These services are funded by hows of 
servjce, not to exceed 72 hours in-a 90 day service period. 

Intensive outpatient .treatment for alcohol and drug. abusers is offered in all 
counties except Adams, Asotin, Columbia, Douglas, Ferry, Garfield, Klickitat, Lincoln, 
Okanogan, Pend Oreille, and Wahkiakum. ' 

<.-
132 . -

Kohlenberg. et aI, Op.cit. 
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Clients dfintensive.outpatient services are more'often alcoholics (78%) or cocaine 
· abusers (12%). Over half have been referred by the courts. Only 22. percent complete 
treatment. 

. Intensive outpatient services are limited. As·ofJanuary.1992;. DASA FY1992 
, contracts with counties. totaled $942,259. The average reimbursement was $17. 75 per' , 

hour, or $426 for an average month: 'This would provide 72 hours of service for at least 
737 clients' per year. Given the duration of treatment, 184 people could. be receiving 

· intensive outpatient services at·any one time. . 

However, at least 24 percent of .outpatient services are funded. with non-state 
. monies and half the clients pay a share of the treatment costs. Hence, the number of 

potential clients derived using DASA budget levels is considerably smaller thanthe 
number who are actually being served. , 

Outpatient Tre~tment Services 

, Two types of outpatient services>are included in the DASA county contracts, One 
· is for adult outpatient services, and the other forADATSA outpatient services .. These ate 
combined for the: purposes of this discussion. Both are a less intense version of those 
described above. Regular outpatient treatment is offered. in all counties except Douglas 
and Wahkiakum. ' ... 

These services include both individual and group counseling. The hours per week 
and the specific activities vary from week one to week twelve. The proportion of groyp. 
therapy hours are higher than those in the intensive outpatient program. 

. The average. county contract' pays $29 an . hour for outpatient treatment. 
Alcohol/drug abuse program coordinators in most counties stated that outpatient 
treatment costs them on the average $250 a month, or$750 per client for the 90 days. 

The ADATSA report data suggeSt that, in 1989, 3,644 persons received outpatient 
services •. Most. had also had sQme form of inpatient service. The ADATSA contracts for 
FY1992 are for 3,422 persons a year. The ADATSA study· data suggests clients receiye 
between. two to' three hours per week. . , 

Clients of adult and ADATSAoutpatient, services,are also likely to augment the 
cost of their treatment although they contribute. less than intensive outpatient clients do. 
They are usually dependent on alcohol{71 %} or cocaine (12%). A third have b.een 
referred by the courts. About' a. third complete' treatment. 

. DASA FY 1992. contracts with 'counties totaled $6,544,052 for adult and'ADATSA 
. outpatient services. At an average reimbursement rate of $750 for 90' days of treatment, 

this will provide. outpatient services to an estimated 8,725 adult and ADATSA clients 
. ann,ually. At anyone time the combined capacity of those services is about 2,181. 

.' 
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, Summary 

'. AIJoutpatient treatments have a publiCly' funded capacity of 2,365 at anyone 
, time. 'DASAfunded outpatient FTEadmissions total 9,462. Estimated capacity, 

, admission,' completion rates arid reimbursement r~tes are shown, in Table ,12. 

TABLE 12 . 

PUBLICLY FUNDED OUTPATIENT SERVICES: FY1992 

ESTIMATED ESTIMATED COMPLETION REIMBURSE· 
SERVICES ANNUAL FTE MINIMUM' DURATION RATES ' MENTRATE 

ADMISSIONS CAPACITY PER MONTH 
(SLOTS) 

, 

Intensive 737 184 90 days 2~A, $426 
outpatiel'1t 

, 

,Regular 8,725 2,181 90 days' 34% $250 
and 

, ADATSA 
, 

outpatient 

,Methadone Treatment 

Methadone maintenance is a special form of outpatient treatment. .It "provldes 
methadone or' other approved drugs as a substitute for opiates, in addition to 

,counseling and other types of psychological and social therapy .... n1~ According to' 
, WAC requirements, the counseling portion of the program can be as high as 24 hours 
ofcounseiing a year with more hours in the first three months' and decreasing amounts 
therElafter. 

'In FY 1990, 2,347 'clients were served in methadone treatment." Methadone 
,treatment is available in 'King, Pierce,' Spokane and Yakima counties. ' 

DASA treatment data show that almost 300 persons were admitted to methadone 
treatment in the first half of 1991. DASA contracts with counties were based on an . '.' ., . 

estimated annual',expenditure of $949,598. 

Publicly Funded Treatment in ,Prisons, 

As noted' in Section 4:, Publicly Funded Treatment System; the Department of 
" Corrections contracts with ~oagencies to provide substance abuse treatment services 
to its inmates. Last year ~ ,593 inmates were admitted to treatment. 1,369 completed 

133 Ibid. 
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treatment, an a6 percent completion rate .. Participants in prison-based treatment 
programs are shown in the following table. 

TABLE 13· 

DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS 
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM: FY 1991 

LOCATION ENTERED COMPLETED COMPLETION 
RATE 

Clallam Bay Corrections Center 102 91 89% 

Cedar Creek' Corrections Center 48 30 goo,{, 

Eastern Washington Pre-Release 175 143 82"t6 

Indian Ridge Corrections Center 47 46 98% 

Larch Corrections Center 40 36 goo,{, 

McNeil Island Corrections Center 104 82 93% 

Olympic Corrections Center 102 97 95% 

Pine. Lodge Corrections Center 63 57 goo,4, 

Tacoma Pre-Release 221 205 93% 

. Twin Rivers Corrections Center 83 78 94% 

Washington Corrections Center 107 96 00% 

Washington Corrections C~nter for 112 93 83% 
Women 

Washingtoh State Penitentiary 296 228 77% 

. Washington St;;lte Reformatory 69 ; .57 83% 

WSR Farm 24 21 ,.' 8~;6 
~,~-

Total 1593 1369 86% 

The publicly funded substance abuse treatment system described here includes 
residential treatment (781 beds), outpatient treatment (2,366 slots) and prison-based 
chemical dependency treatment (1,593 inmafes) per year. The residential and outpatient 

. treatment is distributed across the state. (See Table 15) Together these programs .serve 
at minimum 16,648 clients per year. Since some clients. are servedbY"Q'lore. than one 
program. this is not ~n unduplicated count. Outpatient services especially serve many 
clients whose treatment is partially provided by public funds, so the total number served 
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, is, probably considerably larger. DASA data indicate 31,069 served in both types of, 
programs .. 

Alcohol and drug clients use the various types of treatment modalities in 'different 
. ways. Table ,14 shows how these two groups were distributed between programs during 
the fourth, quarter of 1990. " 

TABLE 14 

TREATMENT MODALITIES BY PRIMARY DEPENDENCY' 
FOR CLIENTS DISCHARGED DURING FOURTH QUARTER 1990 

TREATMENT MODAUTY ALCOHOL DRUG, TOTAL 

Intensive inpatient 913 430 1343 
(short term) 

Intermediate term 275 131 406 
(recovery house) .. 
Long term I 64 126 190 -

" IntensiVe outpatient ',' 1340 237 '10n 

Regular outpatient . ' 2098 n3 2871 

TOTAL 4130 1757 5887 

, . 
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TABLE 15 

'. CAPACITY OFPUBUCLY FUNDED SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT BY COUNTY I 
INPATlENT'mEATWENT CN'/IaN OUTPATlENT TREAnlENT CAPICifTY 

COI.IN1Y TOTAl. ESTIMATED ESTIMATED 

ADMISsIONS BE1J8 FTE ADMISSIONS ' SLOTS I 
ADAMS 0.00 0.00 39.70 9.112 

ASOTIN 0.00 0:00 eII.as 14.71 

BENTON 0.00 0.00 420:94 10!5.23 I 
CHELAN 0.00 0.00 1!l11.75 39.19 

CI..AU.AM 0.00 0.00 ., 125.78 31.e, 

ct.AfII( 1&8.80' ~3O 270.32 67.eII 

CoLuMBIA 0.00 0.00, 32.20 B.0!5 
I 

COWIJTZ 72.00 18.00 2 .... 7:' 61.18 

DOUGLAS 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

FERRY 0.00 0.00 .... 48 11.12 I 
FRANKlJN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

GARFIELD 0.00 0.00 21.19 5.30 

GRANT 0.00 0.00 118.15 29.M I 
GRAYS HARBOR 0.00 0.00 103.21 25.80 

ISLAND 0.00 0.00 98.08 24.02 

JEFFERSON 0.00 0.00 68.112 17.18 

KING 1817.811 331.90 2034.111 !501. 73' 

l<JTSAP 79!1.80 68.30 ' 12O.eII 30.14 

KITTITAS ,0.00 0.00 S7.08 14.27 

KlJCKlTAT 0.00 0.00 81.!lII 15.39 

LEWIS 0.00 0.00 97.112 24.45 

UNCOlN 0.00 0.00 ' 3'1.87 9.42 

MASoN 0.00 0.00 ' 0.00 0.00 

OKANOGAN 0.00 0.00 78.112 19.13 

PACIFIC 0.00 0.00 60.38 15,09 

PEND OAElUE • 0.00 0.00 41.63 10.48 

PIERCE' ,789.80 70.20 13M.as 33I!.67 

SANJUAN 0.00 0.00 S3.4O, 13.35 

SKAGff 11S.8O 17.30 :242.SO 80.83 

SKAMANIA 0.00 0.00 34.0!5 8,.151 

SNOHqMISI:i 192.00 32.00 903.73 225.93 

SPOKANE 1578.40 113.110 1123.01 280.75 

'STEVENS 0,00 0.00 78.48 19.12 

itiURSTON' 98.00 18.00 321.78 80.45 

WAHKlAKUM 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

WAUA,'tiALLA 73.20 10.80 103.90 25.98 

WHATCOM 118.80 16.40 250.20 112.55 

WHiTMAN 0.00 0.00 77.50 19.38 

Y-'KJMA 7M.8O 87.40 ' 529.81 132.45 

STATe 55111.811 781.00 • 9482.70, 238S.87 

Estimates outpatient fulltims equivalent admissions are based on·FY 1992 county contract dollars for intensive I 
outpatient, adult outpatient, and ADATSA outpatient services at $1,238 for 90 days of intensive and $750 for 
outpatient treatment Based on a complete turnover fliery 90 days, estimated slots are one-fourth the I 
admissions. 



Overall estimated minimum capacity and annual FTE admissions is shown in 
Table 16. 

TABLE 16 

ESTI'MATED MINIMUM CAPACIlY .oF PUBLICLY FUNDED TREATMEN"r PROGRAMS 

TST'MATEP ESTIMATED 
SERVICE " MINIMUM DURATION ANNUAL FTE 

" 
' " CAPACITY (DAYS) ADMISSIONS, 

RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 

, Intensive Inpatient 283 " 30 3,398 

Recovery House 199 60 1,164 

Extended Care 196 90 784 

Long Term Resident - Drug 83 180 166 

Long Term Resident - MICA 20 90 78 
' '.' 

',OUTPATIENT SERVIC~S 

Intensive Outpatient 184- 90 737 

Regular & ADATSA Outpatient 2,181 90 8,725 

'DOC PROGRAMS 

. Prisons 1,197 1,197, 

p're:.release 396 396 

I TOTAL' I " 4,7391 I ~6,6451 
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BARRIERS TO SUFFICIENT TREATMENT FOR OFFENDERS '" 

. INTRODUCTION 

. The literature on substance abuse' treatment for. offenders '.' suggests seve/al 
barri.ers to providing sufficient treatment. The first and most obvious is the absence of 
enough resoUrces for any kind. of treatment and specifically, for substance abuse 
treatment. As thaauthors of a federal stucly of prison treatment options noted, the 

. community hc1$lirnited publicly funded slots to begin with,and offenders must compete. 
for those sl ots. 134'· . '.. " '. . 

, . . . ' 

. One reason for the. deficit in treatment dollars is doubt about treatment viability; 
that is, does itwork? Doubts.about offender treatment effectiveness have beem strongly 
reinforced by the scientific community. First, Martinson and then, the National Academy 
of Science examined,.studies of treatment effectiveness' and concluded that few'found 
treatment to have a positive impact on offender behavior.135 

As already reported in Section 2, recerlt studies of substance abuse treatment for . 
, . offenders guardedly suggest more positive outcomes if certain program characte~jstics 

ani present or certain abuse groups are the target. For example, the preferred program 
elements in prison treatment include' clear rules that are quickly enforced; concerned 
and credible staff; proviSion of tools for avoiding further criminal behavior; and use of 
community resources.' Or, when: heroin addicts are the target population, the programs 
app~ar to be somewhat more effective than yvhen the target population is composed of 
offenders with dependency on other substances' in additi.on· to heroi(1.136 

Even if the treatment effects were clear, members of both the criminal justice and 
the tr~atmeqt communities would likely remain resistant to the substance abuse offender 
population/r~mdto their treatment. As noted in recent studies of prison treatment, there 
are. sever~f difficulties; For ons, there is a conflict between the goals of criminal justice 
system and the treatment system .. The justice system intends to punish the. offender; the 
treatment syst~rn intends to stabilize qr rehabilitate,137 . 

134 MarkY Nadel, Drug Treatment: StattE', PrisOns Face Challenges in Providing' Services; United States 
General.Accounting Office, September 1991. . 

135 D. Lipton, R. Martinson, and J.Mlks; The Effectiveness .of Correctional Treatment: A Survey or 
Tr~tment Evaluation Studies; New York: Pra9gerPublishers, 1975. and Sechrest, White, and Brown, Op.cit. 

135' G rst . d L' . a it e,eln an .. ewln, ~ 

15~ Chaiken, Op.cit. 
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Furthermore,: the two communities have different tolerances for the offender Gl$ 
a bli.ent. The justice system is. accustomed to the offender, realistic' about his/her 

,'behavior,and prepared to respond to inappropriate behavior. The treatment community 
, , is not. On the other side" the treatment community is accustomed to addictive behavior.' 

'. ) It is, prepared to view the behavior as symptomatic of a disease and the client as 
.... 'someone who can be~abllized or rehabilitated. In this case it is the justice system that 

has the lower level of tolerance. ' 

,Restrictions on the number of offenders, particularly felons; in community based '. 
'programs is not uncommon and caution about accepting. the offender client is probably 
more'perVasive than sOl11e would, like to admit.' , 

Experience elsewhere suggests that these difficulties can be overcome if there . 
is some agreement on key issues; It is important to note that joint corrections/treatment 
program efforts have proven effective when common goals are established and 

, similarities, not differences, are emphasized. Some key issues.include: how participants 
are ,selected, i.e. who is appropriate for this treatment, how ·Iongtreatment should last, 
what is appropriate behavior while in treatment,and how to expel or otherwise sanction 
participants who fail to behave appropriately. . . . 

Treatment for drug addicts should Jast at least 90 days. The length of treatment 
for alcohol dependency varies with chronicity. Most agree that inpatient treatment, even 

'within an correctional institution setting, needs to be ,linked to community aftercare. 
Under those circumstances the often poor coordination between criminal justice 
pers,onnel, . particularly community supervision staff, and treatment' providers and/or 
between prison or Jail staff and community supervision staff can be a barrier to 
successful treatment.' , 

Too often the assumption is that it is sufficient to suggest that an offer.w-ier 
participate it, AA or NA or that. discharge plannirigcan qonclude when the offender 
client knows, what outpatient resources exist and· how to make contact with those, 
resourceS. Admittedly, limited outpatient treatment. resources can make these forms of 

, ,discharge planning a necessity. " ' 

, There i,s also offender resistance to treatment. Gerstein and Lewin138 suggest 
that people nearly always enter treatment under pressure, either due to personal 
problems such as physical or mental health, or social problems arising from the law, the 
family, other drug users or dealers, or sudden loss of income. Treatment is demanding; 
it imposes ,controls and requires work to overcome social and psychological 
deficiencies; 

138. Gerstein and LeYtIin .• Op.Cit. 
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"Chaiken netes the difference between forced and legally required treatment. She 
suggests that a legal requirement fer treatment is workable as long astheoffender has 

, some, choice between treatment and anether sanction. She also notes that positive 
incentives can be used as well, but eften are net. ' 

, Chaiken ,suggests feur primary barriers to. in-prisen treatment. These are also 
barriers to. community-based treatment. The primary barriers are: the ever changing 
pfieritiesferthe use ef treatment funding, i.e., what type ef pregram do we need; the 

. censtraints en these funds; treatment viability; staff and effender resistance . 

. ,'Deubts abeut pregram' effectiVeness, limited reseurces, and resistance 'to. the 
pepulatien and to. its treatment are generic barri'ers to. sufficient substance abuse. 
treatment fer Washington's effender populatien. There are other difficI,Jlties from the 
perspective, . ef. these providing detexification services, frol'D the perspective of the 
,providers ef inpatient and ,eutpatient treatment, and frem the perspective of the criminal 
, justice professienals. ' 

.8ARRIERSSTEMMING FROM DETOXIFICATION SERVICES 
. '. . 

, Detoxification services are designed to previde care and treatment during the 
periedef recevery from acute intexicatien or withdrawaL· Depending upon the degree 
ef chemical, dependence, withdrawal can be an important er insignificant phase of treat ~' 
ment.lfithas not already eccurred, then it happens when the client enters the program. 

'Thirteenceunties (Chelan, Clark, Cewlitz, Franklin, King, Lewis, Pierce, Skagit, 
Snohemish,. Spekane, Thursten,'Walla Walla, and whatcem Ceunties) have alcohol and 
drug abuse acutedetexificatien services and eight (Franklin, Grays Harbor, Kitsap, 
Skagit, Snohemish, Spokane, Whatcem, and Yakima) have sub-acute services for bo.th 
alcohol and drug abuse detexification. Two.' additienal counties (Grays Hilrbo.r' and 

,Yakima Ceunties) ,have alceho.l acute'deto.xification. ' 

Serne ceumies, receivebleckgrant funds for detex, services, Which they 
administer. In many smaller counties,DASA centracts' directly with a local ho.spital, for 
d~t6x beds. Gerstein, ,and Lewin13

; suggest that medical detexification in a ho.spital 
setting is net needed for all drug abusers~ DASA data on treatment days suggest that 
on any ene day there may be 930 detex beds across the state, but the exact number 
is .net knewn. , ' , 

, , ' ' 'ThUS, detexificatien services were net detailed in this do.cument. It is impo.rtant 
, to. gete that DASA recerds shew detex facilities served 13,814 people ,during FY 1990 
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· . ou~ of a possible 465,O~2· clients for a use rate of 2.97. This is the. lowest use rate of any. 
····of the DASA funded services· included in the neE)ds assessment and would suggest that 

detox services are the least available of any publicly funded service. '. . . 

. There are several explanations for this rate. The number of available beds is one 
critical iss.ue. Only King County has a facility specifically for detoxification, This facility 
has 85 beds. Currently, there is discussionqf providing a detoxification facility in Yakima 
County. In othercounties detbx is a hospital based treatment: Smaller hospitals with 
slender staff resources are reluctant .to take' some detoxifying persons. For another, 
detox can and does happen outside . those· facilities,. even in other DASA supported 
treatments. The local jail is also a place where offender detoxification occurs. Jail staff 

· are expected to have training in detoxification screening and service provision. Still, in 
most jailS the services are not very sophisticated or even sufficient. As one jailer 
described the task of overseeing detoxification, "we make. sure they qo not drown in 
their own vomit." '. . . . 

Jail staff complain about the number of OWl offenders and persons serving 
weekend sentences who appear for their short jail stays as intoxicated as possible. 
Providers of substance abuse treatment service5 see the same behavior When the 

· . offender client is a coerced participant or when the heavily addicted client has not been 
assiSted through withdrawal. Thus, a community's limited detoxification services can 
affect the number accepted by the next tier of' providers. 

BARRIERS PERCEIVED BY TREATMENT PROVIDERS' 

Inadequate detoxification services were not among the critical issues' raised. . 
during the WAPA discussions between the treatment community· and criminal justice 
professionals orin our discussions with providers. They haVe other specific Concerns . 
regarding . public pay clients and specifically criminal justice. clients~ The fo!lowin,g.· 
material comes primarily frorn three sources: unpublished material from the Sentencing 
Guidelines Commission' survey of criminal justice professionals regarding alternative 
sentencing. 6ptions~ telephone interviews with selected county. coordinators and. 
treatment providers; and Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys' Treatment . 
Resources for Criminal Offenders. 

. .In brief,the treatment community asserts that the criminal justice agencies refer 
clients who. are not good caddidates for treatment and expect the treatment agency to 
provide' quasi-supervision; For this' serVice treatment agencies receive less than the . .' . 

actual eostof treatment. 
. . 

Treatment providers further conteh.d that the criminal justice system places clients . ,. 
who are. too d ifficu If to handle. Court ordered clients are seep as unwilling clients who 
have accepted treatment as a way ·to avoid jail. Providers .concur with Chaiken that 
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. coercion reduces, the court ordered client's motivation . and thus his or her ability to 
ben~fjt' from treatment. However,others,haveargued that court imposed treatment is 
not necessarily ,a barrier' to positive outcome. ' . 

. iiTheseclier1ts,~re seem as inappropriate in another way. Persons can be placed 
· on d,eferred prosecution for two years. Yet ADATSA funded treatment cannot last longer 
· than six months. Orders for treatment on deferred prosecution should. take into account 
these limits ontne duration 'of ADATSA. funded treatment. 

, .. ," . ,: '.; 

.' , " .' ,-

. Treatment prOViders acknowledge there are delays .in.a.drrlissions resulting .from 
insufficient treatment capacity; They agree that being placed ona waiting list makes it 
hard to hang onto any substance abuse client long enough to get them into treatment. 

, Requiring ·;treatment providers .to both treat the substanCe abuse and in many 
cases to'moniter behavior, that is, to. act'as probation officers, is a particular cause for 

. concern. This' concern is exacerbated when the criminal justice systern fails to sanction 
il1appropriate behavior or does so toe slowly; . 

.' Funding is another contentious issue. The actual cost oftreatment is often more 
than most offender clients can pay and the reimbursement rates from the public sector 

· are also less than the actual cost. When available· funding and true unit costs set the. 
amount of treatment to. be provided, then the level of treatment is quite low, perhaps too 

,·Iow to. expect positive benefits· except with the most motivated client. Most offender 
. , clients de not 'fallinto that group. 

Treatment providers have cther clients to. serve,including some who are also 
eligible for public funded treatment. They wonder if they are spending too much of their 
own ~nd the, public reseurcesonoffender clients~. Given their perceptien that the 
offender .is not always theUbestll client,it is not surprising that they wonder about the 
share 0.1 public substanceabusefuhding going to the offender client. 

These concerns are no.t unique to Washington treatment providers. They are· . 
voicing common themes that occur across tne country in the provision of substance. 
abuse treatment to offender populations. 

BARRIERS PERCEIVED BY THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Some substance abuse treatment is required by statute. For example, anyone 
convicted of a second OWl . offense must be assess~d and,. when determined 

. appropriate, receive substance· abuse treatment . . 

. When treatment is not required by statute, but the offender has a substance 
abuse problem, why do judges' and' attorneys not recommen~ treatment with even 
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greater frequency? . For one, treatment is not recomm.ended by the community 
supervision -officer or the probation officer. Trei:itment is simply not an alternative noted 
in the -pre-sentence investigation report (PSI). Treatment is a missing option for the 

'---. same reasons already noted above; - -

Furthermore, the professionals in the criminal justice system lack confidence in 
the treatmentalternatives or they do not see those alternatives as rneeting other goals 
of the criminal justice system, i.e. to punish the offender for the offense or to deter future 
offenses committed by. the offender orothers. More specifically they donot recommend 

- - or order treatment because of the aforementiolled delays in assessing the need for 
treatment and- delays in admission totreatment.'-· 

- The criminal justice professionals also note the absence of appropriate treatment; 
particularly for some types of offenders. Just as the treatment professionals are reluctant 
to .. take sOme -offenders because they are too difficult to manage, the criminal justice 

-professionals are reluctant to refer because the treatment does not seem sufficiently 
$tru?tured for some offender clients. 

'. . Work loads -or _overloads make it difficult (particularly for many lower court 
probation agencies) -to assess the presence of substance _ abuse and to recommend 
treatment in the PSI. It is even more difficultfor them to monitor offender behavior while 
they are in substance. abuse treatment. The capacity or the functions -of those agencies 
will need to change before they can identify all who might benefit from treatmentor stop 

-·reIYing on treatment agencies to perform rnonitoring- functions once an offender has-
-been ordered to treatment. . 

Offenders themselves are often resistant to treatment. Treatment places new 
demands. It is not an easy time. They do not "need it." In additi.on, they are concerned 

j 'about costs and-their ability to pay. The fees are often seen as too high or the offender 
cannot become eligible for ADATSAor other public support. 

.When the individual offender fails to' get intotreatmerit or to find funding for 
treatment, slhe is out of compliance with the court order. The alternative is usually jail. 
Probation or community supervision officers grow reluctant to recommend-treatment 

- when limited capacity results in failures to comply with court requirements. In addition, 
some offenders fail to complete treatment. For them the alternative is also jail. Going to 
jail in the first place rnaybemore appealing to many offenders. Theresult in all these 

- situations. is an increased use. of non-treatment sanctions. -For the criminal justice 
_ professional, there is a growing disinterest in ordering treatment when too many fail to 
meet the terms of the order· for whatever reason. 
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COMPLETION RATES 
'. '~~"' . ,. 

Being forced·to recogniz.e their addiction may make offenders better conditioned 
to accept and complete treatment. However, delays. in entering treatment can affect 
completion rates, particularly if the potential client is reluctant '.' . 

ADATSA . calculated waiting· periods both for assessment and for entry into 
treatment. ·services.·' As noted previously, the average wait .between·' referral and' 
assessment is 21 days,and the wait between eligibility and treatment is 20 days.140 
During. this· period half of·the potential clients drop out. . 

, I ' . . 

. Of those who enter, treatment, not all complete it. Completion for discharged 
clients is defined by staff inaccordaDce with DASA guidelines; The guidelines specify 
that!;l treatment plan defines goals and time line.s with successful completion signaling 
compliance with the plan. Failure to complete may have occurred becaus'e the, dent did 

. not comply with the plan fortreatment.or because s/he has an inappropriate admission, 
orbecaLJse of transfer to .another program. The dropout rates, vary by modality and by 
primary dependency.{S~e Table 17) Residential programs have higher completion~ 
,rates than outpatient programs, and alcoholics have higher completion rates th~m drug 
addicts. the factors which influence entrance and completion rates are not yet well . 
defined. They, too,. are barriers to sufficient treatment. 

140 Longhi, Op.cit 
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TABLE 17 

COMPLETION RATES BY MODALITY FOR 
. CLIENTS;' DISCHARGED FOURTH QUARTER 1990141 

TREATMENT NUMBER NUMBER PERCENT 
'MODAUTY ENTERING COMPLETING COMPLETING 

Intensive inpatient 1343 ' \ \{ 
ii 

998 74% 
I 

Recovery house " 

Alcohol 309 197 64% 
" 

, Drugs 97 49 51% 

Long tenTi residen-
tial ' , 

Alcohol .' 58 33 57% 

Drugs 132 47 36% 

Intensive, outpatient 10n 233 22% 
" 

Outpatient 2871 965 34% 

SUMMARY· 

The national perspective on the barriers to substance abuse treatment suggests 
, that the mostsignifiqant barriers are too few resources and ~hus too few treatment slots. 
, Those are factors in Washington ,as well. ' 

, , Additional important barriers are: doubts about treatment viability, difficulties in 
designing' programs that identify appropriate clients and which establish clear rules for 

. behaVior and methods for enforcing rules quickly, and the lack of linkages ,between the 
treatment and criminal justice systems 'and between the"inpatient and the outpatient 
portions of the two systems. . , 

Finally, no barrier is as great as the one facing the offender who has a court order 
for treatment but who ca.nnot pay for that treatment, or become eligible for public' 
funding, or find an appropriate treatment to enter. 

141 Wickizer and Maynard, Op.cit. 
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COST OF PROVIDING TREATMENT SERVICES 

REIMBURSEMENT RATES FOR PUBUCLY FUNDED.SERVICES 

Useful. cost infQrmation about treatment services is only. available for publicly 
funded services. In the absence of sufficient data from other sources, we use the .. 
ADATSAtreatmentmodaiitiesand DASA reimbursement rates in this. and other. sections 
of the repo~ to iIIustri:\te the cost of providing substance abuse treatment to.·offenders .. 

There are. seven ·basic· treatment. modalities for. which' reimbursement rates can' 
be reported or estimated. These are: .. intensive outpatient,regular' outpatient, intensive 

, inpatient, recovery house, extended care drug residential,. extended care (alcohol) 
recovery house,and MICAJreatment. . 

Reimbursement rates for residential care can be reported directly. Reimbursement 
rates for 'outpatient care are affected by the number of hours of treatment' provided' per 
patient. In this analysis it is assumed that intensive outpatient services provide an 
average of six treatment hourS per week. For regular outpatient treatment .the average 
number of treatment hours per week. is estimated to be2.S. Based on these 
assumptions, the average reimbursement rates per person areas follows: . . . 

TABLE 18 

. REIMBURSEMENT RATES BY TREATMENT MODAUTY 

I ATIENT 
REGULAR OUTPATIENT 
INPATIENT' 
RECOVERY.HOUSE 
EXTENDED. CARE DRUG RESIDENTIAL 
EXTENDEO CARE RECOVERY HOUSE (ALCOKOL) , 
MICA TREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 
MICA TREATMENT 

OFFENDER UTIUZATION OF. SERVICES 

14.17 
.8.33 

52.94 
30.,25 
42.96 
24.97 
75.07 
75.07 

90 
90 
30 
60 

180 
90 
30 
90 

1,275' 
750 

1,588 
1 ;815 . 
7,733 
2,247 
2,252 . 
6,756 

The treatment modalities discussed in the previous paragraph can be combined 
·in various wayS in what ADATSA calls .lIpaths." The primary paths funded by ADATSA 

are: outpatient (90 days of either intensive or regular outpatient treatment); the 30/90 
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. . 
,~path (30 days intensive inpatient followed' by 90 days outpatient); the 30/60/90 path (30 

. days intensive inpatient followed by 60 days in recovery house followed by 90 days 
outpatient); the long term residential path (either 180 'days in extended care drug 

, residential or 90 d~ys in extended care alcohol, residential followed by 90 days in 
recovery house or 90 days outpatient treatment}; or the MICA path (30 days in MICA 
diagnosis and treatment followed by 90 days in MICA treatment followed by 60 days in . 
recpvery house, ,or 60 days outpatient treatment). 

Table A6.8 in the ADATSA Report identifies criminal justice involvement by , 
treatment path. While it may be the case that criminal justice involvement is under 
report;ed in this table, there is no reason to suspect that there is systematic bias in 
reporting by treatment path. Consequently, the data reported in this table should be a 
good .representation .of the relative . use of different. treatment paths by offenders. 

. Parole ,or probation status was one ofthe factors reported. Using the percentage . . , 

of persons identified as being on probation or parole, we estimate the current relative 
use of treatment paths by offenders as follows: ' 

TABLE 19 

r ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF OFFENDERS BY TREATMENT PATH 
:ji 

" 

OUTPATIENT 

30/90 PATH 

30/60/90 PATH 

EXTENDED CARE DRUG RESIDENTIAL 

EXTENDED CARE (ALCOHOL) RESIDENTIAL' 

MICA 

THE COST OF TREATMENT SERVICES FOR OFFENDERS 

19% 

29% 

27.5% 

8% 

11%', 

5.5% 

Knowledge of the reimbursement rates by treatment modality plus knowledge of 
the' distribution of offenders by treatment path does' not telfus how much it costs to 
provide substance abuse treatment to ,offenders. What is miSSing is an understanding 
of the relationship between path utilization and modality utilization. 
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Toturther .our analysis, an equation was developed to quantify this relationship. 
The ·equation relies on treatment completion data taken from the ADATSA Report and 

. from Wickizer. In a few cases where completion dat~ were not aVailable; completion 
rates were interpolated between known points. • Where the final phase of a path 
terminates in either one kind or treatment or another, an arbitrary 50/50 split was made 
between. the two modalities.' 

The basic equation can be written as follows: 

~Il t~, + X3a= 100% 

where X1a is the percentage of offenders in Step 1 of Path a, ~Il is the percentage in 
Step 2 of Path a and ~ is the percentage in Step 3 of Patha. We solve for X1~' ~aand 
X3a by accounting for the difference in duration of the various .steps and the percentage 

• .of offenders that complete one step and go on to the next.' 
". . 

. . 

For.example, for the 30/90 path, if everyone who starts the 30 day program goes . 
on . to the 90 day program, . we . would expect 3 times as many people to be in the 
outpatient part of the path as the. inpatient. But from the ADATSA data we know that 89 
percent of those who start the first phase of the 30/90 Path go on to the second pha.se; 

.. Consequently, we would expect tha.t 89 percent o'f 3,. or 2.67 times as many people 
should be in the 90 day programss'are in the 30 day program. 

We now have two equations with two unknowns as follows: 

~. + Xoo = 1 

and 

Xoo' = .89 x 3 x X30 = 2.67X30 

Solving the equations yields the result that 27 percent of those in the 30/90 path 
arE! in inpatient treatment and 73 parcent are in outpatient treatment. Since we also 
know·that 29 percent of the offenders in treatment are in the 30/90 path we know that 
7.8 percent (23% of 29%}.of all offenders in treatment are in 30 day inpatient treatment 

. as part of the 30/90 treatment path. . 

By performing the same . kinq of." analysis on aHfive treatment patMs, the 
percentage: of offenders in each modality can be' derived. Table 17 shows the 

. assumptions used in the calculations. 
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, TABLE 20 

HISTORICAL DIST'RIBUTION OF OFFENDERS BY PATH 

90 DAY OUTPATIENT 
INTENSIVE 100.0% 38.50/0 
REGULAR ,100.0%, 38.5% 

29. 
100.0% 88.7% 
88.7% 49.4%' 

27. 
30 DAY INPA,TIENT 100.00/0 81.9% 
60 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE ' 87.9% 61.0% b 
90 DAY OUTPATIENT 61.0% b 28.5% 

PATH 4: LONG TERM RESIDENTIAL . 
180 DAY EXTENDED CARE DRUG~,ESIDENTIAL' 8. 100.00/0 28.6% 

, 90 DAY EXTENDED CARE RECOVE,RY HOUSE 11. 100.0% 88.8% 
AND " .« 

90 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE - Alcohol 88.8% 70.2% 
OR 

90 DAY OUTPATIENT - Alcohol 88.8% 7Q~2% . . ~;;-.-:. 

30 DAY TREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 100.0% 63.00/0 
90 DAY MICA TREATMENT 63.00/0 55.8% c 

AND 
60 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE 55.8% c 48.6% 

OR 
60 DAY OUTPATIENT 55.8% c 48.6% 

NOTES 
a Derived from Table A6;8 b From Wickizer data c Interpolated 
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27.0% 
. 73.0% 

27.0% 
73.0% 

23~O% 
40.0% 
37.0% 

8.0%, 
53.0% 

23.50/c d 

23.5% d 

37.0% 
46.0% 

8.5% d 

8.5% d 

d Split 50/50 
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Adding percentages by treatment modality results in the following distribution of 
utili:?:ation: ' 

TABLE 21 

. SUMMARY OF OFFENDER TREATMENT UTIUZATION 
By'Treatment Modality 

90 DAY INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT 
90 DAY REGULAR OUTPATIENT 
30 DAY INPATIENT 
60 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE 
180 DAY EXTENDED' CARE DRUG RESID,ENTIAL 
90,DAY EXTENDED CARE RECOVERY HOUSE 
30 DAY TREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 
90 DAY MICA TREATMENT 
TOTAL 

RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 
NON-RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 

14.20/0 
14.1% 
8.0%" 
5.80/0 
2.0% 
2.5% ' 

100.0% 

46.6% ' 
p3.4%. 

, 14% 

14% 
8% 
6% 

.2% 
3% 

tOO% 

47% 
53% 

Finally, this analysis of utilization, combined with reimbursement rates for the 
same modalities, results in a computation of the average daily cost of substance abuse 
treatment for offenders. By multiplying the percentage of offenders. in each modality 
times the cost per day for each modality and summing the resulting products, 'a 
weighted average: cost is obtained. 

The follOWing table shows the calculation of the average cost,. Later on, this same 
method will be used to calculate different average costs assuming a different mix of 
utilization rates. 
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TABLE 22 
., . . 

AVERAGE REIMBURSEMENTRA TE CALCULATION 
For Offenders in Treatment 

90. DAY INTENSI"e OUTPATIENT. 
90. DAY REGULAR OUTPATIENT 
'30 DAY INPATIENT 
60 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE· 
180. DAY EXTENDED CARE DRUG RESIDENTIAL 
90. DAY EXTENDED CARE RECOVERY HOUSE 
30. DAYJREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 

'90. DAY MICA TREATMENT 
" WEIGHTEDAVERAGE 
, i 

5.0.%, 
48;00/0 
14.0.% 
14.0.0/0 

8'.0.% 
6.0.% 
2:0.% 

,3.0.% ' 

. 14.17 
8.33 

52.94 
30;25 
42.9.6 ' 
24.97 
75.0.7 . 
.75.0.7 

4 .. 24 
3.44. 
1.50. , 
1.50. 
2.25 

25.0.4 

As can be seen from this analysis, the average' reimbursement rate for offenders 
in substance 'abuse treatment is approximately $25 per day. Given the distribution of 
\pffendersincommunity treatment, the ,average stay across all treatments is 145 days . 

, , \Ior an average cost of $3,625 a treatment. The analysis on which offender distribution, 
, 'across treatment is found in Table 20. 

. , 

.. Some offenders received treatment in prison at an average cost,of$669 for each 
person entering ~reatment There is. no comparable treatment presently available in jails. 

" Given these reimbursement, rates for treatment,it is pO$Sible to calculate the cost 
oUreating all offenders who might have required that treatment in 1991. In this analysis, 
it is assumed that approximately 25,000 offenders per year are in ne~d of treatment ~nd 
that, with.·sufficient resources, half would enter treatment. With these assumptions, the 
totaJcost would have been $35,579,094. ' , 

. , 
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TABLE 23 

.' PROJECTED COSTS: 
OFFENDERS WHO COULD ENTER TREATMENT IN 1991 

.. " 

NUMBER· OF TYPE OF . OFFENDERS .' OFFENDERS TOTAL COST 
PLACe:MENT ' OFFENDERS NEEDING ENTERING OF 

').') 

TREATMENT TREATMENT ''TREATMENT 
'. ,(PREVALENCE RATE) 

In Local Total or 7,074 2,~(41%) , 1,450 .$ 957,000 
Partial 
. COnfinerT1E~rit 

Under Local. '36,674. 3,521(9.SO~) 1,760 $ 6;381,812 
Community 
Super<lision 

In StCl,te Total. or 9,107 ' 3,734 (41%) 1,867 $ 1,232,220 
Partial. 
Confinement, " 

, UnderState 36,343 14,901 (41%) 7;450 $27,008,062 
Community 
Supervisiqn 

• Total 89;198 25,056 (2~.1) 12,527 $35,579,094 

Some portion of this population ,did receive treatment in 1991. Part of that 
treatment was paid for with public monies. Since offender clients cannot be precisely 
separated from non-offender clients, the exact amount is notknown. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR THE 'FUTURE 

PROJECTED INCREASE IN DEMAND' FOR TREATMENT SERVICES 

Demancjfortreatmentwill increase a.s the, offender population grows. In the 1991 ' 
, ,Capacity Study, the number of offenders under criminal justice control in Washington 
,Statewas projected to, increase,from approximately 92,000 offenders in 1992 to about 

J 33,000, in' 1996., If the, heed for, treatment services remains the same and the 'same 
treatment costs are applied to the increased, offender population, then total future costs 
can be estimated.' . ' ' " 

, " In Section 5, "Crimina.l Justice Demand for Treatment Services,"there were two 
estimates of demand for treatment services. These estimates imply significantly different 
prevalence rates and service utilization rates. 'In the following calculations, the lower of , 
the two estimates was used. ,If the higher estimate were used, total estimated CO$ts 
would increase by an additional $36,000,000. , ' , 
"'. . 

TABLE 24 

" 'PROJECTED, COST OF' SUBSTANCE 'ABUSE TREATMENT 
FOR ESTIMATED NUMBER OF OFFENDERS IN 1,996 

Local' -':\1' 

Confinement 9,114 1,868 66Q " 1,2;33,000 

Local 
, Supervision 53,519 2,569 3,625, ' 9,313,000 

State' 
Confinement 13,183 ' 2,702 660 ,1,784,000 

',State 
Supervision 57,589 11,806 3,625, 42,797,000 

Total 133,405 18,945 2,9tO 55,127,000 

" , In 1991, for an offender population of approximately 92,000, costs fot substance' 
'abuse treatment .for offenders are estimated to total, approximately $35,000,000. 
Therefore, 'the cost of providing the same 'level of service in 1996 will be, about 
$20,000,'000 more than current 'Ievel(not counting increased costs due to inflation). 
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COST 'IMPLICATIONS' OF DIVERSION FROM INCARCERATION 

In this section, the focus of discussion, is on the, immediate cost, consequences 
of diverting offenders from some form <;>f confinement to community based residential 

,_ or outpatient treatment. Note th~ emph~sis on immediate costconsequenqes. The long 
term, savings, if any, related tethe reduction in r~peat offense due to successful 
treatment is not inclOdedin this analysis. On the other hand, it, should be noted that .:.. 
because of the highcoSt,ofincar-ceration - even a small amount of success in treatment 

, can result in Significant savings from avoided future incarcerations. 

It should also be emphasized that thealtematives discussed below are not 
advanced as recommendations, but rather as illustrations. Factors other than cost must 
be taken into account when making decisions~of this importance. With this caveat in 
mind, there are three general alternatives which we have analyzed. Each includes both 
'substance abuse treatment andthree different forms of non·incarcerative criminal justiqe 
control. They, are: • ' 

.' 'D'~ERSION FROM JAIL 

, Option 1 : Substance ' abuse ,treatment, plus regular com~unity 
supervision foraH offenders. 

Option 2: SubStance 'abuse treatment plus regular supervision for offenders 
in'resid,ential treatment and intensive'supervision for offenders in 
outpatient 'treatment. ' 

, Option 3: Substance abuse treatment plus regular supervision for all offenders 
,'and electronicmonitoting for offenders in outpatient treatment. 

• 'DIVERSION FROM STATE WORK RELEASE 

,Option 1: " Substance' abuse treatment plus "regular community , 
supervision for all offenders. 

Option 2: Substance abuse treatment plus regular supervision for offenders 
, in: residential treatment and intensive supervision for offenders in ' 
outpatient treatment. 

, Option 3:, Substance'abuse treatment plus regular supervision for all offenders. 
and electronic monitoring for offenders in outpatient treatment. 
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• . DIVERSION FROM MINIMUM SECURITY PRISON 

. "Option 1,: ., Substanc.e abuse treatment, plus regular community 
supervision for all offenders. 

Option 2: . " Substance 'abuse treatment plus regular supervision for 'offenders '" 
, in residential treatment ,and intensive supervision for offenders in 
outpatient treatment. 

. Option 3: 0 Substance abuse tre,atment plus regular supervision for all offenders 
and electronic monitoring for offenders in outpatient treatment. ' 

·In each case the. analysis assumes that the duration' of treatment is the same as 
" permitted under ADATSArules, i.e. a maximum of 180 days of treatment during any two 

year period. In addition; it is assumed that some period of community supervision 
continues beyond the 180 ,day treatment pha~e. Where, more restrictive control is used 
for6ffenders not 'in residential treatment, the analYSis assumQs continuation of the more 

, ,restrictive control for all offenders during their post':treatment phase. 

Reimbursement rates and the cost of various types of treatment' services for , 
offenders were discussed :in Section 6, "Costof Providing Treatment Services. II ,As 
noted there,ttieaverage cost per day to provide substance abuse treatment to any 
given group. of people depends on the mix of services. used by that group. 

,If we assume that offenders diverted from incarceration are placed in substance 
abuse treatment in the same proportions, as currently prevail, ,> then the average 

. reimbursement rate for treatment is about $25 per day. Presenttreatment mix actually 
resultsin'145 days of treatment on the average. If treatment were extended'to a1ull180 
days, then the average ,cost of treatment would be about $4,500. ,Treatment costs plus 
the cost of correCtional control' can be compared to, the cost of incarceration to 
determine the net'cost or savings' accruingfromariyset of assumptions. 

"', ,'" ',' As part of the Criminal Justice System' Capacity Study, a.verage costs for various 
,tYPE)sof criminal juStice control were identified. In the analysis that follows" 'we are 
. interested in the cost 'of county jail, state. work release, 'minimum security' prisons, 
regular supervision, intensive supervision, and electronic monitoring. Thefollowing table 
summarizes the, cost information from the Criminal Justice System Capacity Study for 
those types of placements. ", 
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TABLE 25 

AVERAGE COST PER. DAY PER OFFENDER 
".{t99t'Doliars) , 

Intensive Supervision 7.18 

Electronic Monitoring 11.96 

County Jail ' 44.48 

State Work Release 47.08 

Minimum Security , 51.86 
Prison 

4.79 

7.,98 

29.65 

31.39 

,34.58 

I 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 

,:1 
I, 

Takentdgether, this information can ,be used to show at what ,point the cost of I 
treatment plus non-incarcerative control is less than the cost of incarceration. The chart 
.onthe follOWIng page shows 'the accrued savings (per offender) due to suspension of I" '. 
inqarcerative sentences of from 0 to 18 months.143 At the same time; the chart shows 
the accrued cost, of providing treatment plus the three types of correctional control 
descrlibWhed. above. Whl~re~hel cost 'hines inters.ect thl,e savings lines I' cost at' nd savi.ngs aAre

t
' .1 

'.equa. en a cost InelS ower t an a savlngslne, costs are ower t lanSavlrigs. 
,a.ny given time, the difference between cost and savings represents the net amount 
saved or expended. \) . I', 

Note that the break even analysis is baseoon the amount of sentence time 
suspended. It is' assumed that offenders, suitable for diversion would normally earn' the I 
maximum potential good time while incarcerated. The cost savings lines used in the 

" following chart have been adjusted to account for a 1/3 reduction in time ,served .due 
to good time~ 'I, 

As the chart shows, during the treatment phase of any of these scenarios, the ' 
cost' of treatment plus correctional control is approximately equal to the cost of 
confinement. Consequently, significant savings' accrue only for offenders who have 

," 142 'Most offenders who follow inmate rules of conduct receive one day credit for fiNery two days served., 
If all potential, "good time" is earned, then the cost per day sentenced is two-thirds the average daily cost. 

. 143 By definition, sentences for jailed offenders cannot exceed 12 months. Consequently, savings related 
:tojail diversions are maximized at 12 months and cannot increase beyond that. 
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" suspended$Emtences that are longer than the time spent in, treatment. The greatest 
,savings accrue for offenders diverted from prison and for offendel'$ whose correctional , 

control intt1ecommunity is limited to regular supervision. ' 

. ~I TABLE 26 

"BREAKEVENANALYSIS 
, ' .', If, 

Cost and Savings Per Person, 
Assuming continued .use, of current treatment mix 

, 20,000 ...-~"""";'''''----~-''''''-'-----~-------'---~ 

18,000 
SAVINGS: MINIMUM SECURITY PRISON ~__ " .,., .. , 

", 16,000 I--~~~-SA-V-'-ING-S: STATEW~RKREL~SE-' -' -.-- , , '" -,,---.. ,.,.-.~:~::?-,;:::.,---, 
,-'-----------'''''''--' -- .. :. .... " 14,000 -=-_,- SAVING~ COUNTYJ~ __ ---;/L/~ . _ = 

-------------------

o'~~.......,;.~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~ 
4 5 6 7 8 9' 10 11' 12 13 14 

CONFINEMENT TIME SUSPENDED {MONTHS) 

",cost CONSEQUENCES OF TRJ:ATMENT FAILURE 

TI1!3 previous" analysis shows the cost implications of each successful diversion 
, of an Offender from incarceration to, treatment. In' reality, not all diversions' are ' 

'successful." " ' , , ' , ' " . 

~,' To explore the effect oftreatment failures, the model used to forecast costs and 
sav,ings was "modified to reflect both, the percentage of failures and the assumed 
average time to failure. For purposes of this analysis it was assumed that treatment , 
failure means revocation and re-imposition of the suspended sentence~ That is, if a 
person has a suspended sentence of18 months and fails treatment after three months, 
s/he will spend the remaining 15 months in confinement. An actual diversion program 

, mignt be defined in some other (llanner. Using this scenario is fiscally conservative, i.e. 
it results. in the greatest cost impact ofa treatment failure. 
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. Th~ ~ primary finding of this 
analysis 'is that· the. fisoal 
consequences oHreatment failure are 
insignificant. ·For. ~xample,·· since the' 

· average costoftreatmeht plus the 
most expensive form of . correctional 
¢ontrOI used]n ol.lr .. analySis is less 
than the cost of confinement in state 
prison, . even if everyone diverted from 

· prison .failed treatment, there would be.' 
a small net savings. Only with 

· (:jjversio~ from county jail to the. 
treatment plus intensive sLlpervision, 

· o.r treatment plus electroni.c 
monitoringjis'there any appreciable 

• ,net loss due. to treatment failures.' 
· .When the' failure rate was increased 

'. from 30 .. perc~nt to '50. percent, the 
largest change in any breake"en point 
for any option was only about 15 

· days. . 

The figures at the right illustrate 
the cumulative financial impact of 
diversions from jail, state. work 

, release, and minimum security prison 
assuming a f~lure. rate"of30 percent 
and .average .. time to failure of three 

.. months. 

"~ In the following paragraphs we 
· ~xplore the' consequences of 
changing.. the' mix of' treatment 

., modalities to. increase. the proportion' 
of offenders who are in · residential 

.. \ treatment programs. Since' residential 
programs cost more than ,outpatient 

· treatment, tt)e cost of failure will be 
greater. . '. 
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COST IM'PUCATIONS OF INCREASING RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT . . , ,.," - . " . ., 

, , 

, In the, examples discussed above, it was assumed that the current mix of 
treatment modalities is continued. Under current utili~ation, at any given time, ,about 47 
percent of the, offender popula~ion is in a residential treatment setting. The remainder 

, are in outpatient tr~atment Please note that this does not .mean that 53 percent of 
participating offenders are never in a residential setting. In fact, under the current 
system, 81 ,percent of all offenders start in Some type of inpatient or residential care.,lt 
is only because the average length of stay in outpatient treatment is longer' than that J of 
residential programs ,that the percentage of offenders in residential programs at any 

, given time is as I.owas it is. ' 

, In this section we explore the cost implications, of requiring all offenders to t;>egio' ' 
,treatment in a residential setting. Table 27 uses the same methodology described in 
'Section 8: Cost . of Providing . Treatment Services," to calculate the percentage of 
,9ffender$ bYJreatment modality. The percentages used 'in the column, labeled "Offender 
% DistributionU are illustrative only. 

1\ , 

,"" 
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TABLE 27· 

. HYPOTHETICAL DISTRIBUTION OF OFFENDE8S BY TREATMENT PATH 
.'. (Note that·all offendel'S begin treatment in a residential setting) 

300AYINPA 
60 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE 
gO DAY OUTPATIENT 

180 DAY EXTENDED CARE DRUG. RESIDENTIAL 25. 
.90. DAy EXTENDED CARE RECOVERY HOUSE 15. 
. AND 
90 DAY RECOVERY HOUSE :.. Alcohol 

OR. 
90 DAY OUTPATIENT - Alcohol 

30 TREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 
90 DAY MICA TREATMENT 

AND , 
60 DAYRECqVERY HOUSE 

OR 
..... 60 DAY OUTPATIENT 

NOTES 

1 

'. a Derived from Tab!eA6.8 , b From Wickizer data 

~100 

100.0% 
100.00/0 

100.0% 
88.7% 

100.0% 
87.9% 
61.0% b 

100;0% 
100.0% 

88.8% 

80.8% 

100.0% 
63.00/0 

'55.8% c 

55.8% c 

38.5% 
38.5% 

88.7% 
49.4% 

87.9% 
61.0% b 
28.5% 

28.6% 
88.8%. 

70.2% 

70.2% 

63.0% 
55.8% c 

48.6% 

. 48.6% 

c I'nterpolated 

27.0% 
73.0% 

23.0% 
40.0% 
37.0% 

25.00/0 
53.00/0 

23.5% d 

23.5% d 

37.0% 
46.0% 

·'8.5% d 

8.5% d 

d 'Split 50/50 . 



. ' ,~ '.' 

.' The changes ma~e in this example may be summarized) as, foilows: 
. 1) '. The, percentage of offenders participating in the 90 day outpatient path 

was 'c:hanged from 19%. to O%. , . 
2) .. Thoseparticipating in the 30/~0 path were reduced from 29%. to 20% 

.' 3) The 30/60/90 path.was increased from 27.5% to 30% , . 
4) Extended care drug residential 'trea~rnent was increased the most, fram8% 

to 25% . 
5) Ext~h~'led care (alcohol) residential WS$ increased from 11 %to 15% 

'. 6) MICA treatment was increased from 5.5% to 10% 

As' 'with previous, examples, these·' ratios should not be construed as 
recommendations, but rather as examples to illustrate a point. 

·Note that by eliminating the, .90 day outpati'ent treatment . path and .. changing the 
others as noted above, the number, of offenders who are in a residential treatment 
setting (at any given time) increases from 47 percent to 70 percent Everyone spends 
at least . 30 . days in a re~idential program~ Most., spend at least 90 days. ~rwenty-five 
percent of the group~.e. those in long term drug residential) spend the entire ·180 days 
in a'residential program. . ' 

The following table shows the new distribution of offenders by treatment. modality 
using the. assumptions outlined above. 

",: , 

TABLE 28 

. HYPOTHETICAL' DISTRIBUTION OF OFF~NDERS, BY TREATMENT MODAUTY 

,~:rBJiAIM$.iMm~mt:IW:!:;::i::n::r:\'::~}:::::Mm::;1;8:;j:;:::::t:>::}:!;:tim:D.::;·:~i.:};::i;:::&;:mQmg::;:l::::;;;:::;:t!;:{:t;;::;;;:;::;:i;:gn~:::J~Op.Np:~:;::: 
90 DAY INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT 0.0% 0% 
.90 DAY REGULAR OUTPATIENT 30.10/0' 30% 
30 DAY INPATIENT 12.3% 120/0 
60. DAY RECOVERY HOUSE. 16.4% 16% 
180 DAY EXTENDED CARE DRUG RESIDENTIAL 25.0% 25% 
90 DAY ~ENDED CARE RECOVERY HOUSE 8.0% . ' . 8% 
30 DAY TREATMENT & DIAGNOSIS 3.7% 4% 

.90 DAY MICA TREATMENT 4.6% 5% 
.TOTAL 100.0% 100% 

RESIDENT,IAL PROGRAMS 
NON-RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS 

69.9% 
30.1% 

70% . 
30% 

As shown in Section 8, this' utilization data can'be used· to calculate the average 
reimbursement rate for offender treatment based on these new assumptions. Based on 
currentre.imbul'$ement rates and the new distribution of utilization implied by these 
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"as$iJmptions,the average cost per person' increases from $25 per day to about $33 per 
day: The derivation of this average cost is shown below. ' I: 

, TABLE 29 

AVERAGE REIMBURSEMENT RATE CALCULATION ' 
"(Based on increased usc ,of residential treatment) 

DAY E OUTPATIENT 
,90 DAY REGULAR OUTPATIENT,' 
30 DAY INPATIENT 

'60DAYRECOVERY HOUSE " 
'18COAY EXTENDED CARE DRUG RESIDENTiAl..' 
90 DAY EXTENDED CARE RECOVERY HOUSE 

, 30'DAY'TREATMENT.& OiAGNOSI~ 
'90 DAYMICATREATMENT 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE 

12.00/0 
16.0% 

.25.0% 
8.00/0 

,,4.0% 
5.00/0 

,14.17, 
8.33 

52.94 
30 .. 25 

" 42.96 ' 
24.97 
75.07 

, 75.07 

0.00 
2.50 
6.35 ' 
4.84 

10.74 
2.00 
3.00 
3.75 . 

33.19 

Using this higher average costoftreatment, the breakeven analysis was repeated. 
, (See Table 30) 'As the chart illuStrates, the breakeven points change for all options. 

Indeed, under this scenario, none ofthe altematives breaks even with ~,lltences of less 
than six'months. Most require sentences of seven to eight months;~'Diversionfrom ' 

, ',' county jails mal<8S financial sense only for, those few jaiied offende,rs who have 
sentences in the range of 9 to 12 months and who would be appropriate candidates for 

,regular or intensive supervision. ' , , " 

When theeffeet of. treatment :failures at this higher cost 'Of treatment was ' 
9xamined,again it was found that ,treatment failures do not ,appreciable change, the' 

'financial' implications' of diversion frornincarceration tdtreatment The'change in 
treatment cost itself has a large impact. Greater or fewer failures at anY,level of cost 
• makes little difference. At this ,level of treatment cost,a change in treatment failure rates 

, ,from 30 percent ,to .50 'percent' affected the' breakeven point ,on most of the options. ' 
, However, only in one case did thebreakeven point shift by more than 15 days. 
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TABLE 30 

'BREAKEVEN ANALYSIS 
. . . Cost and Savings Per Person 

Assuming increased use. of residential treatment 
~.~~--~--~~--~----------~----~------------~~ 

6.000 

o 1" 2' . 3 4 5· 6 7 .8 9 1011 12 13 14 1516 17· .18 

. CONFINEMENT TIME SUSPENDED (MONTHS) . 

The cost of treatment, shown 'in Table. 31, is estimated .at $33 per day for an 
average of 145 days. of treatments in the community. If the offenders treated in .1996 
were more often placed' in residential treatment, then the added cost of that change 
would be another $16,500,000 above the cost of the. current mix of treatm~nt' services. 
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TABLE 3.1 

,-" " COSTS:, MORE INTENSIVE'TREATMENT 
" ' OFFENDERS WHO COULD ENTER TREATMENT IN 1996 

, 

, TYPE OF OFFENDERS 'BY OFFENDERS OFFENDERS TOTAL 
, PLACEMENT ' PLACEMENT NEEDING E;trrERING' TREATMENT 

TREATMENT TREATMENT COST 

In local", 9,114 ' 3,737 (41.0%) 1,868 $1,233,210 
confinement' , , , 

, '~ " ' 

2,569' 
" 

Under 19cal ' ' 53,519 5,138 (9.6%) , $12,292,665 
, supervision 

, In,state" 13,183 5,405 (4U)%) 2,702 $1,783,650 
, confinement -, 

Under'state 57,589 23,611 (41.0%) 11,806 $56,491,710 
supervision "-

Ail, PLACEMENTS 133,405 , 37;891 (28.1%) 18,945 $71,801,235 ' 
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY . 

1992 Publications: " 

Kohh~nb~rg, Elizabeth, Yette, Rebecca, and. Mack, CUrtis E; Needs Assessment Data Project Report: 
Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse. FY1990; Office of Research and Data Analysis, Planning 

,Re~earch"a.nd Development, Department of Social and Health Services, Olympia, WA,January 1992.' 
'" ' " . 

'This study' provides baseline information .for planners to use to assess service needs and gaps. The 
" following questions are addressed: how many people use DASA services in each area and what is the 
gend~r, age and ethnic,ity of these clients; how many clients are estimated for these' service and how do . 
these cliE!nts differ by age, gender and ethnicity; what was the actual cost of service, received per client 
by area and how does this cost compare to the average cost of services fora" clients. . 

Wickizer, Th~mas, and Maynard, . Charles; . Analysis of Completion Rates of Clients Discharged from Drug 
'. and Alcohol Treatment Programs in Washington'. State; Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse, 

'Department of Social and.' Health Services,·· Olympia, WA, January 1.992. 

This study analyzes data. procured through SAMS (Substance Abuse· Management System). The study 
population included all clients (N: 6,559) disc,harged from treatment during· fourth quarter 1990 in ten 
treatment. modalities. The study determined client characteristics of the discharge population for each 
modality. Approximately 75% were ·between 20 and'40; roughly 75% were caucasian, 1(Y%, were black, 
and 10% were native Ameri~n; ,70% represented. clients receiving treatment for alcohol rel.ated problems; 
1.~k to 16% were for co~ine related problems. Treatment completion rates varied by modality: rates for 
intensive inpat;ent programs were 71% arid for outpatientprograrns were 34%. 

1991 Publications: 

BaXter, Brentand K1eyn,Jeanne; Washington State's Second Offender Laws forDriving while Intoxicated: 
Results of Five Years of Evaluation; Alc.oholandDrug Abuse Institute (ADAl) , University of Washington, 
Seattle, WA, May 1991. . ' , . . . . .' . ' . 
This report documents a five year study, by ADAlfor'the Washington Traffic safety Commission. The 
study's' main focus was state. compliance with federal and state mandates regarding. repeat OWl offenders. 

, The objectives of the study. were to provide estimates of the number of persons arrested and convicted 
for OWl who had a prior DWI conviction within. the. previQus five years and to assess the . levels of. court 
,and jail co'mpliance .with federal and state guidelines for sentencing reCidivist OWl. offenders.: 

Based on ratios compUted from- two courts: SeattJe District and Evergreen District, total estimated repeat 
offenders were 6,645(1985), 5,918 (1986), 5,486 (1987). 4,325 (1988) and 6,968(1989). for the same 
years 2;495,. 2,837, 2,727, 1;956, and 3,172 offenders were conVicted. Data from teridistrict courts were 
samples 'to'estimate the sentencing and time served for repeat'offenders. Recidivist OWl offenders who' 
were sentenced to. at least two days in jail and could clearly be shown to have served at least 48 

. consecutive hours were 38.4% Over five years, 

. " 
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Harlow,CarolineWolf;Drugs and JaiHnmates;1'2 pp; U~S .. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Washington, DC, 
I, 1991." . " . . 

,:, ' 

," " A report e~aminestt:ie; effect of iilegal drugs on thelive$ of pe~ons accused or convicted .of crimes. Data·· 
, were derived primarily from responses to the U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics' national s!}rveys of local 
inmates in 1983 and 1989. " 

...• ; Money for meg~1 drugs was cited bY'13%of convicted jail inmates as a reas~n they had committed their 
offense., Among inmat$S who had used drugs in the . month before the' offense ,for which they 'were 
convicted, 2~A, said they had committed the crime to get money for drugs. Nearly 1in3 robbe~ and' 

. burglars said theyh~d committed their crimes to obtain, money for drugs. More than one, quarter orall 
convicted inmates said t/:ley· were under, the inflUence C)f drugs at the time of the crime. At least 4 of to, 
convicled jail inmates said they were' using drugs during the month before the crime; 1 of 4 said they 
'were usil'lg cocaine or crack. . 

, ' 

Inciardi" James, A., '.McBride, Duan~ C.i TreatmentAltematives. to 'Street' Crime crASC):' History, 
experiences; ,,'and Issues;. National Institute of Drug Abuse, 1991 •. 

This report reviews 40 local TASC programs from 1972 through 1982, finding that the majoritY effectively 
linked criminal justice and treatment ,system, identified' previously untreated prug-involved .offenders, and 
intervened with clients to reduce drug abuse and criminal activity. From 'more r~entexarTlinations it 
appears the TASC initiative is'meeting its operational goals. Most importantly" evaluation data .indicate 
that TASC:referredclients remain longer in treatment than non-TASC clients, and have better.post
treatment success. 

Klocke,KarenA; "Drug-Related Crime and Addicted Offenders: A Proposed Response; Notre Dame 
Joumal 'of Law. Ethics and Public PolicV; 5(3) ,pp. 639-649; 1991. 

The$ubstance.Abuse Intervention Program, established in 1~ by the New York City Department of 
Correction' (NYCPOC) has added new drug treatment services to the jails,sPflCifically fotc;ocaine users. 

, The, NY:CDOC's experience to date indicates several conclusions. Community. based substance abus~ 
treatmentmodelsj such as the therapeutic.community, can, be successfully Cldapted t9,correctional 
~settings. Jail ba~ec:t treatment 'caIJ help addicted inmates remain drug free during their incarceration. " 
Drug treatment can ,reduce levels ()f violence and inmate rule infractions in jail. Treatment can ' help, 

, " correctional, ,systems ~ve money oli seCutitystaff. Effective discharge planning can increaSe' the 
likelihood, that an ,inmates will pa~icipate in long term community based substance abuse treatment on 
discharge. " .. 

Longhi, Dario; Oatis, Susan; Mudar, Karen; Spaeth; Dotty; VanDyck, Michael;Sl1aklee, Marga'ret; Br()wri, 
Marsha and Hall-Milligan, Joan; TheADATSA Program: Clients, Services and Treatment Outcomes; Office 
of Research and Data Analysis,Planning Research and Development, Department of Social ~nd Health 
Services, Olympia, WA, October 1991. . 

. , .'-. . . 

, The study was sponsored' by the Division of Alcohol and Substance Muse to look at ADATSA clients and 
the,AOATSA system. It describes theclients,e'laluates the appropriateness of treatment placements, and 
Identifies the major obstacles in implementing the program from the Perspective of managers' arid ' 
directors 01 treatment agencies and assessment centers . 

. ' 
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Cli~nt inforination was obtained ,from a ~mple (N: '1,118) assessed in the fall, of 1989. Client 
, empl9yment, public assistance, and re-el1tryinto' DASA funded services were ,used as outcome measures. 
They'cov~r~,six month period after tr~trrient completion' or drop out. ' 

, Robins, Lee N.al1d ~egier,Darrel A,eds; Psychiatric Disorders in America; The Free Press, New York, 
1991~ , ' ' , 

, , This, volume' is ,baSed' d\t a study (Epidemiologic Catchment Area) by' the National Institute of Mental 
. Health,which presents a comprehensive report onthe prevalence rates of mental disorders in the United 

states. It uses a sample size of'2O,000 people in fiv~ different areas, and represents the population with 
,respect to age, ~f:JXi and racial/ethnic groups., ' , 

, , 

Wpe .of disorders discussed include schizophrenic disorderS, affective disorders, ,alcohol abuse and 
, dependence,synqromes of drug abuse and dependence, panic and phobia,generalized anxiety disorder, 
obsessive compulsive disorder, somatization disorder,antisocial personality,' and cognitive impairment. 
Chaptel'$ 6 and 7, on ~Icohol,~nd drug disorders are of particular ,interest in this review. 

, 1990 PUbliCations: 

, , AmerieanJail Association; A Report of the Findings of a Survey of the Nation's Jails Regarding Jail Drug 
Treatment' Programs; 25 pp.; U.S. Bureau of Justice Assistance, Washington, DC, 1990. ' 

, . The 1987 Drug 'Treatment Program 'Survey, is based on the responses of personnel at 1, 737 jails in 48 ,.' 
U.S. states ,and the, District of Columbia. Among the 1.,687 jails that provided information, on 6.70A, of the' 

, • av~rage ~aily inm,ate population of 192,461 were, enrolled in drug treatment programs. 
, , 

Eyen for, facilities with programs,only 13% of inmates received treatment per day. ' Drug treatment' 
serviCeS were more, likely to be reported in larger jails; jails' with a continuum of adjunctive support 
services (e.g., screening, Urinalysis; and jails oriented tOyiard developing inmate and staff (e.g., employee 

. assistance) programs, as wellasinr,lovative approaches to inmate management(e.g~, ,direct supervision). 
EvenamQng many of the mor&, «:omprehensive programs, treatment services were not comparable to 
those provided in a community, residential or intensive outpatient program. , ' 

'There is a 'need to, develop asetofrec;:ommended sfandardsto guide administrators and treatment staff 
in providing services. 'lhese standards, might address such issueS;' as staffing pattems and credentials, 
evaluatic;mal1d, Cluality" assurance' pr9Cedures,' and staff' training. '. 

Anglin,M,D6uglas; Hser, Yih-lng;''Treatment of ,Drug Abuseil;Orugsand Crime, Michael Tonry and 
James Q. Wilson, editors, Crime and Justice Series, Volume 13, pp 393-460; University of Chicago Press, 

; Chica~o and London .1990 .. ' . ' '" 

A review assesses evidence of drug treatment effectiveness, particularly in relation, to crime control. 

The major drug treatment modalities: methadone maintenance,therapeutic communities, outpatient drug
free programs and criminal justice system based treatments such as civil commitment have all been 
shown to be successful by .most oUtcome criteria. Programs With flexible policies,goals and philosophies 
produce better reSUlts, than inflexible programs, especially when they adopt combinations of treatment 

,components that are suited to individual clients' problems and needs. 
" ..' 
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The longer ~ patient ~mains in treatment, .. the ·.lTior~ r;.l;IPCessful . is the outcome; however, dropout rates' 
are high fot most. modalities. Clients enteringtreatmertfunder legal cQercion do as well by most outcome. 
. criteria as volunteer' clientS, and they may stay in treatment longer. 

The evidence oneffeetiveness suggests a.social policy of expanded treatment capacities and options, 
as well as increased attehtionto adequate implementation of programs. 

'. Beto, Dan Richard, and others; ·Su.bstance Abuse: Strategies for Community. Corrections Agencies"; APPA . 
Perspectives, 14(4), pp. 4-53,1990.' " . . 

A' special i;~~ue' of the jciurnal preSents' strategies for use by community corredions agencies with 
substance' abusing offenders.. .. Dan Richard Beto provides a brief overview of the topic and ,ntroduces', 
the articles . that follow., ' 

. Carl G. teukefeld commends the practice of cperced drug abuse treatment for offenders, and provides 
" suggestions for how community corrections agencies might" enhanCfJ their substance, abuse. services. ' 

MarioPaparozzi critiques the "war of drugs·, and urges ,caution in designing and operating drug 
. inteNentionprograms. ' , ,,' '. . 

, , Lucia Meijer offers recommendations about sUbstance . abuse assessment procedures. 

'In a relat,edarticle, Billy O. Haddock and Betodescribe the efforts ofamedium sized probation 
department to assess the drug and alcohol problems of offenders. 

JohnJ. Robi~sQnand Arthur J. L~rigio discuss the relationship between institutional overcrowding and 
drug abuse, and describ~ treatment and supervision strategies use(j .by the Cook County; It (Chicago) , 
Adult. Probation Department. ' . ' 

RobertN. Levy.and James E~ Meyer describe the 'DIRECT (Druglnvotvement Reve~1 through Education, . 
,Control, arid Treatment) Program" an initiative of the Pima County,AZ.(Tucson) Adult Probation 

Department .that combines. enhanced ,monitoring. with drug treatment and educa.tio", • 

.. Clint Arnold and colleagues' eXamine the development and operation of the Los. Angeles County Probation 
Department's Narcotic Evaluator Unit, comprised of officers who specialize in working with substanC9 
abuse offenders.' .' . ' 

Stephen A 'Bocian revi~ws Maryland's Eval!Jation, Diagnosis and Referral 'Program, a,cooperative effort 
. by two state ,agencies to identify and assess,substance abusing offenderS, and. appropriate treatment 
referrals; . , . , . 

,. . . 

Gerald R. Wheeler and AmyS; RUdolph report on a study of the relationship between drug testing arid ' 
. recidilJism~ .' , . , 
Nancy Hadloc~ describes A Substance Abuse Program for Probationers, a project' establishec:i by the San .. 
Diego Probation Department in :1989 whose components inClude assessments., intensive supervision; 
referrals, graduated' sanctions and treatment ,initiatives. . , 

" 

B~th Weinman, Vernon. Bowen and Jqanie Abranson discuss a collaborative training ,effort of the American 
Probation and Parole Association and the National Association' of State Alcohoi and Drug Abus~. Directors, 
Inc~ , 

, ' 
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··.Gerstein, Dean R~ a'nd Harwood, HenrickJ" eds; Treating Drug Problems: A Study of the Evolution. 
Effectiveness .. adn' Financing of Public and PRivate Drug Treatment Systems, Vol. 1, National Academy 

. 'Press, Washington, . DC, 1990.' . ..... '" 

The various charge$ of this volune' ~iscuss the history of ideas goveming' drug policy, the nature and 
. extent of the rieed for treatment,' the goals and effectivenesoftreatment, the need for rp'$earchon 
treatmetn methQds .and services,' the' costs of organization ·of the two-tiered national treatment system, 
th~ scope arid .otganixingprinciples of public and private covarag!~",and recommendations tailored to 
each k.1nct of coverage. .' .• ' , .. -: .' . '., 

The report focuses on drugtreatrrient, not alcohol treatm~nt. Although the authors recognized' that these 
problems overlapped, the Institute of Medicine has recently sponsored a:nother study on alcohol treatment 
(Broadening' the Base of Treatment for Alcohol Problems,National Academy Press, 1990) 

. . - . . 

Gerstein, DeanR.; and Lewin; Lawrence S·.:"Treating . DrUg P·roblems·;, The New England Joumcd of 
Medicine,9/20/90, pp. 884-848. 

This artiqle reviews a comprehensive report from the National Academy· of 'Sciences' Institute of Medicine' 
on drug treatment programs. It found a point· prevalEmce of 5.5 millicm PeQple who are dependent on 
or. abusing drugs .. The extent of ambivalence about entering or remaining ·in·treatment was marked, 

. mainly because treatment is demanding, inposes controls and demands hard work. People nearly always 
enter treatment under duress: either to manage personal problems or social problems. However, 

. effectiveness of treatment is not impaired by the' plient's motivation. 

Haynes, P.;"Sentenced to Get Better"; Drug Link, V5, N 1 (Jclnuary/February1990), pp 8-10, 199Q. 

Whether or not treatment altematives to custody for drug.abusers can reduce prison populationsare.the. 
subject of this article .. Drug abusers who fail a strict court-imposectprogram' are likely to be imprisoned : 

, as a sanction, but drug abusers are not always capable ot.complying With sfructured programs. . 

'In' England, there is a type of compulsory treatment for drug abusers in which many drug offenders are 
. , . phaced on. probation with the. condition that they reside in a specified therapeutic community. If the 
, '. offenders abscond in the first.few months of treatment, they will be rearrested. and resentenced. This 

treatment . approach·' works with . a few offenders, bl,lt many abscond and end up in custody. 

Further research is needed t9i
' compare the length of stay in rehabilitation for those on conditions of 

residence and those who are:not. Also sentencing options already available should be better researched 
and developed. . . . ..". . . (. . .. .. 

,~ 

May,' Robert II, Peters, Roger H;K~ms, William D.; "The Extent of Drug Treatment Programs in Jails: A 
Summary .~eport"; American Jails 4(3), pp. 32-34, 1990. .' 

A 198i survey of 1,687 U,S. jails found that only about rio of, an average daily inmate population of 
192,461 are enrolled in drug treatment programs. Even in jails having these programs, only 12,894 of 
100,369 inmates (13%) receive daily treatment. Further, even among many of the more comprehensive 
programs; . treatment services are riot comparable to those provided in a· community residential' or 

.... intensive outpatient program. Only a small' fraction, less' than 1 0%, of those requiring' drug treatment 
actually receive' these servic~. ,,-
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, , The c,osts~foperating' an in-;iI: drug treatment program 'are relatively modest. At an average program 
" ,.' CQst 01 $83,574 per year, comprehensive jail programs cost $3.50 per day, per inmate, aboVe arid beyond 

,the ordinary ,cOst of incarceration. The more desirable enhanced treatment services wou.ld (elise this,:cost 
,to no m()re,th~n'$8 per day., " , 

. . ". ," 

There is a need to develop a set of recommended 'standards to guide administrators and treatment ',staff ' 
in provision" of drug treatment, services. In addition, technical assistance and consultation in staff training~ 
treatment' curriculum' !=Ievelopment, and, assessment ,and evaluation are of critical importance." ' 

o . 
\; , 

, , ' 

(fora dltterentevaluatiori, of the same material, ' see the following) " " 
Amet:ican Jail ASsociation; A Report of the Findil1gs ofaSurvev of the Nation's Jails Regarding Jail Drug 
Treatment Programs, 25pp., Ui S. ; Bureau of Jl!stice Assi$tance, 1990,,' , , 

"Minnesota, DepartmentcifHumanServices, Chemical Dependency Program Division; Drug Education, 
, Progiamfor Minor Offenders:, 1990 Evaluation; 87 pp; St Palll, MN: 199(>. ' ' , 

A study evaluates Drug Overview~n~ Encounter, 'a program established in Minnesota 'in 1976 in response 
, to state legislation that, reduced tile crime 'of possession of 1.5 ounces or less of marijuana to a ,petty , 
, misdemeanor on the condition that the offender attend'a special drug education program. The program 

was designed to address perceived informational and attitudinal deficits in, young, minimal offenders. 
, Data,)Nere' collected' frOm arrest records, and surveys of 612 judges and probation officers, and of 203 ' 
,program participants.' ' 

Approximately,~75% of the alcohol/drug offenders who participated in th~ program did not have repeat 
offenses duringthetwci years following their attendance. ' Seven of the eight repeat offenses categorized 
as felonies resulted' in prison sentences for partiCipants., Some 98% of judges ,and probation officers 
believed the program was meeting the needs, of , clients ~ery well· or ·okayil. The main' concem was"the 
relatively high ,rate of recidivism (20-25%) for driving while , intoxicated (OWl) clients who were referred, to. 
theprogra~i ' 

Recommendations include the following: (1), Continue the program as an effective and economical 
disposition 'for first-time offenders. '(2) Study the,relatively,high rate'ofDWI recidivism among clients. (3) 
'Increase funding to restore the original ,two evening class for'mat,to increase' promotional publicity and 
outreach" 'and to;ensure provision 'of classrooms ,free from distractions of noise ~nd, other problems. 

Read, EdwardM., Daley, Dennis C.; Getting High and Doing Time: What's the Connection?; 80 pp; 
. American. Correctional Association, Laurel, MD, 1990.' . 

, . , "~" , " :." . " -

This manual is' intended to' help offenders with dl'l!9 ,or alcohol problems' make the COnnection between 
their trouble with· the law Elnd their substance abuse.,' Topics 'include: understanding addiction; 
,determining its severity; using Alcoholics Anonymous (AA); Narcotics Anonymous (NA) ,and more formal 
,treatment" programs to' aid in recovery; preventing relapse;. working with parole and probation officers; 
. and understanding ,the family's role. Case histories; suggested reading and self"help organizations are 

.' included. ' ' , 

" . Rua,' Jil'!1; Treatment Works:' The Tragic Cost of Undervaluir.!!.L. Treatment in the Drug War; 30 'pp.;·National 
Association of State Alcohol and Drug A~use' Directors, Washington,. DC, 1990 
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This r~port revi~wS 15 years ~orth, o$'research findings on alcohol and drug ab~$e treatment outcomes. 
, " " ,,'iI, '", ,,' ", I ' 

IntheT~eatment "Outcome Prospeiplive Study (TOPS) findings'showed the following. LE!sS than 20 
percent of clients in any' modality J~ereregular users of any drug, except' marijuana, three to ,five years 
"after treatment. Abstinence rates averagEd about 40 to 50 percent, and improvements rates were 70 to 
'80 percent. The proportion of clients. il)volVed in predatqry crimes was one-third to, one-half of 
, pretreatment, ,leVels in all modalities when 'examined three to five years atter treatment. All .modalities 
.studieS resulted,in increased percentages, of clients employed ,full time after treatment. 

, . 

Both' National Institute' on Drug Abuse (NIDA) TOPS study and National Institute, of Alcohol Abuse and 
, "Alcoholism (NIAAA) studies have shown that treatment is effective, and that effectiveness can be improved 

by, matching patients to the most appropriate treatments available. 

"Astudy of California drug ~pu~eseJVi~es by Dr. Victor Tabbush found the benefit~cost ratio of .drug 
treatment, programs was $11,54: for every dollar spent for drug treatment service, $11.54 of social costs 
is saved. ' ' 

. . . . 
", NASADADisparticulariy concemedabout the underfunding of treatment serVices; 

, In 1988, total spending for alcohol and drug abuse treatment and prevention was ,about $2.1 billion. This 
amount is only 1% of the annual cOsts of drug abuse in the United states. ' 

Swanson;R.M.;Florida'Adult S.T.C.P. (Serious Targeted Offender Programs) Programs: Screenina. 
Assessment. ' Treatment. FolioWup . and Evaluation for Drug Involved Offenders, University of South 
Califomia Law Center, Los: Angeles, CA, 1.990, ,104 pp. 

L , 0 , • • ~ 

Areport describes a propOsed program for adult drug-dependent offenders, whose criminality is CClusallY 
linked with drugabuse.D~ignedtci be responsive to Florida:,s STOP legislation, the program targets 
drug~dependent adult prO~tioners in need oflong-te~i intensive treatment. ' ' , , 

Phase I involves six months of intensive residential treatment in a modified therapeutic community located ' 
at a STOP in.stitution.Phase II consists of three, months of employment expelienceand transition work 
in a community residential reentry setting. Phase III provides nine months Qfsupeniised community 
outpatient treatment that decreases in intensity ,as the probationer, responds to treatment and becomes 
established, in the community. ' 

"Core treatment activities if/elude: group counseling; relapse prevention; daily living,skills; self-help groups; 
drug testing; AIDS education and prevention; drug education;, and vocational' training. 

U.S. General Accounting Office; Drug Abuse: Research on'Treatment ma{not Address Current Needs, 
. Washington, DCi 1990, 40 pp. ' . ' 

A review,of the current state of knowledge on drug abuse treatment finds that during the 1980s, while the 
nature of drug abuse, in the U.S.t'undam~ntally ,changed, knowledge, on how to treat it advanced' slowly . 
The relatively small research budget of the U.S. National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) during', most of 
that decade accounts in part for this slow progress. The lack of a strategic plan to direct research, and 
the lack of emphasis on the training of researchers, also slowed progress in understanding how to treat 
drug abuse. ' ' 

Knowledge. coneeming tr~tment effectiveness is limited by the lack of recent large scale evaluations Of 
treatment prQgrams and methodological shortcomings of existing ev~luations. ' Little is known ,about how 
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to match patients With' the i'n'ost appropriate treatment, the effectiveness of certain components of 
pr09r'llIT1S, and how. best to treat individuals addicted to new drugs: . 

'. , 

Despite th~ recent cocaine 'and crack epidemic, NIO~'s treatment research program has given priority 
todeveloplngtherapiesfQr addiction to heroin and other opiates. NIPA has recently begun to place 
additional emphasis on developing therapies for cocaine abuse, bot results. from this research are not 
expected >for !Sweral year$. ' ' 

Vito; Gennaro F.; Wilson, DebQrahG.,Keil,Thomas J.; "Drug Testing, Treatment, and Revocation: A 
Review of Program Findings"; FederaIProbationj 54(3), pp. 37~, 1990. ' 

A study' . evaluates a drugtesting/monitoririg program for feJony probationerS' and parolees in Jefferson 
Co~nty, KY; Data were gathered from 860 case files collected during 1988, the first year of the project. 
Clients who were tested and referred to the KentUcky Substan~eAbuse Program (KSAP) for treatment 
were divided into the following groups: ,those who completed' Ibe program (graduates) and those who 
did not(exits). A third group was tested, ,but not referred to KSAP (controls). ' ' 

The program has been successful overall. Probation and parole officers used dru~,.testing to identify 
clients for treatment and,if they continued to abuse drug, they were sent to prison. Only 3% of KSAP 
graduates were:reincarcerated; compared to 17.5% of exits andSO'{' of controls .• KSAP sUcceeds.with a 
harci-cor$ population who are most likely to ,abuse substances at a high rate. The information. provided 
byqrug t~sting, and the availability of effective treatment,offervaluable t061sfor probation and pa~ole . 

.. officers. 

Wexler, H.K; Falkin, G.P.: Lipton; D.S.; HOutcome Evaluation. of a Prison TherapeutiC Community for 
Substance Abuse Treatmenr; Criminal Justice and Behavior, '17(1):71-92;1990. 

Thi$study reports treatment findings for the Stay'NOut therapeutic community (TC), which has operated 
in the NeW York State corrections. system for over 12 years. 

Impediments to inrraatetreatment effectiveness are the generally non-therapeutic environment of prisons, 
. the severity of inmate problems, and "program inadequacies. The Stay'N' .Out program has largely 

. .overcorn~ these .obstacles.· . 

This is the first large scale study (1 ,SOO)th!1t. 'provides convincing evidence that, prison ~sed TC 
. , treatment. can ,produeeiSignificant reductions in recidivism rates. for males, and females. 

. ~. ' " " , , 
. " ' 'Ii ,: " . ~, ' . " . . 

The program reduced ,recidivism. and the time. spent in the, program. was· positively. related' to, increases 
. . in time, until arrest for those. who· did reCidivate. Maximum tr~tment b$nefi1: was achieved by clients in 

treatment 9t012 months. Clients "who remained, rnqre than 12 months showed some redUction in 
treatment benefit. 

(see the follQwing articles by the same allttlors) , 
."Stay N'Out Therapeutic CommunitY: Prison Treatment for Substance Abusers-, Joumal ofPsychoaclive 
Drugs, 1986,18(3),221-230. . 

"Outcome Evaluation of a Prison TherapeUtic Community for Substance Abuse Treatment: Preliminary 
,Results", National Institute on Drug Abl,lse, , 1985, presented afthe American Society of Criminology annual 
meeting, San Diego, CA, November 1985. ' 

. '. 
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Macdonald,D.G.; Follow-Up Study of a Sample of Participants ,in the Stay'N Out Drug Program, 12 pp, 
New York State Department of Correctional Services, Albany, NY 1987. ' 

, Willoughby, Deborah K.; The Wisconsin Drug Abuseireatment Unit; 15 pp; U.S. Burearof Justice 
'Assistance, Washington, D.C.; 1990. 

A manual describes the Drug, Abuse Treatment Unit operated by the Wisconsin Department. of 
Coirections,aco01pr~hensiveapproachintendedto~Lice recidivism among hard. core felony offenders. 
The program combines the struqture and principles of the therapeutic cOmmunity dr:ug treatment model 
with the methods of understandingaltenng', the ·criminal' perSonality- 'developed, by Dr. Samuel Yochelson 

, : and Dr. Stanton Samen,ow. Seventy.six percent of the 67 men who graduated from the program between 
, , 1982 and 1988 had not retumed to prison in Wisconsin as, of JanuarY1S89, compared to 41.5% of the 

general" population of in"!1ates. ' \ ' 

~ Wish, Eric D., Gropper, Bemard A; "Drug T~ting by the Criminal Justice System: Methods, Research; 
, , and Applications", Drugs and Crime, Michael, Toi'lrY and JamesQ. Wilson, editors; Crime and Justice 

series" Volume 13,.pp. 321.-391; University of Chicago Pr~s, Chicago and London, 1990. 
. . . . 

, A review examines drug testing of detainees and convicted offenders by the criminal justice system . 

. ". ' - .' . " _ ',', /; , .' , ' 

" The purposes(6f drug testing are to screen for persons whohav~ recently ingested a drug, to identify 
'" chronic' drug users, to monitor' and' deter drug use" anc;k~6eStiniate national and local drug-use trends 

" among 'criminals. Substantial reo~earch has examin~.fthe,reliability and methodology, of drug testing 
~ \':) . " , /" 

: t~hri9Iogies.,· ',~ - --;. ~ ,"' " .;/ ' . 'I , ,f J" '. . . 1
1
', 

Most, criminal justice system tests ,involve 'urinalysis. ,Experimental research ' is undelWaY on 
radioimmunoas~y 6f hai,r samples. M';Jch discussion, of criminal justice system drug testing centers on 
pretrial testing, the US. National D~g Use Forecasting program, and the testing of juvenile detainees. ' 

, , Because adult offenders typically begin, their drug use while young teenagers, .drug testing of juveniles 
may provide, the most effective place, for eariy detection and preventIon ,of, drug abuse in' a high risl< 
population. Critical legi:lI and ethical issues raised ~y testing individuals detained qr monitored by the 
criminal,' justice system, are', discussed~ 

1989 Publications 

,Anglin, M.D" Brecht, M-L, Maddahian, E.; "Pretreatment Characteristics and Treatment Performance of' 
,Legally CQ~rced versus VoluntaryiMethadone Maintenance Admissions-;, Criminology 27(3) :537-557" 198~. 

Astudy investigates Whether herqin addicts coerced' into methadone- maintenance (MM) by actions of the 
criminal justice system differ from voluntary entrants. in background characteristics; early risk factors, or 
drug use ,and criminal,behavior. Interview data. were obtained in 1!e78-1979 from 297 males, admitted for 
the first time to th.ree multiple.clinic county MM programs in Southem Califomia from 1971 to 197~. 
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'f/ThOseinduced to entertheMM program through legal' channels '(51%) had slightly higher rates of serious 
property offenses· and higher proportions of time .incarcerated, and unde~ legal supervision, but they did 
not differ from 'voluntary entrants in overall criminal behavior during pretreatment periods. 

Ali g~oups showed substantial. improvement in level Qf narcotics use, criminal involvement and most other 
'behaviors during treatment. ,Although there were similar levels of regression by all three groups in nearly 
all behaviors from treatment to posttreatment periods, thesechanges"were significant onlY for property 
crime incorrie, daily narcotics use and percentage of time . in .common law relationships. For other 
behaviorS, despite a general pattern ofregressioh' toward. pretreatment levels, the gains achieved were 
Significantly sustained~ . 

· Bolton, K.anc:l Watt" R.; "Motivating 'CnangeU
; Drug Unk, 4(4) 1989, pp 8-9. 

This methadone maintenance' program is designed to emphasize perSonal choice for heroin users. 
Treatment gOals are negotiated with the client based on data and preference; controlled heroin use is a 
possible goal, although not optimal for all. Motivation for change arises when the client views drug taking 
as incompatible with his or. her self-concept. " 

Chaiken, . Marcia, R.; "In-Prison Programs for Drug-lnvolvEi<i Offenders"; 87pp. -National Institute of Justice, 
87pp, 1989, prepared by Abt and Associates.' '. 

The U~S: National Institute of Justice commissioned, a survey of state departments of corrections to 
deteon,ine . the current .. status of in-prisqn drug abuse programs. .It also· commissioned a review of 
evaluations to see whether' any programs showed promise in post-release petfQrmance,particularly 

. recidivism.. . . , , '. . . , 

A report describes four of the .. programs that were . chosen because," unlike the vast majority of prison 
programs, they collected. information on subsequent. behavior of inmateS and reported relatively low. (as 

'. ,low as 16%) recidivism .rates. The prOgrams are: Comerstone Program in OregQn, Lan~na' Program in 
Florida, 'the Simon . Fraser University Prison Education Program in British Columbia, and the St~I'Y;N Out 
.' • <." " • , - " " '\ 

Program in New York. ..' ..,' . ." '. . ....:. . _. 

The four programs share the following characteristics. Participants typically were heavily involv~ in drug, 
· use.and·committed many serious crimes before .incar~tion. The .. programs. offer a comprehensive 
range of activities more typical of free-standing resiQential programs. Program. staff ~re often drawn from 
non-correctional professions, are sensitive to security regulations and realistic about goals for participants. . 
And, participants ,learn a range of practical life skills aod come to feel they "Qwn" the program. 

'Hubbard, R.L.; Marsden, .M.E.; Rachal,J.V.; Harwood, H.J.;~vanaugh, E.R.; and Gin~burg, H.M.; Drug" 
· Abuse:·Treatment:· A National Studv of Effectiveness; University. of North Carolina Press; Chapel Hill, NC., 

1ge9.· .. " . 
'. . 

This book describes TOPS (Treatment Outcome Prospective Study): a multiyear study that involved more 
than 10,000 drug users who entered one of thirty-seven U.S. treatment programs in 1979; 1980, or 1981. 
The treatments involved :methadone, residential and outpatient drug-free programs. ' 

The book then describes client socia-demographic ch~racteristics, the nature and Sf3verity of their drug 
abuse.; and ,other client behaviors upon' entering treatment. 
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A1so.discussed are the nature and extent of clients' drugabiJse; and the types of behavior that interfere 
. with productiVe lives before,during, and ~fter treatment. Abstinence .and. improvement rates for each 
modality are, presented.' . . 

Factors affecting post-treatment drug abuse andotherbehavi.ors such. a criminal activity, employment, 
(~depressions,and alcohol use focus on the relationship betWeen these outcomes and clients' pretreatment 
characteristics' and treatment dUration. . . . ' 

The costs,and benefits·of drug abuse treatment are considered in terms of itsimpacton. crime reductiori 

The evidence of this study shows that treatmenH:ifapprcipriate quality and duration does have positive 
results, both for drug abusers and for society, to the ,extent that treatment must be a major component 
of a. 'national drug policy. 

Lawson,Gary·W. and Lawson, Ann W.,Eds;A1cohol and Substance Abuse. in Special Populations; 370' 
pp, Aspen Publishers, Inc., Rockville, MD, .1989; . 

This bookexami'nes special issues involved in the etiology, treatment,and 'prevention 'of alc::oholism . and ' 
. other substance abuse 'among specific popUlations: women, individuals with mental health. problems, the 
,disabled, the. elderly, ,blacks. and Hispanics, physicians, adult children of alcoholics, . adolescents, 
homosexuals, Native Americans, indigents on ski(j. row, professional athleteS, and the military. Within this , 
format' the physiological, psychological and SOCiological factors believed to playa fole in casuing 

.' alcoholism or substance abuse are cOnsidered for·each population. ' . 

. Eachchaptef'covers the'fQllowing topics: a revieW of demographic information, substance abuse rates, 
and kinds of substances abused. by the population under scrutiny. Authors of individual chapters 
generally have personal experience in WOrking with the group discussed, and several are members of 
that specific population. . 

One c6n~istent the~e is that the family plays a majOr role in the' etiology of substance abuse and thus, . 
must befuUyinvolvedin treatment and prevention efforts. 

I, 

paugh" Pennell E., and others; NSubstance Abuse: ReSponding to the Crisis"; Corrections Today, $1 (3), 
pp 28-106, 1989. . . '.. 

A special section of this journal examines correctional system responses to substance abuse among U.S . 
.inmates and probationers. " 

. . 

Pennell Paugh reviews findings shared by administrators from 47· stateS at a recent National Juvenile 
.' Substance Abuse Conference. Successful programs include, Alcoholics Anonymous and . Narcotics 

AnonymQus;active recreational programs, and rapport and social skills' iristructions. 

Gennero. F. Vito evaluates the Kentucky Substance Abuse Program (KSAP), established in July 1986 to. 
provi~e group counseling, urine testing, educatiOnal services and job placement to drug or alcohol-

. abusingprobationersanCt parolees. Over a five year period, the KSAP had a .significant effect 9" the 
. reincarc~ration rates of participants. . . . 

. . 

Edward· J. Latessa. and Susan' Goodman examine Sobriety Through Other People (STOP), an alcohol 
behavioral progra!l1 begun in 1981 by the Lucas CountY (Toledo, OH) Adult Probation Department. STOP 
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, ,participants must attend Aicoholics Ar1onymo~s,peer group and program cOorqinator meelings,and must 
submit to urinalysis., . ~ evaluation, cOnducted from'1984 to ,1987 f~undthat STOP participants were' 
arrested and convicted less often· than controls. " , '. 

Bernadette Pelissier and 8amara Owen deScribe U;S. Bureau of Prisons (BOP) dru~ftreatment programs, 
, which include self-help groups, ,group psychotherapy, communication skills and personal development. 
,. , . 

" Gerald L. Vigdaland Donald W. Stadler evaluate the Wisconsin Division of Corrections' i984"impact on 
,Jhe marker approach, which su~sfully curbed drug use in correCtional institutions by influencing the 
'market., Kevin'T. Smyleyexploresattempts by the New York City Department of Probation to initiate 
stricter supervision of the drug abusing probationer through' the, use of drug testing, and' other measures. ' 

,Edward M, 'Read provideS a general' overview of dl'Ug treatment, with emphasis' on the self-help g~~ups 
AA andNA. ' , 

"Shaffer, H.J., Jones, S. B.; Quitting Cocaine: The Struggle Against Impulse; 198 pp, Lexington Books, D. 
C. Health &, Co:, Lexington,MA,1989. , ' , 

. -

" Based on orarinterviews with CoCaine addicts who quit their addiction without professional help,this book 
illustrates lessons. for changing addictive behavior, raising new questions a,nd ideas forclinicians,seek,ing' 
tq improve drug' treatment programs. ' " 

" 'Quitting strategies and tactics often used by successful quitters are described, followed by an e~amination 
of how new quitters ,manage to, prevent ,~elapse .. 

A sUfTImary of the lessons frofTI successful ,quitters oUtlines two stageS: the emergency of addiction' 
'(initiation" activity produces. positive consequences; 'and adverse consequences develop) and the' 
Elvolution of quitting (tuming points, active quitting begins, and relapse, prev~ntion). Th~ iessonsare 

. applied to other' aspects of drug treatment and prevention. . . 

Vito, G.F.;iWaron Drugs: The Kentucky' Substance Abuse Program"; Corrections Today, 51 (3), pp 34-36, 
1989 .. 

This article describes the, Kentl,l~ky 'Sub~tance' Abuse Prograrn,which provides group coun:seling sessions 
for substance abusing probationers and parolees in several regions of Kentucky. The evaluation tracked, 
aU persons referred, from the program's beginning. through March 1; 1988; using followup periodsraiiging , 
frorn' 6 to 20, months. The' clients (209) referred 'and admitted' to the program had the· most severe 
SUbstance abuse problems and showed the greatest risk of recidivism when compared to other clients 
on: the proQation and parole caseloads. After a six month followup. period, none of the program 
graduates (47)hadbeenreinca:rcerated. for a personal crime. Under 100k of the program graduates were 
reinearceratect, compared to 36.6% of those who' did not complete the program. 

. .' ".' ' 

1988 'Publications: 

Anglin; M. D.; "Efficac.yof Civil Commitment in Treating 'Narcotic AddictionM; Compuisorv Treatment of 
Drug Abuse: Research and Clinical Practice,Cari G. LeukefeJd and Frank M.Tims, eds., Monograph 86, 
pp8-34; U.S. National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville,' MD,1988. 
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the Californi~ Civil Addict Program -(CAP),-wasevaluat9d to determine Whether compulsory treatment for 
narcotics ,addictio"iseff~ive. Eleven years Of pre-admission data ,and 11 to 13 years 'of post~admissicin 

,data,wereobtain~ during followup intelViews. Findings showed that civil commitment and other legally 
'coerqive 'measures are us~1 and' proven strategies, to get people into a treatlTient program When they 
'¥II' not enter, voluntarily.,' '" ," ' ,,' ,,- " . ' 

~ .. . " 

'However,the current, shortage' of treatment means that further coercion should not' be implemented 
,- irrunediately . Funding for new programs or expansion of existing, programs and outr~ch effQrts to induce 

abusers' to enter tr~tment voluntarily and at a 'lower cost than 'coerced entry are both n'eeded. 
'. '. -. ' . " . . 

" A civil commitment program' must incl~de inpatient care'as an option and close monitoring with regular, 
u,rine testing of parolees in the community. ' 

'. ,. . . 

AnthQny, L.M.; "SupelVising the Chemically Dependent Person"; Federal Probation, 52(1) 1988, pp. 7-10. 

, _Differential' diagnosis.is needed by the probation ,officer in supervising the chemiCally dependent person 
(CDP) ,Prospective ,clients must be screened to distinguish the historical user from the truly CDP, whose 

, use results', in dysfunctions' in major lifearE18s. ' , 
-. ,- ., 

, " 

In screening, both qualitative and quantitative analyseS are needed, and the intake"orientation, and 
assessment processes should be used to, enhance, evaluation. During intake and orientation- the gQals 
and conditions, of supervision can be explained. , 

• : '.' • • •• , '. I 

'~~essment should include a review of the presentence record, a focused intervil:!w, review of institUtion~1 
records, and' a physical 9?(amination and medical, history. 

, While nOlall clients requite the same treatment of length of treatment, active intervention, is essential with . 
COPs, The first step in intervention is to genhe person invested in the treatment .process. 

Arbiter,' N; "Drug Treatment in a Direct Supervision Jail: Pima County's Amity Jail Project", American Jails, 
2(2) pp 35-36,39-40, 1988. ' 

, , 

The<Amity Jail Project is a cooperative effort betweel1the sheriffs dePartment-and a private drug 
treatment agency for' inmates, in 'a direct supervision jail. This project was funded by the Bureau of 

, Justice Assistance in 1987. It provides ,services for up to 50 inmates serving sentences dver 45 days, 
, , and includes physicalihspections, work ,teams" aftercare and referral system"anc:t communication with 

,probation officers and other criminaljustice officials. ' , ' 
Because treatment ,success is strongly correlated with, length of treatment, partiCipants are strongly , 
encoutaged ,to continue treatment through AA, NA and' Amity-on-the-street ,groups after release. The 
project highlights' the utility of interdisciplinary approaches. to the treatment of substance abuse al1dits . 
associated recidivism. ' . 

Codk,L.F., Weinman, B. A.; "Treatment Altematives to Street CrimeN; Compulsory, Treatment of' Drug 
.. Abuse: Research and Clinical Practice, Can G. Leukefeld and Frank M. Til'(ls, editors; Monograph 86, pp 

99-105;. U.S. National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MO, 1988. 

TASC programs, whi~h began neany '15 years ago, combine the influence of legal sanctions for probable 
or proven crimes with' the appeal of a variety of innovative dispositions. 'TASC aims to interrupt 
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pennanentiyu,e cycle of, addiction, criminality, arrest, prosecuti~n, conviction,' incarceration, 'release, 
readdictioo, criminalitY, .and rearrest through treatment referral and closely supervised ,community 

'reintegration; " 
I', " 

The'majority of the '40 lo,cal assessments of rASC programs have found the programs to be effective in" 
reducing drug abuse and criminality, linking:the Criminal justice and treatment systems, ,and identifying , 

", 'previously untreated drug dependent, offenders; , ' 
, -'. . , '., , 

National evaluations .have shown the TASC ~odelto be a beneficial and cost-effectiVe altemative to the 
, criminal jUlillicesystem for drug-abusing offenders" .. 

'Successful program elements include the establishment 'of broad SUPP9rt by thecrimirial justice and 
treatmeri~ systems," the use of appropriate eligibility criteria, and' Cl coniprehensive monitoring system. 

Deschenes, E. P., Anglin, M. 0;, Speckart, G.j Differential Effectiveness of le9alSupervision ~n Narcotic 
" , Addict Behavior" 1~ pp.; UCLA Drug' Abuse Research Group, 1100 Glendon Ave;, los Angeles, CA 

\ .90024, 1988.' , , , 

A study examines the,effect of differentintensiti~ of legal supervision-defined as probatio~ or parole; 
'both with and without Urine· testing, and, outpatient' 'status (or intensive parole supervision) from the, 
Califomia'Civil' Addict Program-" ,on the addition 'arid criminal' careers of 'narcotic:: addicts. Addicts 
admitted to, methadone maintenance programs in Southern Califomia between 1971 and 1973 were 
interviewed in 1978. legal supervision with urine testing was the most effectiVe altematiVe in reducing the 
percentage "of time addicts., spent on'daily narcotics use and criminal behavior .. 

,,'Edwardsi , Jose B.;,."Assessing Treatability ,iii Drug 'Offenders-; • Behavioral Sciences' & the Law;' 6(1):139-' 
148, 1988. ' ' ".. ' ' 

A studydescribeci thefac::tors uliled byclioiciansto assess treatability in offenders seeking statutory drug 
treatment beneflts~Data were drawn from social histories, ·psychologicalreports, psychological test 
results and final staff, lefiersofoffenders (104) referred ,to an Ohio forensic centl:!r in 197~1979 • 

• ' ~ .>' 

The decision poliCY 'adhered tobythec~nter was influenced primilorily, by nontechnical forrn~ of 
information., Mental health profes$ionalsreliedmore on their judgments than on behavioral forms of 

'information elicited during their, clinical evaluations: The practitioners were allOWed substantial discretion 
, , in selE!Cting which non~technical information, to use in ~istributingstatutory benefits of drug treatment. 

Golding, 'R.P.; :~reatment of Women with Drug Problems"; Wotnen and the Penal' System, pp82~9;3; , 
University of Cambridge Institute of Criminology ,Cambridge, Englanq,1988. 

". Thein~reasi~gnumb~r of drug addicteq female inmates in, English 'prisons is examined. The available 
evidericesuggests that these inmates have certain unique problems because of their sex. A higher 
'proportion are addicted ,to heroin rathe~ 'than to other drugs"and women constitute the majority of 

'" benzodiazepine, abusers. in prisons. . , 

, Some sO 'percent of addicted" female inmates have beeri involved in prostitution to fund their habit 
Further,theself-esteem' of women with drug problems is notably low. ' , ,-. 
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. . . 

'" For' drug addicted 1emale offenders the possible benefit 01 treatment versus custodial sentence should 
be comlidered. When there is no alternative to incarceration, information on soUrces of help should be 
offered at the time of reception. 

Gordon, Martin A., Jr., Lewis, David C.; "Drug Offenses and the· Probation System: A 17 Year Followup 
of Probationer Status"; Federal Probation 52(2):17-27 1988; Washington; DC. 

A1987 study followed up 78 drug abusing. probationerS who had been supervised by a probation officer 
,and a.ide at the East Boston (MA) Probation Department in September 1970.D~ta sources. included 
ptQbation records and' interviews with probation officers and ·probationers. 

Onhe original group, 14.1% were deceased; and 18% had had constant problems with the law. Sixty
eight percent had varying degrees, of success, with one-third essentially free of all criminal. involvement. 
Younger' probationers who used heroin and barbiturates .. were at greatest lorig-term, risk and merited the 
longest probationary periods and most intensive supervision .. Results suggest that a good probation 
officer with a manageable case load can have an impact on clients. 

" " " -

Haddock, Billy D., Beto,Dan Richard~; "Assessment of Drug andAicohol,Problems:AProbation Model"; 
,Federal Probation 52(2):f0-16,1988, Washington, DC. ' " 

The Brazos County fT'X) Adult Probation Department has developed an assessment model for substance . 
abusing, probati<?ners that gives direction to probation supervision and guides therapeutic intervention. 

. . . " . 

The model1acilitatesa close and harmonious relationship between' probation officers and therapists, 
aiding in the development of a supervision plan for the substance' abusing offender. With regular 

. monitoring and evaluation of the model by the department'sadmini&tration,· there is assurance 01 quality 
services and continuity of care, helping to document pre-treatrraent needs and post~treatment effects . .. ' . 

Harwood, H. J., Hubbard, R. L.;Collins, J. J.; Rachal, J. V.; ·Costs of Crime and the Benefits of Drug 
Abuse Treatment: A Cost Benefit Analysis Using TOPS Data"; Compulsory' Treatment of Drug Abuse: 
Research and Clinical, Practice, CariG. Leukefeld and Frank M. Tims,editors, Monograph 86, pp 209-
235; U.S" National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD, 1988. . 

. TOPS gathered longitudinal survey data on 1,1,000 drug abusers admitted. to 41 treatment· programs' in 
10 cities. The TOPS data Were used tocalculate'victirn costs; criminal justice costs, offenders' losses of ' 
productivity, costs to law abiding citizens. The analYsis ,considers results only during the first year after 
discharge from treatment. .. 

Results "showed that 'greater lengths of stay in treatment produce real returns to $ociety and to law 
abiding citizens. Findings shOWed greater economic returns from residential treatment than from 
methadone or outpatient drug-free treatment. Residential programs also appeared to have greater crime 
rectuctionbenefitsthan did the other P,rograms .. 

Hubbard, Robert.L.; "The Criminal Justice Client in, Drug Abuse Treatl11enr; Compulsory Treatment of 
Drug Abuse: Research and Clinical Practice, Carl G. Laukefeld and Frank M. Tims, eds., Monograph 86, 
pp57-80; U.S. National"lnstitute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD, 1988. 
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The Treatment Outeomli) Prospective Study,(TOPsl' is a large scale study of clients in 10 U.S. cities who 
entered 41 publicly funded' outpatient methadone, residential and outpatient. drug abuse treatment 
programs from 1979 to 1981. Sett-report data Were obtained on client drug use, criminal behavior and 

·oth€!.r behClvior in the year before treatment, during treatment, and at 3 months or 1, 2, pr 3-5 years after 
. .treatment. . 

The major progiclm model. used Was the'Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (TASC) program. The 
analyses pf intake data compared those referred to treatment through JA$Cprograms (502), those 

-involved with the criminal justice system, but notTASC at admission to treatment (855) and clients without 
any current involvement with either the system or TASC(1,078). . 

• Criminal justice clients do as well or better' than' oth~r clients iii drug abuse. treatment. TASe programs 
and other formal or inform~1 criminal justice system mechanisms' appear to refer individuals who had ncit 
previously been treated and many who. were not yet heavily involved in drug use. This early interruption 
of criminal and drug-use careers may have important 'long term benefits in. reducing crime and drug use 
. among treated' offenders. Criminal j~stice involvement also helps retain clients in treatment; the estimated 
6 to 7 additional weeks of retention' forTASC referrals provided more time. for rehabilitation .. There.also . 
were su.bstantial changes in behavior during' treatment for other criminal justice· clients. Thesefindings 
support efforts to continue and expand criminal justice programs such asTASC: ' 

" , . , 
L " • >, 't 

(no author listed); "Interview with AJA Special Projects Director"; American Jails, 2(3) pp 54-56,1988. 

Bob May;' Director of Special ProjectS for the American Jail Association, discusses a demonstration projeCt 
on drug treatment in jails. . 

The projec:t will include model sites (one each in. Arizona,Florida and Illinois) offering inmate drug 
treatment and' the results of a survey of the nation's 3,300 jails to. determine the number, costs, types, 
.deficiencies,and effects of treatment' programs, ·The project ·also includes quarterly site visits and the 
provision. of techniCal assistance to jails. wishing to implement drug' treatment. programs. . 

Grants are for 18 months although treatment periods vary among the sites, ranging from 30 days.t04 to . 
6 months.. Programs range from weekly counseling session to full time reS.identialtreatment. All include 
referral Ip com~unlty-based treatment systems after release. . 

The effective of :the programs wiUbe evaluated in. terms of COritinuationofpost-release treatment, 
.recidivism (including drug-related crimes), and urinalysis results at six months post-release. , . 

lipton, D.S., Wexler, H.K.; NBreakingthe Drug-CrimeConnecnon: Rehabilitation Projects ShowPromise~l; 
Corre~ions 'Today, 50(5), p. 144,146, 155, 1~: . '. ." 

For ea9h state Nareoticand Drug Research, Inc.· (NDRI) helpect.analyze. the. scope of' drug abuse and 
addiction. among the ,inmate population,current treatment. efforts. and treatment capabilities, and state 
'resources available .for inmate drug treatment. . 

Guide!ines were deve!op~-J0 aid states With treatment approach~ that will reduce recidivism among 
serious drug .usinginma,tes~~Tl:1.ese suggest a fClcus.on cocaine. and heroin users, the use of urinalysis 

. to idel"Jtify' drug abusers at arrest:'fr'it~nsive supervision· of users, and' compulsoJ'Y participation i~ treatment 
. programs for chronic cocaine andt(eroin users. .... . . . . ' ~ . . 

\\ 
\~..:~') 
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.~, 

Itis recommended that therapeutic community drug treatment programs be established in pri~ons, and 
thaHnmatesWho make good progress be paroled to residential'drug free programs priartocompletion 

, "., of their sentences. '. ':, ' 

Program implementation, process, and outcome should be evaluated; and accountability !incentive 
. ·'systemsshould be devised for supervisors and line staff. Training, .work opportunities, and job placement 
. services shoulcl be offered·to assist i"the'social, rehabilitatiQn of drug users. . . 

, . . "., ,,' . 

" . . . . 

Narc, D.N., Shaffer; j;W., Hanlon, T.E., Kinlock, T.W, Dl,.Iszynski, K;R." Stephenson" P.; "Relationships. 
between. Client/Counselor Congruence and Treatment Outcome Among Narcotic Addicts";Comprenensive 
Psychiatry, 29(1) 1988; pp. 48-54; National Institute on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MO . 

. ' This study ,usect897 narcotic 'addicts admitted to 25 drug treatment clinics in six states from July 1984 
.to June 1985. The clinics, located in Maryland, New Jersey, NeW'i'ork, Qonnecticut, Hawaii, and 
· Washington,offered methadone maintenance~.detoxjfication, abstinence, naltrexone treatment, and 
abstinence couns~ling.' Differeritquestionnaires were administered to bath clients and counselors. 

' .. Blacks and Hispanics, particularly black females, generally showed the greatest association between 
congruence, ancioutcome. 'White males showed the least congruenc::e.A/though the 

'congruence/outcome relationships were slight, the need for tailoring treatment according to ethnic/sex 
classifications, of addicts is suggeSted. Issues relating to the predictive utility of congruence, as measure 
,oflreatrnelitoutcome are discussed. 

Tongue,E, and.others.; ~Speciallssue on Treatment, Rehabilitation, and Social Integration of Drug 
Dependent Persons"; Bulletin on Narcotics, 40(1):3-74, New York, 1988. 

A special ,issue of.thejoumal includes articles on the treatment, rehabilitationandsociallntegtation of 
drug abusers. 'Topics ,include: current approaches, techniques and programs; interventions to prevent 

· 'the spread of AIDS. Ihroughintravenous drug abuse; treatments incorporating the use of acupuncture" . 
yoga, transcendental' meditation, familY therapy and school-based' programs; . characteristics "of the 
population ina Spanish therapeutic comm!Jnity. setting; and a report of post-treatment recidivism among 
Spahi~h heroin addicts. 

\\ 
, , . 

(no authors noted); Treatment 6f Substance Abuse: Psychosocial Occupational Therapy Approaches, 80 
pp; Haworth Press, New York, ' 1988; . 

, . .-' 

Note: also published as Occupational Therapy in Mental Health; v.B, n;2 (1988) 

, Articles ,in,.thisbook, provide insight. into, the rale occupational 'therapy. may play in. sUbstance abuse 
. ", treatment, inCludingbehavioral,and educational tramesof, reference as well as, specific treatment 

· modaiities' .such' as stress management, ~ctivities of dally living, and leisure '~unseling~ 

Approaches used by . occupational therapists in alcohol rehabilitation programs, are described, and an 
organizational frameWork for occupational thera.pyin aicoholism ·treatment is prE!$ented. An occupational 
therapy needs assessment tool for American Indian and Alaska natiVE! alcoholics is described. 
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Clinical issues related to the treatmerit'of chemical dependency are also discussed, with consideration' 
"given to' the desirability' of abstinence 'from mooc:f.:.altering drugs and the view of chemical dependence 
'as a primary' illness rather than an underlying symptom .• 

Uelman, G.F;,and Haddox, V.G.; "Alternatives for Treatmenr; Drug Abuse'and the Law, pp.11.1~11.76; 
Clark Boardm~n,bompany, ,Ltd., New York,1988. 

This ehapteron~lfematives for drug treatment discusses additio~ maintenance,. therapeutic comm~nities, 
and the decriminalization of marijvana and. heroin. ' ' 

,'In addiclion .maintenance the controlled medi,cal' prescription" of heroin .and, methadone either to achieve 
gradualvyithdraWCiI from addiction ,or to' maintain an' addiction und~ medical supervision' is discussed. 

" , A review of the effectiveness of therapeutic communities in treating drug addiction noteS the temporary , 
sucCess of such· treatment While addicts remain in'residence, followed by a high failure rate when they 

.. leave the treatment community.' 
. - .. ~ 

(/The arguments' for and against the deCrimin~lizationof marijuana have been more persuasive than those 
for the decriminalization of heroin as many states have softened the penalties for marijuana use. The 
effectiveness of the British heroinmainten~mce system is not neceSsarily an indication ,the United States 
would have the same success with its heroin addict population. ,,' 

Uelman,G.F:, ~nd Haddox, V~G.; ·Sentencingthe Drug Offender"; Orug Abuse and the Law; pp. 10.1-
10;76; Clark Boardman Company, Ltd., New York, 1988. 

, .. . 

This chapter examines the various sentencingaltematives available in drug cases: diversion, 'civil 
commitmenl' for treatment, imprisonment, and probation. 

. , 

'. Diversion for persons charged withcirug ~se typically involves a treatment program and possibly 
indeterminate civil, commitment.· Innocent, defendants may submit to diversion to avoid the risk or f, 

, expense of a trial. - ' 
,,' "'. .' , 

Should a defendant go to trial or plead guilty, the judge may use a number of sentencing options; 
, ,including a prison sentence, a period of probation; a~split"sentence (jail followed by probation), or a fin~. 

" 

Washington, Department of Corrections; Substance' Abuse Treatment Program: Evaluation of Outcomes 
and Management Report, 17 pp; Washington~teDepartment of Corrections, Division of Management 
and-Budget,,' Plannihgand "Research S~tion, ,1988. ' 

This analYsis compared 693 program participants and 263 nonparticipants Who were',released by parole' 
, , and, sentenc~ expiration between, December ,1983 and March 1984. The frequency of Infractions was less 

after treatment than, before. Although the frequency ,of substance use infractions was' not significantly' 
, reduced after program participation,the frequency of other major infractions declinecf significantly. In 
addition, ,a significantly smaller proportion ofthe treatment participants retumed,to prison within two years 
of release. " ,', ' 

" 
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Th!3! program monitoring system that has been recently implemented . will enhance the efforts· of the 
· Department 'of Corrections' to evaluate both the process and the outcomes of the program on an ongoing 
basis. . . . 

. 'Washington State,Department. of Corrections., 'Substance Abuse Treatm~nt Program Evaluation, 70 pp; . 
Olympia,. WA, 1986. 

A study 01 Washington State's inmate drug treatment program, begun in 1984, assesses the size of the 
targ~population and analyzes the process. for providing drug treatment to prisoners. 

. . , ,.' . ' . " .' 

... ' Th~ "in need" population was 'estimated by examining' the records. of a sample(26s) of inmates relea~ed 
four months prior tothe start oftreatment services. OVer eoo~ of the sample had drug abuse histories, 

<)', 

· indicating that about· 2,000 inli1ates.will need drug treatment annually. There was no relationship between 
substa,nce abuse~nd offense of incarceration. . 

In the first year the 774. inmateS who. rec'eived treatment were screened with standardized assessment 
instruments prior to admission; 570 completed treatment, nearly four timeS the expected rate. 

Wexler, H.K., Upton, D.S., Jc;hnson, B.D.; "Criminal Justice, System Strategy for Treating Cocaine-Heroin 
Abusing Offenders in Custody-, 33 pp; . Issues and Practices in Criminal Justice series;. National Institute 
of Justice, Washington, DC .. 1988.· , 

Recent research provides ample ~vidence that offender populations are composed of large numbers. of 
drug abusers and,that drug~involved offenders commit substantial. numbers. of undetected crimes. But 
there is little evidence that criminal justice sanctions alone are as effectiVe as drug treatment in reducing 
the· drug use and .criminality of c.ocaine-heroin abusers at liberty. . . 

· The experiences of effective· programs' indicate that the treatment method'· must have a ~ound the<lretical 
and empirical basis for its il'l'1plementation. The policy recommendations of this study focus on the 
identification of heroin and cocaine abusers at arrent, . jail-'based interventions, in-prison programs, and 
community . treatmentoption~; . . 

Also. included are system-wide recommendations . pertaining to the organization and .staffing of drug abuse 
· treatment programs. A model for prison-based drug treatment is provided .. 

. .': .' , ,,' " ' . 

Wish, E.D.; "Identifying Drug~Abusing' Criminals"; Compulsory Treatment of Drug Abuse: Research and 
Clinical Practice,. Carl G. Leukefeldand Frank M. Tims, editors, 'Monograph 86,139-159; National Institute 
on Drug Abuse, Rockville, MD 1988 . 

. ' .. ~ - , ". . ' . .' . " ' . ~ . 

The main reasons. for identifying drug abusing offenders are to identify active criminals, to identify persons 
in, need of drug abusetreatm~nt. and other health care, .. and to monitor trends in community drug use. 
Identification methods include self-reports, review of criminal justice records, urinalysis tests, and hair 
analysis .. " ,. . . 

Urine testing is the most' accurate method currently av~)jable for screening harge. numbers of offenders 
'in criminal justice settings. However, tests only indicate probable use and must be followed. by 
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confi.l1llatioh of the amount· of drug involvement, based on repeated testing,'ponfrontation and interview, 
and' information tram . records .. or reportS. ' , , . 
Additional research on matching clients to effective interventions .will be needed to make compulsory 
treatment 'aviable option for the criminal' jLJstice s~stem; . . . 

1987 PiJblications: 
- ". .. .: " 

,. . ' . 

Atmore, T,Baucl1iero, E.J.; "Substance Abusers: Identification and Treatment"; Corrections Today, 49(7) 
pp .22, 24, 26~ 110, 1987~ . . . . 

'Jhe Prerelease and.pay Reporting Center. cif Hampden County, MA has: developed a simply assessment 
model that parole . or probation' officers use to' identify substance abusers •. The use of the model rests on 
'the vi'ew that sub~tance abusers 'should not return to the community without efforts to deal with their 
alco~ol orc:irug problems" bec;ause active' users pose a threat .to public' Safety. 

The assessment process consists of an· interview Which' initiallY ·focuse$ on factual' data '~bout ~hE' nameS 
'. of substances used, dates of·first uSe and most. recent use, Usual amoun1, and frequency of Use, route 

of ac;tministrationi. and number of overdoses .or.blackouts; The second step is to focus on questions. of 
self-perception, including : problems caused', by substance use and past involvement' in treatment, 
programs. 

PrQgramming for substance abusers includes individual.counseling, group counseling, . edUcation, . couples 
. or family counseling, and participation in Alcoholics· Anonymous or Narcotics Anonymous. Urine testing 
,is included and is effective as·adeterrent. in this criminal population. 

"-. -'-\s""" ~-----------,----~-. . , . . 

Drug Abuse in Florida: Summarv of the Problem and Statewide Initiatives,62 pp; Florida Department of 
Law Enforcement, Tallahassee, FL 1987 .. . 

'Based .dn a 1987 survey of 22fHocal law enforcement agencies and 45 major detention.·facilities, it was 
, found that drug abuse· is a major problem inthe'state, accounting for significant economic losses, 

fatalities, and 65% of allarr.ts.· . 

Fifty~six percent of the inmate population admit to narcotics 4se, and 55 percent are incarcerated for 
narcotic-related offenses in the local detention fricilities. . . 

.,' • .' < • - • • • -. .. , 
." ' 

'Treatmenf and rehabilitation programs have been established in state and local detention facilities. These .' 
include assessment, inpatient and outpatienl treatment, counseling, training, education, recreation, and 
aftercare services.' <~'). 

"Drug Enforcement and Prevention Strategy"; ProseCutors PerspectiVe, 1 (2) complete issue, 20 pp,1987; 
AmenQan Prosecutors Research Institute, Alexandria, VA. . . 

,. - .' 

'. These surnniarieso~ research. stUdies are designed to 'provide an overview of issues related to drug law 
enforcel11ent and the effectiveness of treatment programs fordrug abusing offenders. .' 

. Issues include' th~. effectiveness . of drug testing, whether drug use is a mitigating or aggravating factor 
in criminality, methods for improving the identification of drug abusers, strategies for reducing crime by 
. probationers,' and. the role of the district attomey at the ,pretrial stage .. ' 
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· Individual 'papers ,eXamine the association between heaVy marijuana use and crime aniQng detained 
youth, the' role otcompulsory treatment for drug and alcohol abusers, and the effectiveness of a prison . 

.' therapeutiQ community· for substance abuse treatment.. . 

Faupel;C.E., Klockars,C.i3.; ·Drug~Crime Connections: Elaborations from the Lite Histories of Hard-Core 
· Heroin Addicts"; Social Problems,34(1): 54-68,1987 . 

, . . ,',. " . . 

There are two key hypotheses about the ,causal relationship betWeen heroin addiction and criminality: 1) 
Heroin' addiction . promotes criminal' actiVity by placing a heaVy financial burden on. the' addict which 
cannot nonnally be met, through legal means; and 2) Connections in the criminal subculture which 

. distribUte herOin facilitate and encourage c'riminal. solutions to the problem of financing heroin addiction. 
. . 

Lff,~. history interviews with .32 heroin addicts suggest that both hypotheses are true for only certain 
· periods in addict careers, but the causal dynamics are neutraUzed or reversed at other periods. These 

findings suggest some specific refinements and alterations in treatment arid enforcement strategies and 
complicate current theoretical speculations and empirical findings on ,the drugs-crime connection. 

Mirin, S.M. and Poster, Elizabeth,eds;'·Current Res$Srch in Substance Abuse and Alcoholism"; Current 
Research in Private Psychiatric Hospitals, pp' 24-37, 1987. 

This study reviews the general research, on the psychopathology of substance abusers and alcoholics, 
folloWed by s~mmaries of researchCin specific psychopathologies of opiate addicts, stimulant abusers, 

· 'and CHS depressant abusers. . REi$e~uch' on fam!!ialfactors; treatment and followup; and pharmacologic 
· approaches to treatment are discussed. 

'Drugs ~nd Crime, Phase Two: A Study of Individuals Seeking Drug Treatment; 83 pp; New South Wales 
Bureau'of Crime Statistics and Research, Sydney, Australia, 1987;. 

Interviews were conducted with 134 individuals at eight drug treatment agencies in the Sydney 
metropolitan area io'1985. Heroin was the drug inostused by respondents (94.8%), and/or the drug for 

· which they were seeking treatment. ,Prior to treatment, 64% reported selling drugs 'daily or frequently, 
usually, to people they knew or who had been referred to them. 

When asked about their historical involvement in crime, reSPondents reported being mostly 'involved in 
. drug selling (33%), break/enter and steal (30.~4t), and fraud (22.8%). More respondents had sold drugs, 
.stolen a car, or shoplifted prior to or simultaneously with their first use of heroin than after; while for other 
crimes, the· first. offense was more likely to have occurt~after the first use .. 

. , , 

~ In most instances, regular. in~orVement in drug selling occurred before the. onset of regular heroin use 
while the· opposite was true for regular involvement in property crime. . 
., .' . 

StitZer, M.L., McCaul, M.E.;IICriminal Justice Interventions with Drug and Alcohol Abusers: The Role of 
Compuisory Treatment"; Behavioral Approaches to Crime and Delinquency: A Handbook of Applications, . 
Research. and Conce~,Edwarq K. Morris and Curtis J. Braukmann, eds., p331-361; Plenum Press, 
New York ·1987. 
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, This chapter examines the teiationship between substance abuse and crime from the perspective of 
behaviorism·. and.' discusses' several intervention· strategies that can be used' with criminally, involved 
SUbstance' flbUsers,incluqing incarceration,eommunity supervision, and, qompulsorytreatment. 

, ,In reviewing thecriminaljusti~ .system's intervention with drug and alcohol abusers, the following forms 
of intervention are not~: restricting supply, incarceration, community supervision, methadone 
maintenance treatment; compulsory drug abuse treatment programs, voluntary ,or compulsory. residencl:! 

" in, subsfancefree therapeut~;communities and compulsory alcoholism treatment. , The authors report 
, evaluations of the compulsory· treatmentapproflches. Concluding, they ate not· always effective. . '. . '. . . . 

, Thevariablesihatappear to i~fluence the outcoll'le oftreati:nentfor substance abusers include: treatment 
efficaQY, cliEmtcharacteristics,contingencies maintaining treatment and participa~ion, and concurrerit legal 
sanc;tions. " " I 

1986 Publications: 

" Baldwin R.;"Policy on,the,Use'oftv1ethadone Maintenance"; Exploiing the Alcohol and Drug Crime Link - ' 
, , " Society's Response, R . .A. Bush,ed., pp 241,·248, 1986; , 

A review of relevant research in Australia and other countries indicates there is sufficient evidence to 
. es~blish that male heroin addicts' incidences of arrest for v,iolent and property crime diminish significantly 
when they receive methadone maintenance. . ' 

, ' 

A' policy currently. under cansiderationin N~w South Wales would introduce centralized, assessment for 
methadone. maintenance' and an' improved, geographiCClI distribution of programs in the regions where 
it is used, Which would permit an, improved systematic ,method of data collection on the programs and 
their effectiveness: '. . " . 

" .' '..' . '. . ' ' .' . .' '. \ . 
, ' , . .'. . . ' ~' . " ' -' 

BivenA.; Be~ton, D.; "Therapeutic Community A1tematN~·; Exploring the Alcohol ~ndDrug Crime Link -
Society's' Response,R. A. Bush, ed.,pp 93-1,02, 1986. ' 

This, paper describes, the drugtreatrnent program of the Buttery Therapeutic Community in· New South 
Wales, a~~ suggests i}ow its principles can. be applied toinrnate' drug treatment programs. ' , 

'su1ge ,one ·'teaches residents about addiction and .,Ieads them to '.face their own addictions, its, 
, 'consequences for their lives, and the possibility of change. Stage two gUides. residentsiti an analysis of 

old pattems ofthinkihg, feeling, anci behaving that related or led to their drug abuse. Stage thrl:!9 , 
involves the residents assuming' more responsibility ,in the Buttery Corrimunlty' while maintaining personal 
,responsibility for managing thoughts,. feelings, and actions. Stage 4 extends responsibility to living in the 
cotnmunity. '. . , ' 

The application ,of theses stageS. in a 'prison requires assessment and detoxification facilities, drug and 
: alcohol education' groups, self-help groups and access to drug and alcohol counselors, and therapeutic 
communities within the prison system. ' . , 

.Contact Center,hic.; "Drug TestingU; Corrections' Compendium, Linco,ln NE,11(2):12-13, 1986, 

. ' 
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A national. survey reports on drug testing of .. offenders in U.S. correctional institutions, probation and 
parole~Ninety-twopercentC)f.resPQndents, representing the U.S. Federal Bureau of Prisons and 47 
states., report use of, drug testing. .' Tests are taken at intake/classification in 11 systems and upon 

reasonable suspicion ih 41~ Testr'esuttsare used in disciplinary hearings in 83% of the states. Half the 
correctic)hssystems report at .Ieast one lawsuit resulting from drug tests. 

'Thirty-three'of 37 reporting state probation' agencies teSt probationers. Twenty-six states' test those whose 
offense is alcohol or 'drug related; Idaho and Mississippi test all probationers. Twenty-nine states 
randomly test probationers.. Thirty probation systems use these teSt results in. revocation hearings . 

Forty-four of 48 surVeys pal'()le systems use drug testing. " Parolees with a history of alcohol or drug 
.' abuse. are most frequenUy'tested, usually under conditions of r$Cisonable suspicion. All parole systems, . 

eXcept· ,Del,aware;useresults in' revocation. hearings. 

Carter-Goble Associates, Inc,Birch and Davis' Associates, Inc.; Correctional Treatment Facility for the 
District of Colu'mbia: A Summarv Report, 48 pp; National Criminal Justice Reference Service, Rockville, 
MD 1986 ' 

, , 

" Inmate data. andcriminaljustice system statistics for 1975-:1985 in the District of Columbia were used to 
· examine· the n~ for and feasibility 'of a treatment program .for inm~tes with a history of substance abuse. 
Results showed that 85 percent had histories of previous substance abuse, and 91 percent had been 
previously incarcerated. '." 

· C()nsequently, a major treatment center is proposed to provide ev~luation of inmates' on entry into the 
,system 'and treatment for abusers and special needs . inmates. The proposed facility will house'reception 
and diagnostic,. substance abuse, and mental health programs. A 64 bed. infirmary; a.16 bed'behavioral 
unit;,.and an BOO bed unit for intensive residential, treatment are included ,in the facility. The total program 
also. will p.rovid~ .prerelease and after care components; , 

'Capitol costs are estimated at ·70.5 million ·for Construction, . and 23.5 million for annual Operational 
expenses. '., 

, (no' author' listect); Maine County Jails: A Survey of the Substance Abuse Treatmgnt Needs of Inmates; . 
Maine Alcohol and Drug Abuse PlanninQ Committee, Augusta ME 1986. 

Telephone interviews. were conducted' with ,representatives of 11 jails providing substance abuse services 
" without state funds. . . . 
· All respondents expressed a need for additional services although two wanted to try the program prior 
to making a final commitments. All programs surveyed were inadequate in terms of professions 'Services: 
Only five jails had professional in-house substance abuse services, and service availability varied from '1.5 
.t9 20 hours per week. 

." \ ~, 

Only one ja'il h~d a formal. presentencing or post-incarceration substance abuse program although' many 
. .' jails refereed releaseeS to community 'substance abUse, programs' on a. regular basis. Services, if 

impleniented;should be purchased from local providers to permit flexibility 'and, to accommodate the need 
for diversity. ' 
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, Miller. Brenda A, Welte, John W.; ·Comparisonsof locarceratedOffenders According to Use of Alcohol. 
,·and/or . Drugs Prior to Offense"; Criminal Justice and Behavior, Newbury CA, 13(4): '366-392, 1986 

Using data from the U.S: Bureau, of Justice Statistics' 1981 and 1983 surveys of state prison inmates and 
.1978, survey of jail inmates, a study cO!l1pares incarcerated and sentenced offenders (14,~1) Who used 
drugs only, alcohol only, both drugs and. alco,",ol, and neither drugs, nor alcohol prior to their offense. 

Alcohol and/or drugs. use prior to the' offen~e was reported. by 60% of the offend~rS. ,Among those who 
used psych~ctive 'substanc9$ prior to their offense,alcohol· use only was the most common. pattem 
(30.5%). followed by aleohoiand drugs(16~4%), and drugs only (13.8%). The group using alcohol and 
drugs prior .to the offense represents youngoff~ders extensivelY involved in such 'substance use, 
exceeding all pther groups. This may signify a trend toward more psychoactive substance use. 

Visser,P.;A1cohol and Drug Education - A Correctional Perspective in SolJlhAustralia; Explorina the 
, Alcohol and Drug Crime Link ~Society's Response, R.A. BUsh, .ed., pp 1~140, 1986 

This paper r'=wiews th,e' history of drug and alcohol treatment programs in South' Australia's correctional 
!J facilities,' and describes plans. for the introduction of education programs '·for offenders sentenced to 

community service in SQuth Australia. ' .. 

Un~er South Australia's Offende~ Probation Act,community service includes ,the condition that the . 
offender attend a .course of instruction for two . hours a week as arranged by the corrections department. 
Thedepartme'ntis planning.' a . range of courses suitable for offender .needsand interests, which wiil 

, . include· drug. and alcohol' education.. The, initial, cOurse .. will be' a .Iow-key approach designed to help 
offendersidElntify any abuse problems int,",eir own lives. By creating an awareness of the effects of 
alcohol or drug abuse, the coUrse may prevent"onabusers from becoming abusers, constrain moderate 
abus.ers from becoming serious abusers to seek treatment. ' 

1985 Publications: 

Cancrini, L.; Costantini, D.; and Mazzoni, S.; "Drug Addiction Among Young People: AStudy of Typology 
and Its ReleVance .to Treatment Programmes·; Bulletin on Narcotics, 37(2-3) 1985, pp. 125-133 ,. 

, ' ..... , 

This study classifies drug. addition, on the basis of clinical observation, into four types:· traumatic, actual, 
transitional, and sociopathiC. 

Traul11atic addiction follows a trauma, generally withan'abrupt ~nd acute onset. Actual addition involves .,' . 
an, adiveconflict jn a youth's social environment that produces feelings,of uneasiness and pther 

. disturbing factors~ . Transitional addiction is characterized . by various psychological' disorders that 
, . '. accompany the onset of drug addiction. Sociopathiq addiction involves a psychosocial confli~. expressed 

. in "acting out" behavior and a' number of personality disorders. . 

This classification helps in. making an. appropriate selection of a treatment method and In the evaluation 
of a treatment' program. ' . . , . . . . 

. '\, 
Traumatic and. ~ctual types ofaddictiol1 have a more favorable prognosis. Individual psychotherapy and 
support in a medical setting is effective for the traumatic type addictipn; treatment in a family setting 
appears to be suitable for both actual and transitlorial types of additions. The .therapeutic community may 
prove to be effective in the treatment. of persons affected by sociopathic additi.on. " . 
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Glatt, M; "Wormwood Scrubs Annexa - Reflections on the 'Working and Functioning of 'an Addicts' 
. Therapeutic CornmunitY within a Prison"; Prison Medicine, Sarah Cawthra and Catherine Ginty,eds.,. pp 
"83--98, Prison. Reform Trust, londo~, 1985." . ' .' . 

.. The. Wormwood Scrubs Annexe has 40 prisoners, half of whom are ,addicts. The program" provides' 
ihmat~' with the chance' to 'tefonn both their addictions and their, aggressive .tendencies. It provides a 
humane, hopeful atrrlosphere that contrasts with that of traditional prisons. Although a high proportion 

, of the inmat~ have histories. of violence, violence is almost nonexistent' in the Annexe. . 

The: program's lack 01 effect on reconvi.ctionrat~ may result from its lack of aftercare services. But 
, inmates, staff,. andobservem believe that the, work' and the methods of the Annexe should become part 

'. of other components of the British " prison, system . 

· '. . .,' , 

L.ettieri, Da.nJ.,Sayers~ MoUieA., Nelson, Jack E, eds; National Institute on Alcohol Abuse adn 
Alcoholism Treatment Handbook Series. No 1: Summaries ,'of Alcoholism' Treatment Assessment 
Research; U.S~Departnietn of Health and' Human Services, (85-1379), National Institute onAlcohhol Abuse 
and Alcoholism, Rockville, MD,1985. 

· This Volume is a resource and reference handbook for researchers in t~e alcoholism treatment field. It 
provides'highlightsof current work and thinking in this field .with emphasis on outcomE! studies of major 

,'importance, longitUdinal stUdies, empirical studies, matching .. clients with treatment approaches; 
evaluations of specific methodological', approaches, and studies identifying and defining relevant 
assessment variables. " " 

it highlights materials, published from 1976 through 1984. 

,lightfoot, l.,Kalin, R.,Laverty, S.G., Maclean; A., Darke, J,'Hodgins, D.C.; Ontario Region Offender 
Alcohol Drug Treatment Development Project. Phase II. Final Report, t69 PI'; Correctional Consultation 
Centre, Canada" 1985. '. '. 

, . ' 

.. This report describ~ the methodology and findings of the. treatment needs analysis (Phase II) of 
· Canada's Federal Offender Alcohol and Drug Treatment Development Project, which involves the 

developmentofa regional plan for the creation and implementation of treatment services of substa~ce' 
· abusing~ffenders. . . . 

( , . " ' .', ," , : . \~\ ' , .. _ . " , 

Pt,1ase II, which involved a 1984-1985 assessment of inttlate needs for drug treatment programs, included 
semistructured. interviews . with' 59 staff from nine Ontario regional institutions and personal structured 
interviews with 275 inlllate volunteers. . . 

. FourtYpes~~'\~ubstance abusers were identified: alcohol abusers (3'r'''{'). young drug abusers. (15%), 
young' poJydrug and alcohol .abusers (28%), and psychiatncally impaired abusers (22%). The data 
indicate a need for a variety of treatment options to meet the needs of theSe. subgroups~ 

The proposed treatment management system consists of case identification, assessment, referral to 
.treatment, s~ort-ten." evaluation, !nstitution~1 monitoring, prerelease assessment, community aftercare, 
and foUowup that includes long term. evaluation.' . . 
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Mabli, . J.,' Nesbitt, . K.~., . Glick;' S., Tilb~ook, . J., 9Qldwell, S.; "FCI (Federal Correctional Institution) Fort 
Worth Substance Abuse Evaluation- APiiotStudy"; Federal Probation, 44(3) 40-45., 1985. 

· Attitude and Risk, SCale" questionnaireS· were completed. by' 113 inmates 'participating in, a drug 
. rehabilitation. ,program. at the Federal .. Correction Institution. in Forth . Worth, TX. Behavioral data were 
Collected to ev~luatethe program's effects on attitudes toward drugs and. adjustment to incarceration. 

'The progmm uses ,aholisticapproac~ Including cognitive restructuring through counseling, stress 
management, Narcoti~ .. Anonymous, . self-awareness,and ~axation . th'erapy. . 

· Analysis of post-test data for the 47 inmates' who completed .the six mQnth . program indicates decreased 
depression and. fatigue levels and mailite~ance· of above-average positive mood levels. Perceived 
riskiness of . regular drug. use 'declined, especially with .• 'respect to attitudes toward cocaine, LSD,. and . 

. a'mphet8mine ,use. Perceived ,dangerousness' of barbiturate' use increased. 

Recommendation!; fpr future evaluations of inmate drug rehabilitation programs are' made. 

"'Treatment .Alte~ativesto Street Crime crASC); Philadelphia Crime Commission; Philadelphia, PA; National 
Criminal Justice Reference Service, Rockville, MD1985.· . 

rASe. identifies substance abLi~ing offenders,. refers them to cOmmunity treatment tesources,and 
(0 monitorS· the offenders' treatment. The program aims to decrease. theb.urden on criminal justice agencies 

caused' by alcohol. and. drug dependent offenders and recidivists. Critical prQgram elements include' 
planning,' deveiopmentof eligibility, criteria, establishment of assessment and referral mechanisms and 

· monitoring of participants' ,progress .. Program implementation ,involves an assessment .of need fortbe 
program, a survey. of available community treatment resources, and support building. 

Results have included a reduction of alcohol and drug medical crises in jails and a reducti~n in recidivism. 
among' treated, offenders. . . . 

Vaglum, P.; ''\NhyDid They Leave the Drug Scene? AFollowup Study of 100 Drug Abusers Treated in 
....• a TherapeUtic Community Ware"; Joumal. of Drug Issues, Summer 1985, pp 347-355. 

This study e~a~ines oUtcomes for 100 juvenile and young adult Norwegian drug users followed up 4 to 
5 years after drug. treat,,"ent in a therapeuticcor:nmunity ward between 1967 and 1974. 

< ,." , ' ' •• " :. • ..... • ' 

Forty~four pe~centwere.completely abstinentfrdm drugs intJieprior.year. Compared to the nonabstinent 
group, abstinent .subjects showed .. milder drug abuse at admittance to treatment, were !TIore rarely .. 

'.' '. involved in criminal activities; were allaplastic' or had reality testing deficits, and more often perceived their 
.families as divided; " ., ' ' 

Du~ng therapy, they 'more frequently relinquished membership in the drug culture, and· more' often 
improved .their educational and/or occupational competence. and relationships ·with .parents. 

Atfollowup they attributed their abstinence to both individual Clnd situational factors including a conscious 
'decisiC)li'-(t,~bstainj having a future,feeling worthy, and .establishing new relationships, particularly with 
" a. spouse or fiance. 
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Collins,' J.J., Hubbard,. R.L., Rachal,' J.V., Cavanaugh, E.R., Craddock, S.G., Kristiansen, P.L.;· Cri~inalitv 
ina Drug Treatment Sample. - Measurement Issues and Initial Findings, 101pp; Research Triangle 
Institute, 'Research Triangle'Park, 'NC, 1982. . 

this report a(idresses criminality indicatot"$ .. developE!d from Treatment Outcome Prospective Study 
'(TOPS) . data, a large multiscale.· study. of clients in federally funded drug treatment programs from 1979 

. to 1981. . . 

'. The TOPS' research coUected data on arrests,self-reported offenses, convictions, incarcerations, and 
. illegal income from, respondents·· in' pre-treatment, in treatment, and post-treatment periods . 

A conipa~tive. analYsis of self-reports of arrest with official records suggested TOPS' self~report data were 
" fairly accurate and complete. The report· reviews the TOPSl1lethodology and selected findings regarding 
participants' criminal behavior and involvement with the criminal justice system, noting that these clients 
were. much . more likely than the.general population to report criminal behavior and contacts with' the 

. police .and courts. . 
. . 

A literature rev.iewemphasizes· research. dealing ·with the drug-crime . relati~nship or' the effects of drug 
treatmElnt on criminal behavior. Research and policy implications. of the report's findings are·discussed. 

., , 
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